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INTRODUCTORY. 

A FEW words will suffice to introduce the following pages to the 
attention of the reader. 

\Vhen first their author went to Australia, SOine ten years 
since, it was her intention to give a course of lectures solely on 
the facts and phenomena of the great new spiritualistic move
ment of the nineteenth century. After a certain number of 
oDeninll addresses_ based on the above-named nlan, had been .L""" I .L 

delivered, the audience-according to custom-were caIled upon 
to select their own subjects, when it became apparent that the 
majority of those present on each occasion were bent on the 
discussion of theological problems, especially in relation to the 
enormous claims of Christian Hierarchies, and the fundamental 
principles of truth involved in religious institutions. 

Prompted by the obvious tendency of popular feeling, the 
author's lectures were gradually directed towards analytical 
researches into the origin of religious beliefs, their nature and 
l:!se to mankind, their authenticity, and the evidences which 
ecclesiasticism could, or could not bring, to prove its right to 
dominate over the human mind. The propositions thus called 
forth necessarily involved many startling and revolutionary 
assertions, and as the limit of extemporaneous addresses scarcely 
permitted the quotation of numerous authoritative witnesses, the 
author realized the duty of providing for her many trusting 
listeners, some compendious and accessible definitions of the 
chief points contained in her theological lectures, together with 
such a mass of corroborative testimony, and references to 
acknowledged authorities, as would place the means of verifica
tion at each reader's command. 
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Mrs. Britten is already in possession of an immense array 01 
curious and recondite memoranda on this subject, furnished to 
her hy the erudite author of " Art Magic," but as this storehouse 
of information was not accessible during her Australlan tour, and 
its publication required much time and leisure to prepare, it was 
deemed best to put forth a sman but thoroughly analytical digest 
of the subjects under consideration. Why the writer has so 
constantly given the words and opinions of far more undeniable 
authorities than herself, is a fact that need scarcely be commented 
upon. 

As far as possible, the most available means of referring to 
the authors quoted from, have heen clearly pointed out, and 
although but a tithe of the matter worthy of the true Free
thinker's study has been touched upon, the author feels confi
dent that the sum of what has already been given, will suffice to 
point the way to the realization of purer FAITHS, and more 
endurjng FACTS, than religious history can ever furnish to man
kind, under the speciolls garb of clerical authority, and the 
tremendous shroud of that mystery which is the stronghold of 
priestly FRAUD and ecclesiastical imposture. 

Since the first issue of this small and unpretending work, any 
number of essays, lectures, tracts, pamphlets, &c., &c., have been 
printed, treating of the same subjects as those dealt with in these 
pages. The largest, most elaborate, and exhaustive treatise lately 
published on the origin of all religious-or, we should say, 
tlteological, subjects-has been that written by Gerald Massey, in 
his learned work on "THE DEGINI'INGS." l~s this inliTlenSe 

literary production has been necessarily very costly, Mr. Massey 
has epitomized his views in different lectures published at one 
shilling each, and obtainable from the author. There are many 
minor works on the same subjects-as suggested above-but 
that which illlpels us to add these remarks to our own treatise is 
the mode in which such researches as :'vIr. Massey's and those of 
other anti-Christian writers have been treated, and that-we are 
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ashamed to acknowledge-not unfrequently by Spiritualists them
selves, a class of thinkers whose sole aim should be to promote 
the truth, and never make compromise between that truth, how-

upon general grounds, the objectors (like a certain Right 
Reverend Bishop, allusion to whom will be found in our treatise) 
can scarcely have the audacity to say, "Your statements are all 
false:" but thev either shuffle out of the difficultv bv abuse, , ~ '. -
denunciation, complaints that they I01Je th.eir Sat/iou.r, and cannot 
endure to have Him taken away, or else they loudly affirm that 
our authorities are" not reliable." 

Gerald Massey indeed-whose writings cannot be dealt with 
by denial or refutation-has been literally pelted with ahuse, and 
one well-known American critic has deemed the whole matter 

blunderer, and other terms as meaningless when addressed to 
Gerald Massey as they are discreditable to those who use them. 

Nevertheless, this is the favourite mode in which all authorities 
who prove too much are treated. When first this little treatise 
was issued, bigoted sectarians who could not otherwise answer 
the tremendous and damaging statements that the work contained, 
had the hardihood to aver that Voiney, Dupuis, Higgins, Sir 
William Jones, Maurice, Cole brooke, and the hosts of learned 
authorities quoted in our volume, and catalogued at the 
beginning of this treatise, "were not reliable!" To such com
mentators we can offei no other remark than silence, fonowing 
out the old but significant Biblical recommendation-" not to 
cast pearls before swine." 

As a proof how far the zeal of sect and bigotry will prevail 
over devotion and TRUTH (the only real word of God), we have 

that Celsus, the great opponent to Christianity in the earliest 
period of its establishment- Celsus, a learned Greek and 
profound scholar, writing even in the second century, was not-
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reliable; whilst old Origen, attempting to answer and refute 
CelsLls's arguments years after his death, 71JaS reliable-a statement 
that none but a devoted and very poorlyo-infornled Christian 
would venture to make. In the face of such a spirit and such 
modes of criticism we are perfectly well prepared to hear all the 
profound and thoroughly authoritative writers we have quoted, 
pronounced "unreliable," or placed in the same category as 
Gerald Massey, and labelled "blunderers, ignoramuses," &c., &c. 

'Vhen a Christian Bishop, \'lho should be the interpreter of 
God's truth to the people, can be found to acknowledge that aii 
the nations of antiquity had their God-men, their Messiahs, their 

crucified Saviours, born of pllre virgins, &c" and that, long before 
the advent of the Jewish Messiah-bllt that all the ante-
cedent ones were l11ytlts, or n1erely forerunners of the Christian 
one, and the last of them all-the Jewish Saviour-was the 
only true one! who can expect the followers of such teachers to 
be any wiser or more truthful than their appointed mouth-piece 
and leader? Truly is this now as of olden time, "the blind lead

ing the blind ! " 
And thus, accustoiued as we are to the last desperate resort of 

the bigot, namely, an attempt to discredit the authorities he 
cannot refute, we have only to add, let such adversaries say their 
worst; let them hold their forlorn hope as long as an unreflecting 
public will let them. We hereby anticipate, but shall not farther 

notiCe the In. Our assurance, is that, the truth \VILL prevail, 
though all the world should unite to crush it, for-

Ever the truth comes uppermost, 
And ever is justice done. 



THE FAITHS, FACTS, AND FRAUDS OF 
RELIGIOUS HISTORY. 

SECTION 1. 
NATCRAL AND REVEALED RELIGION. 

"Tlze truth against lite world." 

THE principal aim of the following pages is to trace out the 

prirl1al source frorn vdlenCe have been deriYt:d the vanous 
systems of theology which divid," up mankind into votaries of 

many conflicting faiths. 

That all the diverging lines of religious opinion on earth have 

proceeded from a common centre there is ample testimony to 

show; and when we remember the awful sacrifice of life, liberty, 

hum8.n happines:-.:) and hlJrnan brotherhood; \vhirh those diver

gencies have occasioned, and the enormous cost of wealth, time, 

and talent which their maintenance now involves, we can 

scarcely over-estimate the importance of any discoveries which 

111ight tend to pulverize the cruel lines of sectarian demarcation, 

or calculate the illimitable benefits which might accrue to the 

race, from building np a religious system whose only foundation 

stones were divine truth and practical good. 

The flrsl questions which naturally arise m this connection 

are-·\Vllatis religion? \V hat is its special sphere of influence, 

and from whence does its authority proceed? To these pre

liminary queries we ans\ver, that there is in humanity a natural, 

original, and indestructible sense of religion, which blossoms out 
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the lo.,vs of right, just as 

normally as affection, intellect, or any other of the soul's 
faculties. 

Natural religion then-or that original spiritual sense which 

antedates the existence of all creedal faiths, and will pulsate 
through the life-currents of humanity when sectarian beliefs 

are blotted out from remembrance-may be defined as the belief 

in a Supreme Being, the knowledge of the soul's immortality, 

and the recognitjon of hUl11an du6es and responsibilities. 

'Viewed [rorn th;: standpoint of its origin jn human nature, 

religion is, or should be, the crowning attribute and sum of all 
knowledge. 

The birth chamber and the death chamber are the two 

portals through which every human being must pass. vVhence 

and whitherward? These are the inevitable queries which every 

thinking mind must propound, as it reflects upon the stupen

dous mystery which enshrouds life's gates of entrance and exit. 
n L·....1 L • . .. 1 1 ,. 11 ,1 1 ..uut uCSlues tueSe Hlcentrves LO 11urnan speCUlalJOD, all tnrougn 
the pilgrimage by which humanity wins its way between the two 

eternities, there is a viewless angel ever hovering at each one's 

side, whose voice, though differing in tone and intensity with 

the varieties which mark the race, is still heard and recognized 

by alL Men have agreed to call this unknown one CONSCIENCE, 

and in accordance with the acute or blunted perceptions of the 

listener, SO does this angelic monitor remind each one of his 
.-1= ..... " ... j·,.~f' .r ... r-..~ ...... _ ~h.""~;,-"_"",,,,,,,,,~ /.\.." 1~._.~ ~r .. :~L.. 'T'l,kjPrp. is ,"1'-' 
u\..}'all.-UJC 11UHJ, UJ. VL)CUH::::ULC: lV, ~1lC; law:,. VI Ilb1ll. .... ..... ..... 

need to inq llire what these laws are. Consciousness is the hand

nlaid of conscience
j 

and she never fails to write STIch a decalogue 
of right and wrong, as time and place permit, upon those soul 

tablets, which all human beings carry within them. To explain 

the awful mysteries of the" whence and whitherward," to stimu-
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late human consciollsness to a sense of right and wrong, and 

awake the soul to the 111onitions of conscience, are the special 

functions of religious systems; and no religion, or rather form 

of religious faith, can chinl tht: right to dOD11nate over the 

human soul, that cloes not exercise its influence in these special 

directions. 

OUf affe('tlonsj intellects] and appetites are all regulated and 

unfolded by appropriate Tllethocls of culture. Society enacts 

laws for the promotion of national interests, and courts of judi

cature to protect the rights of individuals, It is essentially the 

function of religion then to adllllt1ister to man's spiritual nature, 

and promote all those stupendoLls interests which affect the soul 

here and hereafter, No other department of human tho lIght 

can supersede the influence oj true religion, or match the bOlWd

less range of its responsibilities. Religion is emphatically the 

science of life, and th", only solution which life past, present, or 

As religion is the highest element of life, and the highest form 

of civil ization should represent the noblest phase of religion, it 

is to Christianity, as the faith professed amongst the most 
] _ _ _ , _'- _ _ " 1 , • ,.. ". <, ", " • ~. 

aaV<1I.lcea 01 ean[l s naClonaunes, coru Ine ,VOrlG nas Tne rlg/lt to 

look, to find the most perfect results of religious influence upon 
human conduct, 

But, in addition to this, if we assume tbat religions progress 

keeps pace with the march of mind in every otber direction, 

and remember that the representative Christianity of to-day is 
1 l' , !' i .., tlle CUJ.1:Yl1natlon Ol neo.rlY 2,OCO ye,tfS oi pelslstent experHuenL, 

we have the right to expect that it will manifest itself, as an 

example to the whole human famiiy, of all tbat is most excellent 

in practice and most truthful in doctrine. 

It mnst he remarked, however, that the faitb thus professed 
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by the highest" of civilized nations bears no relation to the 
primordial and instinctive sentiment in humanity, before 

described as "natnral religion." On tbe conlrary, Christianity 
does not admit of any instinctive origin in the cOl13ciousness of 

with the single exception of Mahometanism, it is the last and 
most modern of all theological systems. So far from its source 

existing in the efflorescence of soul growth, it claims for itself a 
distinct revelation; a revelation totally outside of human expe

rience, knowledge, judgment, or the known laws of nature; 

Hlade in a con1paratively recent pcnod of the earth's history, to 

a very limited number of the human family; and that, under 

conditions which the natural emotIOns a nd reasoning faculties of 

the soul would inevitably revolt from . 
. 1 • ,..."., , " • 1 h x C ... "1.galD ; l..,nnSllanlty Clanns as lts revelator t le ull"eCt agency 01 

a Being, of whom thc finite mind cannot have the faintest con
ception-even the Infinite and Eternal Author of the Universe 

ill proprtir persona. And this revelation is not supposed to be 

made by any impression or spiritual agency common to human 
experience in general, but by special procedures, suh'ersive of 
all the kno\vn laws of such conditions as 

render the possibility of testing the truth of the allegations thus 
put forth impossible. 

To render this position still more impregnable, all attempts at 
• . .... , ~., ,..1 , .1 __ ! L r 

enqUIry are Stlned, unaer me assumpnon mac we maJeSLY 01 

God is impugned by any research into, or doubt of, His" incom
prehensible ways;" that the men who claim to be the sole inter

preters of His sublime mysteries are invested with full power to 

punish, tortLne, or even kill all who dare to question what
ever they choose to allege in their God's name; and in an age 

when the laws of nations intervene to protect human beings 
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against such surDmary nlcthocls of treatlnent, illZtnkind are 
scared into silence and subjection by threats of still more horrible 

torments extending through all eternity. q Believe or die ~ " has 
been the motto of the highest form of theological faith, amongst 

the highes\: fonns of civ.i1i~ation, during the first sev~nteen 

hundred years of its domination. That cry i3 changed now to-

in the next:" How much mankind are g::tiners by the change, 

the spirit of the age is ,,~pidly demonstrating. 

Now, the ela ims abo-,-e referred cO me so enormous that if 

they stood alone, and I,;VeTe pressed un the '\-yorld's acceptance 8S 

the special assurnptions of anyone sect, they woule! infallibly be 

rejected ac: the utterances of raving Jnnacy or aL1d~cioLlS blas

phemy; but just at the very point when mankind-aroused 

from its dream of l)linrt superstition by the clarion trump of 

intellectual progress-- prepares itself to apply the gauge of 

science and reason to the Hlonstrous aftl.rmations of ecdtsia_sti-

cism, modern research steps in and brings to light correlated 

systems of belief, streammg up in full tide from the remotest 

periods of antiquity, and all tending in converging lines towards 

that point, in time and place, where Christianity enters upon 

the scene and absorbs ali former revelations, in the impossihle 

assumption of being their orzgilialfounder ! 

Granted that modern discoveries, by disinterring the tomhs 

of ancient faiths, entirely strip Christianity of her arrogant claim 

to divine favour, through an original and specieJ rc-veb.tion ; the 

problematical question stiiJ remains as to whence arose the 

primeval ideas upon which all theological systems are founded? 

To remove the source from Judea to Egypt, and from thence 

back to ancient India, or even to trace its threads of ideality to 

the still more antique conceptions of the wandering Aryan, is only 
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to coulplicate the difficulty, and shift the ground plan, without 

explaining the significance of the primal legend. Why, then, 
do we fear to advance to the mysterious shrine wherein the 

veiled "Dcmiurgus" sits enthroned, and boldly question its 
nature, personality, and right to rule? 

In this inquisition we have nothing to fear for true religion, 

which, as an inherent part of human nature, will live or die only 

with its author. The destruction of external forms cannot 

touch the deathless soul, nor annihilate that natural reiigion, 
\vhich is the sours voice, wltness, and interpreter. 

Neither has humanity aught to lose, were the very corner

stone of ecclesiasticism to crumble a wa y into the shifting sands 
from which it was formed. 

As for Christianity-the apex of ecc1esiastjcal pow-er and 
pride-what loss would accrue to humanity in her downfall? 

The ghosts of ancient faiths arise to convict her of audacious 

plagiarism, and the vanished generations of eighteen centuries 

return to accuse her of overwhelming the earth with oceans ot 

blood and tears. 
She adds nothing to the science of true religion, for she throw·s 

no light on the solemn problems of life, death, or Deity. 

She elucidates no mysteries of nature, explains no causes in 
harmony with science, no effects that tend to the world's improve

ment or instruction, and she would leave the race now, as deeply 

steeped in sin, sorrow, violence, and wrong, as she found it, 
eighteen centuries ago. 

As for the brand of "Infidel," which she imprints on all who 

presume to question her impossible assertions, or the bugbear of 
eternal torment with which she has been ar.customed to stifle the 
argull1cnts of heY antagonists, the thinking portion of the race is 
beginning to rank them in the same category with the promis-
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sory notes which she issues, payable in the banks of a heavenly 

kingdom, which no sane man would desire to inherit. 

But even if these many defalcations llid not [orrfl a sufficient 

inducement to urge forward the enq niry into the sources and 

authenticity of ecd.esiastical pretensions; the best interests of 

jU5tice, reason, common sense, and true religion, demand from 

the age an analysis as searching for the discovery of truth, as 

for tbe exposure of fraud and error j for the restoration of pure 
religion and undefiled, to a suffering and ignorant age, as for the 

dethronement of blind superstitIon and expensive idolatry. Let 

us enter upon that analysis fearlessly then, and, convinced that 

there is no truth that need fear the light, and no error that can 

long endure It, commence the noble warfare ior truth by con

sidering the relations between religion and religious systems, 

SECTION II. 
OF THE SABEAN SYSTEM, OR THE ASTR0)10MICAI. 

RELIGION. 

PASSl:-lG over all the ramifications of opmlon into which Sec

tm:anism has broken up the distinctive faiths of history, we 

find we may resolve the latter into six well-defined groups or 

representati Ve phaSeS of religious thought~ the nODlenc1ature of 
which runs thus :-Brahmimsm, Buddhism, Parseeism, Judaism, 

l'olytheisrn, and Cbristianity. lvIahometanism of course adds 

a seventh to the list; but as this form of faith stands alone, 

neither borro"\v\ng from, or itTlparting aught to, other systems, it 
needs no special notice here. The fairly informed student of 

religious history need not be reminded that there are certain 
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marked features pervading all the six systems enumerated above 

constantly repeating themsel ves, <w"ith no other shadow of vari ety 
than tnay be expected to result from differences in time, climate, 
customs, and language. 

They all combine in teaching the fall of 111ao, or his deriva-

tion from some pre-existent and higher state of being than th;:vt 

of earth, as it is known in historical times. 

All preserve, more or less, the legend of a general flood, and 

predict the final destruction of the earth by fire. All cherish faith 

in one Supreme Being and hierarchies of subordinate spiritual 

existences. 
The belief in the soul's immortality and (with certain sectarian 

modificaticm) faith in conditions of happiness or misery here

after, aJ;iO also items of universal acceptance. All subdivisions 

of religionists supplement their doctrines with codes of morals 

for the conduct of humanity, and enjoin upon their foHowers 

religious observances in the form of sacraments, sacred days, 

places, garments, and other consecrated objects. 

They all set apart certain persons, \'lho forrrl a priestly order, 

teach the efficacy of rites and ceremonials, and assume to found 

their snecial form of faith uponsDecial revelations from divine 
------ -.1- - ... ... 

sources. The most curious and important feature of universal 

belief however, is yet to be noticed, and this is, that all shades of 

Sectarian religionists, except the Jews, whether ancient or modern, 

set up for worship one central figure, whom they claim to be at 

once God and man, adoring him with even more lavish rever

ence than they accord to the Deity, yet claiming that He was 

the subject of human birth, death, p~rseeution, and martyrdom 
~ '1 , _, T wnusr on eann. 
And the mystery attendant on such a subject of worship 

deepens, when we trace out the main features of the history 
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woven around this God-man) and find, that though each people 

insist 
" • ' .-, 'I" 

upon presenting a cutterent personalIty, all ho',vcvcr 

rer.,oved from each other in point of time or iocality, maintain 

certain coincident points of similarity, for which no otber 

account can be rendered than the Ltct of their origin being 

derived from one commcn somee. FOl ex:unple: all natiom, 

from the most ancient Hmdoos to the comparatively modern 

Christians inculcate belid in an incarnate God-man, born of the 

Supreme Being, through the maternity of a woman. The 

mother in nearly every case is represented as a pure virgin, and 

all the attendant circumstances are more or less miraculous. 

The birthday of the .Pl.vatar is invariably fixed at iIlid-\vinter, 
and the decease at spring or ~1l1tumn. A royal descent is in 

some mysterious way claimed. and a prophecy that the sovereignty 

sented as exciting the jealousy of some reigning Tyrant hy 
whom the Virgin Mother is persecllted.. There is also a 

putative father introduced, 'who is represented 

complaisantly 

his betrothed 

enough to the divine intrigue, 

the mother of a God. By 

which makes 

aid of this 

obliging spollse, the infant is always sheltered in obscurity 

until a certain period, when, after a miraculous infancy and 

boyhood, he issnes forth to assume the prophetic mantle, with 

all the paraphernalia of [astings, b:lptisms, and other sl1ch divine 

signatures of favom as may be comrnon to the COlll1try and time. 

1 hen succeeds a ctl3.111 of miracl1iol15 performances, many of 

which bear the most stnking resemblance to each other when-

ever detailed. 
The God-man is invariably a moral teacher, and a reformer of 

the prevailing abllses of the time. The same mysterious simi
L1ritv nn"-u~l-ik -in tliP n()("trinf'~ pnnnr.intpd. whp-thf'r thpv romp in 
--'."~.J .I.-~_'~~"~ "A_ -,~-- .-----.----- ----.-",.---- .. -.-, --- --- ---." --"------'-
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the name of Buddha, Mithra, Zoroaster, Chrishna, Prometheus, 
Balder, Hesus, Osiris, or Christ. All are protests against the 

prevailing corruptions of the age, and enunciations of those 
divine principles of goodj whjch V3_ry not \vith ti111e, and are 

never peculiar to place or nationality. 
Then follows the last act of the drama, which is the invariable 

triumph of adverse powers: a violent death-generally a cruci-
fix/on-the proclaluatlon that the martyrdom in question is 
designed for the benefit of the race; a descent into hell, or the 

nethermost parts of the earth, to show that divine mercy compas

sionates even the most degraded spirit, in being; a short season 
of lamentation, always carried on by faithful women and mourn

ing disciples; the whole followed by a resurrection from the 

the miracle-working Mediator as the future" Judge of the dead," 
and the" Saviour of men." These are the main points upon 

which all theologies, without exception, are founded; and 

though we admit there must necessarily he certain modifications 

in the presentation of this grand drama, growing out of the 
varieties of time and place \vhich distinguish the religions of 

different nations, the essential features of the scheme (that is, the 
fundamental ideas above narrated) are invariably coincident, and 
never fail to re-appear. 

It n-lay be urged that We can have no means of delineating 

the faiths of nations whose scriptures have perished, and that 

when we simply reiterate the legendary opinions that time 

perpetuates, we may be liable to colour the prevailing tradition 
by our own prepossessions. 

To this we reply, that for the thorough understanding of 
antique lore, we have three methods of interpretation, the com

binations of which are quite as authentic as written history. 
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The first of these we obtain in a study of the J\Tonuments, 

with which the entire of the East is overlaid; the second in the 
. c','1 , '.' I L ',..J • 

SCience 01 pOllOl0gy, \VntCIl, uy connectIng 1110uern tongues 'WIth 

their roots, or affiliations in ancient lac1guages, forms a chain of 
• relationship between present and past modes of expression; and 

the third, either by the traditions of the past or the preservation 

of ancient faiths in modern systems of religious beliefs-together 

with their symbols, modes of expression, and ceremonials of 
worship. 

Thus the very limitations which hindered th" ancients from 

bequ~athing written scriptures to posterity, impelled them to 

engrave their ideas upon the far more enduring pages of stone, 

en:.tbling us to derive [roni the sculptured remains '\vhich convert 
the land of the Orient into one grand, imr,erishahle volume, a 

means of testimony far transcending any written scriptures in 
worth and authenticity. 

\Vritings ll1ay be lost, interpolated, or tl111perec1 '\,vith in many 
ways. Whole libraries of polemical literature have been wilfully 

destroyed, or wilfully fabricated, for the purpose of maintaining 

a favourite point of doctrine, or confuting an adversary; but 

the old Temple voices of antiquity CANKOT LIE, and the mute 

but eloquent testimony of stony preachers, whose witness dates 

back through immemorial ages, proclailns, '\vithout fear or favour, 

revelations which Inquisitions cannot burn or torture into silence, 

nor the reckless mendacity of partisan bigotry misrepresent. The 

venerable slabs, planispheres, and ruins of Nineveh, the Z()diacs, 

Pyramids, the tombs of Egypt, the stupendolls Cave Temples of 

India, together with all the colossal remains and gorgeous 

mementos of vanished splendour, marred, yet not obliterated, 

:vhich combine to bear indestructible witness to the faith of ages, 

and cover the earth, wherever the footprints of civilization have 
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left their mark-form, in their totality, a bible, the revelations of 
which are becoming household words amongst the people, in this 
intellectual and progressive age; revelations which no priest can 
ban out of existence, and no bigot can longer stille. 

It is from such sources as these, as well as by consulting the 
scriptures of aii nations, instead of one alone, that we are enabled 
to re-construct the scheme, upon which-as we shall hereafter 

perceive-the entire of the world-wide systems of theology have 
been upreared. 

SECTION III. 
CONTINUATION OF THE SABEAN SYSTEM, OR THE 

ASTRONOMICAL RELIGION. 

THE learned and authoritative writers who have contributed to 

elucidate the principles of the famous astronomical religion, may 
now be numbered by the score, and anyone of them would 
afford us ample testimony to the truths of which we are about to 
present a brief abstract to our readers. One of the most volu
minous and profound of these writers, Gerald Massey, has 
extended the record of his researches into such vast proportions 
that they are accessihle only to the student or man of leisure 

and letters, and a large number of other modern writers draw 
more or less from those inexhaustible fountains of knowledge, 
supplied by the learned Dupuis in his magnificent twelve-volume 
work-L' Origin de tous les Cuites, or "The Origin of all Religious 
VVorship,H so \ve cannot do better than open our case by presenting 
the reader with such excerpts from the last named author's 1V0rk 
as will lay down in concise terms, and in an almost literal trans
lation from the French, the scheme of whkh M. Dupuis has 

given such elaborate details. 
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original, as we cOll.ld not possibly obtain a connected idea of the 

author's views in such a consecutive extract as any single volume 

wou 1d furnish. 

In the opening chapters it is said-

".Ancien: c:vilization extencled over a gre:lt part of Asia, a 
portion of _Afric8, Zlnd pZ':.rts of Europe . 

. , The Greeks and Romans, whom we sometimes cal! the 
ancien_ts, kne\:v less of the antique civilization of Egypt} Ind13 j 

:\sta ?vlinnY, and other Eastern lands than 1ve do~ for yn~ learn 
nothing from them on thecie subjects, whilst our modern 
ret-;earches are adding to OL~r s~ock of knowledge on nncient 
civilization every day. 

"There are marks of a high clvilization exist~ng thrnl~ghol1t 
India, E'gypt, and As:a :vfinor, at periods far beyond Ol1r means 
of calculation j but, starting from an era which we may assuredly 
Ex at five thousand years agD j Yr"e find established beliefs and 
customs prevailing, whose origin must have antedated that epoch 
by many centuries at least. 

"Throughout the entire of the .lands of the East:, hl~h~rling 
Hindostan, Egypt, Arabia proper, &c., &c., are traces of that 
fornl of antique worship? called indifferently Sa_hennis111; :Fire 
worship, Sobr worship, the Astronomical system, and by 
Christians designated by the general terms of 'Paganism' or 
~ t--rp~thpn-ic:rn_~ I'T'bp tfnth is_ nnE' ::-lnrl t'hp qamp sv~ten1 nrevailed 
"---~~~~<-~"- .. ~~-.. - ,- ~--.. -- ._, ---- -.--.~ ---.- -- - - .I - - • 

everywhere; and, dating back from three or four thousand years 
hpfnrp thp. Chr1dl51fl ."'r:l i {- <;;('pnlq f() hn vp hf'pn rnnrp. concrete 
>,~-~.,~- ~~.~- -.--.,-~-~-.. -~--, _.- ------- ---- ""--, - ----- --- - -- -

and uniform than in bteI times, when the scattering abro::td of 
many ancient dynasties tended to introdllce new' ideas, and 
Inodify old ones,' so that it would seen1 as if the later pations had 
not received, or h3d departed irom, the oid doctrine ,: bnt that 
thi,; \V~l<;;;: nil!"" th"" (';1"0 nT1T' f-inpc:t rrl()nllnlpnt~ In fhp older nations ~~.~~ ,~_~, • ___ ~~ ____ "'~_! ~_. __ ._.~~v ____ ~ _____________ "__ _ _ __ 

of India, ASSyl'1fl, and Egypt, do abundantly prove." 

extended list of the nations amongst whom the Sabean system 

prevailed, rnarking especially the differences which arose, as he 

jUcliciously infers, from local or chronological changes; but as 
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the pursuance of his exactitude of style would necessitate a mass 
of nl1()toti()l1 which woulrl far surnass the limits of this treatise. -- ,,---.------- .,.,----- ,--- -- -- ..L , 

we must substitute the term" the ancients," as a general synonym 

for the numerous Eastern nations to whom he reiers. With this 

single change in the manner of quotation, we proceed :-

"The ancients worshipped the powers of nature either directly 
or as leading to a superior invisible, and all-pervading Godbead-
.,.h"" o""JC't"nrrr."',4 .,'r\UArnrl"l" "f thr::o. 11lyiupr-=p. T'h~t thp \,.,U.W u.J..,u.~.LJ"""u. 0"'" ...... .L~.L~ ...... , .... "- .................... ~ • ...,............ _ L~ __ ----

priests of Chaldea, Babylonia, Hindostan, Egypt, and Sidonia, 
disclaimed any actual worship of the things seen-or the visible 
order of the universe-we have over and over again shown; but 
they taught, as did the later Greeks and Romans, that these 
,(T;c~hl"" c-T,rnC'_C'Il .... h <:\'-" C'11,.., 'ti"'o('\tln ~nrl ch::<r<::'_wprP> np.':p<';::;:!1rv 
l' • ..:>.1u ........ >.J.B ...... ." "' .... ....., • .L <-~>J u ......... , ......... 'V'V.L ... , ......... "" ............. ~.~ ,. ~~ ~ --~-~~~---J 

objects for the vulgar to contemplate, as by them they could 
9'",..,11'7C> ..., c-n"",...,;f1 .... ;rlC>.<:l urh; ... 'h uraC' 't"s:>nl·pc:pntprl in thpir lY'lr.t;nnl::: 
.............. J.Lo .... <'-1. u1-;,.., ...... J.~ ........ .tu. ................ u ...... L.I. .! .... " ........ t' .. '""..., ........ ~~........... ........ ............. .. ........... ~~ .. ~-. 

The fact that thc true religion of the Sabeans was always cele
brated by the priests in MYSTERIES, is confirmed by Cicero, 
Plato, Pythagoras, and the Brahmins, t:..rho all allege tbat the 
priests taught of the soul or spiritual part of the universe in 
4_111!r/"4n'"C' hilt th,.."" ... h 1n"1<:lrtPc ir1r\lc: r.lnti \7;c:ih1p c.:;anc: tn thp " ... J" ..... d "''''', u .... " ~ ... LL'.JU.b....... ".L.L~""'b'-''''''' J ...... "" ....... , ......... "" .................. - ' .... b .... ~ ... - ~ .. --

people. 
"The earliest nations of the earth were chiefly employed in 

agriculture, and, to promote the better understanding of the 
seasons, to discover which were the fitting times to sow, plant, 
gather in, &c., the study of the stars-as the rulers or governors 
of the seasons-became a most necessary branch of science. It 
was obvious to the ancients, as to ourselves, that the sun-as the 
source of heat-must be the lord of life and the author of all 
that exists on the earth's surface. His light-giving beams, more
over, were acknowledged then, as now, to be the principle of 
revealment from which we derive all knowledge and all tmth j 
hence the corner stone of the ancient worship was the sun or 
rather that spirituo.! principle disp1ayed in the sun's influencE' 
upon earth. The ancients, as I have sufficiently explained, 
taught these ideas in esoteric or spiritual doctrines for the priests, 
and exoteric or visible SYStC!l1S of worship for the people, 

"The variations in th" seasons were not attributed to the 
changes occasioned by the earth's rotation, of whichj as I have 
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before shown, the ancients were generally (though not in all 
instances) 19uorunt. I)eeining that these perplexing variations 
were owing to the COLUS", of the sun through different portions of 
L1 1 _ " ,11 ,~, 1 • _ 1 , " 

Lilt neavens, H naLUral1Y came La oe maugnt mar me stars, or 
les8er tights, which strewed the plane of the heavens, must be in 
some way inflUential upon the benign influence of the solar ray. 
The ancients-destitute of our resources for converting ail 
seasons into benefit-could not comprehend the necessity of 
winter, and only realized its mlc as one of famine, desolation, 
and evil. Their flocks and herds, their fields and crops, were 
cut off, blighted, and destroyed; and when, in addition to atmos
pheric influences, fierce storms, earthqLlakes, cyclones, and all the 
awiul paraphernaiia of tempestuous forces prevailed on earth, 
people who attributed every phenomenon of nature to the direct 
action of invisible, powerful, and unknown intelligences, naturally 
enough supposed these sources of evil must proceed from powers 
antagonistic to the benign and gracious sun." 

goes on to 
show how the ancients first set apart their wisest and most 
learned men to study the heavens, discover the modes of motion 
prevailing throughout the starry hosts, reduce those discoveries 
to order, and evolve thence a chart of the sidereal heavens, from 
which accurate knowledge might be obtained concerning the 

expected on earth, and the best means of propitiating the 
un1u;lOwn but terrible potentates who divided the hemispheres 
amongst them, and marshalled their alternating forces of astral 

light, in the tremendous and unceasing war of day and night, 
.summer and winter, and-from an assumed moral correspon-

benign influences, upon the helpless inhabitants of earth. 
F ather Kirchen, the learned Jesui t and Egyptologist; Mr. 

Bryant, the voluminous author of "Eastern Antiquities," &c.; 
and Godfrey Higgins, ::t still more voluminous writer on these 
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subjects; General Hitchcock and J. F. Stewart, American writers 
of no mean celebrity; Mons. Volney, the renowned author of 

"The Ruins;" the Rev. Robert Taylor, in his astra-theological 

lectures, and many other eminent writers on kindred subjects, 
have described in detail the nrinrinles of the ,Rlebratecl SOhp"n l:.l- - - - -- ~--.-----~ 

system, and shown how obviously they might have origil1ated in 
most ancient times, when men were compelled to pursue astro

nomical studies for the sake of gJiding and directing the activi

ties of agriculture. 

The advances which the ancients achieved in both these 

branches of knowledge, are too well known and too thoroughly 
demonstrated by Oriental remains, to need further comment. 

We again il1'lite our readers to follow out the investigations of 

M. Dupuis. He says:-

"The path of the sun was traced out by the ancients ~,s 
marking on the heavens an imaginary wavy line called the 
ecliptic, hence the sun (assumed to be the traveller rather than 
the earth) crossed the equator at two distinct points, and at the 
two distinct seasons of the spring and autumn equinoxes. The 
ancient planispheres and zodiacs are often found with the lines 
of the equator and ecliptic correctly defined, and the equatorial 
circle divided up into the then recognized 360 degrees. The 
ancient astronomers based their system on the recognition that 
the sun, following the wavy line of the ecliptic in the northern 
hemisphere, dispensed the full force of his light and heat in the 
beneficent influence of summer, but after crossing the equator 
at the autumnal equinox, and sinking into the southern hemis
phere, he became subject to the adverse powers and malignant 
influences of winter. These primary divisions of tbe solar year 
into summer and winter, formed the first grand act of the Astral 
drama, evolved from the impersonation of the solar hero into the 
god of the eartb. Subsequently, the two main divisions of the 
year were subdivided into the four seasons, when it became 
necessary to impersonate the spring and autumn months as 
heralds of the opposing powers of summer and winter. The 
belief that the stars or lesser lights were the symbols of subordi-
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nate intelligences or angelic hierarchies, whose inf1.11ence l1pon the 
sun was potential for good or evil, caused the ancient astronomers 
to map out the heavens into groups or constellations of starry 
bodies, whIch, according to their position whilst the sun was 
above or belm" the equator, were supposed to be antagonistic or 
beneficently disposed towards men. In this plan the wintry 
constellations of COLHse signified the adverse power; those of 
summer represented the beneficent angels. The spring constcl
Ltions were the heralds of hope and promise, those of alltumn 
the prophets of the evil days at hand. The ~ath of the sun about 
the equator being thus defined, the groups of stars through which 
his march was conducted, came to be called 'the zodiac,' which 
signified, in ancient Chaldee, ,m mzimal, or the living world of 
power through which the earth received the life and light of 
godhead. 

"The zodiac, as the ruler and chart of the solar year, was 
divided up by some of the ancients into ten, and by others into 
twelve, groups or constellations of stars. Each of these corres
ponded to, and were ass limed to be, the ruling powers that 
governed the months. 

"It is needless to remind our readers, thal the same sL1h· 
division of the year into twelve months, symbolized at least, if 
not governed by the zodiacal signs, is still preserved in our 
charts and almanacs to the present time. As before explained, 
the zodiacal circle was divlded into three hundred cU1d sixty 
degrees; these again into four right angles of ninety degrees 
each, and the whole into twelve signs, including each thirty 
degrees." - . 

The constellations were named, as it is supposed, chiefly from 
the operations 'Nhich transpired on earth at the period v,-hen 

the Slln passed through them. Amongst the Hebrew cabalists, 

they were regarded as houses of the sun and were called Beth-s; 

amongst the Chaldeans the houses of the summer sun were 

termed El-s, and those of winter On-so El or Al signified light, 

On darkness; and these nomenc1atmes were ultimately adopted 
by most of the Oriental nations j hence we find the winter 

constellations, Angels, or hOllses of the sun, spoken of as the 
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Dragon, Appollyoll, AbaddolZ, DagolZ, &c., whilst the summer 

ll1ansions are termed lVlichael, Gabriel, Rethel, Daniel, H.aphad, 
Azrael, &c., &c. 

All the names common amongst Eastern nations, having El

or On- as tenninations or prefixesj were derived fro III the priest

hood, who were n::tmed after the houses of the SlIn; or, according 

as different temples of worship were dedicated to the sun m 

different constellations. 

" The names assigned to the zodiacal constellations, or the 
rulers of the twelve months, were as follows :-Aries, the Ram, 
governed March, the real first month of the year amongst the 
ancients. The Bull was the ruler of April, because the season of 
agricultural pursuits connected that animal with the group of 
stars then in the ascendant. May, the season when summer and 
winter are united in an almost equal division of time between 
day and night, was ruled by the Twins, or Gemini. In June, 
when the sun appears to undergo a sort of retrograde motion 
(significantly explained in astronomy), the consteiialion was 
named the Crab, or Cancer. The raging heat of summer was 
typified by naming the July constellation the Lion. The August 
constellation wm; called the woman (Virgin), in reference to the 
fruitfulness which prevailed at the harvest season. The Scales, 
or Balances, was the title of the September sign, to signify, 
once more, the equilibrium prevailing between the hours of day 
and night. The Great Dragon of October, the Archer of 
November, the Water-bearer and Fishes, of January and 
February, were all named in accordance with the evil portents 
of the wintry months over which they presided. 

"At mid·winter, or that period which now corresponds to 
Deccember in the northern hemisphere, the constellations were 
supposed to correspond to a goat or ram, surrounded on all 
::;ides by stars, which the Oriental tendency to inlpersonate ideas, 
and image forth all things into natural forms, called the Stable, 
or Manger of the Goat, Capricornus. About this constellation, 
also, were seC-I era} n1inot groups, the lllost noLed of which 'IYere 
telliled the V\·\nuan or "Virgin, being a reappearance of the 
summer group, so-called from another aspect; Bootes, or Joseph, 
'the herdsman,' and Spica, or the ear of corn, which the fanciful 
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mind of the ancient astronomer placed in the hand of the Virgin, 
to signify her special attribnte of fruitfulness. 

" In summer, the constellation Virgo appears at the marriage 
feast of the reir, when the sun turns" the' \veak water of earth 
into wine: when the earth is in the pleni tude of her power, and 
unites all ~eaSD!lS in the marriage a;them Df Gdadness. Her re
appearance in mid·winter, in the~ stable of the~ Goat, occasioned 
her to he called the; Virgin abOL!t to bring forth,' and hence 
the winter Virgo represents the mother Df the young newly-born 
sun, she who 'brings forth,' in the stable of Capricornus, 
~ Virg{Ju'l'(lrlltrrrt:. , 

In order to the elaborate description of the Solar 
scheme, which M. Dupuis has distributed through several 

volumes, somewhat more clear to the reader than we could do 

by fragmentary excerpts, we will now give the condensed plan, 

rendered by that ebborate work, the" Anacalypsis " of Godfrey 

Higgins, in which we shall find the most direct and unmistakable 

definition of the entire subject. 
1[r. Higgins agrees with Volney and Dupuis in the belief, 

that the sun, as the central figure of the starry heavens, became 

to the ancients the representative of the Deific plan on earth, 

so that the path of the sun, and his i. adventLlres" through the 

zodiacal circle, formed the gralld scheme of the heavens, the sun 

being at once the hero of the sublinle legend and the visible 
symbol of the inVIsible principle of Deit1c good. Higgins says: 

"Commencing with the mid-winter constellation of Capricorn, 
the sun is first introduced on the gorgeous theatre of the starry 
uniYef"e as a new-hom habe, cOllcei;ed through the maternity 
of a pure virgin (the constellatirJ11 of the wintry Virgo)-because, 
saYS DUDuis. 'The vire:in and child renresentecl the vigour of 
n~ture i~ peopling thi;' earth, of which PERPETUAL vr;GJNlTY, 

not (ltestrnyed by procreation, affords a poetical idea: also, it 
suggests the resurrection of the dead, annually renewed, in the 
return of mid-winter day each year, an acceptable and universal 
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type amongst the ancients, of God's best gift to man of Immor
tality unqllCnched by death. The same figure, 
sculptured for the heathen amongst the Hindoos, Egyptians, 
Syrians, Assyrians, and others, has since served for tbe Virgin 
1V1ary in our Christian religion. 

"The heathen or ancient Virgin forms a prominent figure 
among the consteiiations, and, in their beautiful fables, was 
presumed to bring forth a son anllllally, as the season (Christmas) 
came round, when the sun awakening from the death of winter 
first began to rise towards the spring solstice. This fease of the 
ancients-celebrated even as early as amongst the Aryans at mid
winter-has been transferred to the Christian religion, and 
adapted to Jesus by the Catholic and Episcopal churches; the 
Scotch, and some dissenting parties to the above churches, ref lIse 
the application, and do not keep Christmas day, repeating the 
allegation of Celsus and other Greek [Jhilosophers, th at it was 
held sacred only as the birth of the sun, and Clzri,stliws betrayed 
tlu origin oj tlleir legmd only iM Sltreiy ",11<'!Z tlley adopted iilat 
da)' as tlie birtllday oj fileir God." 

To return to Godfrey Higgins. He next describes how the 
months of Jan llary and February were deemed under the 

dominion of the evil wintry stars, because the sun was then 

provoked by the lord of winter, the adversary, typified by 
Aquarius, the water-bearer, who pours out the vials of his wrath 
upon the earth. Pisces (the fishes, a constellation of numerous 

smail stars) represents the young children whum the wintry tyrant 
slays, in the hope of destroying the new-born child of the virgin, 

\vho is to reign as the king of heaven, and subvert the power of 

the wintry god. 
In some of the allegorical sculpturf.s of the East, the zodiacal 

sign of the fishes is changed to multitLldes of infants' heads, and 

the sign is dedicated to the "Innocents.:- I)uring these t\VO evil 

months the new-born sun is hidden, or carried away into COI1-

cealment by his mother .\lary, }Ian\, or Maria, ail synonyms 



is assumed to r.ise-Joseph (Bootes), the bright constellation 

named the herdsma'J, being in close relation to the wintry virgin, 
is cal]ed lier betrothed, and a.ic1s her in her flight to conceal the 

young ChIW. In March, when the genial season of sjJring is 

heralded in by the 8Fpcarance of the young lambs of the field, 
the constellation Aries-the Ram-is in the ascendant. At 

this point the sun crosses the equator, ascending from the dark
ness and concealment of the Southern hemisphere, into the 

triumphant N ortb, so full of hope, promise, and renovation to 

the earth, groaning l1nder the tyranny of the wintry season. 
After the sun crosses the vernal equinox, the earth is redeemed 

-the darkness ends-famine, want, suffering, and cold lose their 
sway; hence, the cross is the sign of this great redemption) the 

Ram* is the redemptive symboL and the sun himself, coming 
forth from the wilderness of fasting and famine-baptised by 

the advent montb: Febru,?.xy, dedicated to purification by ~VJ.ter
begins his career as a 1111rac1e worker, healer, and redeerner. 

He passes through the sign of Gemini, or brotherhood, conquers 
the retrogression of the wandering disci ples in June-signified by 

Cancer, the crab-and shines Ollt as the sun of righteousness, in 

the royal sign of the mid-summer Lion. \Ve next see him at the 
marriage SL1pper of the year, when in conjl1nction with the virgin 

mother (the mid-summer Virgo), he turns water into wine, feeds 
multitudes from the five loaves of the wintry months, and the 

,mali. fishes-now converted into the li'lentiful harvest sl1fficient 
to feed all comers; heals the sick, cures the afflicted, preaches 

peace on earth and good-will to men, until the adverse signs of 
---------.------------------ ---------. 

* The rmn 5ubseqnently became changed into 11Ie lamb, to signify the 
lamb of spring, This change \vas first made in Egypt; and celebrated in 
the feast of Paschal or Passo,-er. 
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winter appear, heralded in by Lucifer-the bright and beautiful 

autumn, fallen from the high place, or seat of pride in the 

northern horizon, appears low down on the edge of the southern 
hemisphere, and, by virtue of this descent, is called "Lucifer, 

the star of the morning." 
"No portion of the famous astronomical myth has furnished 

forth more food for the poetical 11nagery in which the Orlental 

mind delights to adorn its metaphors, than this apparition of the 

fallen star Lucifer," says Dupuis. Higgins also, and General 
Hitchcock in his fine treatise on biblical astronomy, dwell with 

particular enlphasis 011 the n1yths and legends -",.--:onnected with 
this renowned astral conjunction. Biggins goes on\to depict the 

nosition of the constellations at this Juncture. as ominous of woe " - . 
and destruction to the power of the solar hero of the skies. 

"Now enters in," says he, "the Great Dragon of the skies, the 
1,.. __ ~_{.. ~~ ~H .. '[...~ ~~;t~~~ .... 1 .... "'~~ .. .-.11 .... j-~" ............. '"'m ....... ~."--.r" ... l,. .... ,...,.n ..... "'C' l-h..:'l. 
.l.i;Ut;C;:,l, Vi a.U l.il\;: £,VUla.l...-dl l...UU;:)l.l;;;llC;U,lUU"" 2lV IlI."I,.,Jl.Hl.,..:J r..1.I.vnll «-oJ l"U,,", 

Scorpion, but more especially famed as the Oriental Dragon; 
the long train of stars which follow in his wake giving birth to 
.. 1-,., _~~ .. J... ~.c , .. 1... ...... • ~~ ....... ~ .... h"""' ... .-.. ... ,~ ..... ~~.h; .... h 'I-ha ...... 1..-:1 00''''' ........ ''''' .... 1- .... 1.,01 
lue LUytU Vl Llll\; Well 1.1l IH::a.VC.U, ll.L \lYIU ....... 11 .. u ....... VLU OJ.I..Lp .... lJ.\" l,LL ..... 

devil and Satan,' or the adversary, contends with Ylichael the 
prince of light, and drags down in his fall one-third of the hosts 
of heaven." 

The mythos here obviously confound Lucifer and the Dragon, 

but the ancient astronomers expressly depict Lucifer as a single 
star, one and the same with Vesper the evening star of spring. 

In his fall he is the leader, or herald, of the hosts commanded 
by the Dragon~ in whose train are 11umbered one-third of the 

hea venl y host. 

Bryant in his "Astronomy of the Ancients," the Jewish 

cabalists, and many of the learned Gnostic writers, all combine 
in drawing this disti:nction in favour of Lucifer, as the leader 



in iact, the Apocalypse of St. J ann is tne only ancient authority 

(and this can scarcely be considered a3 an antique scripture) 
which confounds the starry personalities of Lucifer a,nd the 

Dragon. The two-say Dupuis and Higgins both-are distinct, 

and "their personality cannot be confoLmded by those who 
desire to master the true secret of the solar legend." After 
the ascent of these ominous influences into the seats of power, 

the career of the Sun-God becomes one of woe and trial. 

"Gethsemane, Cal vary-even the judgment-hall of Pilate, the 
crowing cock, the denial of the faithless Peter-all are found in 

the com plications of the astral legend. n So say our various 

authorities, and so writes Henry Melville, in his elaborate key to 
the a~t[(lnomical mysteries, published in London, under the title 

of -' ·VERiTAS;' about thirty years ago. But the final act of 

the divine drama is the crossification of the sun, who, in his 

descent or passage across the equator to the Southern hemisphere 

l\Tovemb<!r allii Deccmber. The angels of the December month 

indeed relent, or become penitent, and, in token of their pity 
for their victim, give place to the angels of the mid-winter con 

stel1ation, Capricorn, who fnrnishes a shelter for "the Virgin, 

about to bring forth/' in his stable or manger. 

For three days at mid-winter, or as some legends affirm for 
one only, the Sun is jost, i.c., stands stilI-when the weak and 
shrouded character of his influence is represented as his dt:scent 

into the grave; by other legends, as his descent into liell, the 
nethermost parts of the earth, the locale of which was only 

vaguely realized by the ancients. They believed that the myste· 
rious Southern realms into which the beneficp.nt light bringer's 

rays had sunk, was the fabled hell of their fertile imagination, 
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and as they p~opled every region with living entities, so they taught 
that their adored Sun-God had gone on the merciful errand of 
preaching to the cvil spirits, imprisoncd for punishment in hell, 
or the nethern10st parts of the earth. For a given period of tin1e, 

the ancients mourned their hero dead; but even in the midst 
of their lamentations, loving women (the constellations of the 
Andromeda group) bring the glad tidings that the new-born sun 
\~~ill be resurrected, and brought jnto periodic life, through the 

annual maternity of the ever Virgin mother, the sea, the 111are, 

3£aria, .Mar.y-mother of forms; in a word, that the Saviour of 
men is born in a manger, or the stable of the goat Capricornus, 

a sign which, in all nations dominated by the famous astro
nomical religion, was revered as the symbol of God-the Zeus 

of the Greeks, the Ammon of Egyptians, the Brahm of the 
Hindoos, the Unkl1owi~ or Unknowable of 
of the Christian Trimurti. 

Plato the" Father" , 

SECTION IV. 

OF THE HELIOCENTRIC SYSTEM; OR THE 

Al~CIEl~T :NEROSES. 

'VHEN or ho\v the first priests of antiquity began to interpret 

"the fiery scriptures of the skies," and spell out the unbroken 

lines of correspondence betlveen the heavens and the earth, we 
have no means of determining. All we know is, that the most 
ancient, as well as authentic of historians, date their earliest 
records from periods when Hindostan was grey with the accnmu

Jation of untold ages, and Egypt had long passed the culminating 

heights of her splendid civilization. 
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Assyr'a, Babylonia, l'hcenicia, and ali the great dynasties of 
the Orient ,VPfP sinkinp' into tnt=> ni0"ht ()f rlpr:H:_ !1nn nnintlna-- --- ~ ------- --0 --- -- ---- - -0--- -- ----.I) --~~. l"~.~~w·~~w 

back into an unknown" long ago," when first the" Thoth "* of 

anli'1uiry took pen in h,md to inscribe their histories, 

Wben the Grecian sage, Solon, visited Egypt to become an 

he deemed the most ancient of all eras, that of the Deucalion 

Deluge, one of the oldest of the priests rebuked him in the 

memo'able words recorded by Plato :--" Solon, Solon, you 

Creeks are always children; you r[lention one deluge, whereat; 

mauy have happened," 

In confirmation of all other testimony, oral and written, 

anci,~nt and modern, the stupen~ous ruins scattered profusely 

througbout the lands of the East, bear witness to the very rem,Ote 

periods of time during which the ancients pursued their astro

nomical :-;t-ndies, ~lnd the thousands of years they employed in 
fnu"ing and elaborating their vast system of solar worship. 

Dupuis, writing on the Apocalypse, says: "\Ve trace the 

existence of the Zodiac for six thousand years, and we possess, in 

p"riocL' 

IVithin the last century, the researches of Sir Wm, Jones, 

Colebro(lke, Maurice, and other eminent Orientalists, by throw

ing open \vider fields of observation to the schobr, ueepen our 

ao:to,;.iobcnent at the achievements of the antique mind, and the 

correctness of its astronomical calculations, 

One 'Jf the most remarkabie and startling of these ancient 

astrononical discoveries v,as that of the "precession of the 

equincxes," and tbe division of immense epochs of time into 

cycle:3, t!larked by the I'l1otions of the solar and astral bodies. 
* Th~jth-The name assigned in Egyptian mythology to the secretary 

of the gods. 
C 
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'Writing of that curious piece of composite sculpture, tile 

Sphinx, Baillie, in his celebrated work on "The Astronomy of 

the Ancients," brings forward many plausible arguments to prove 

that it was designed in the nl0st reiTIote periods of antiquity to 

record the precession of the equinoxes. The author says :-

" The seasons were formerly symbolized by the four signs most 
significant of the operations proceeding on earth-namely, the 
Buil, the Lion, the Eagle, and the Man. That these signs were 
the evangelists or recorders of the sun's passage through the 
heavens during the solar year, we have ample testimony, even in 
~ ,- ., • ,. • .. ~" • " ~',' ", 1, , . 1 tne lact mat tne earlY Lnr1Snan msronans aaopTea ,aem w symuo-

lize Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John, the evangelistic historians of 
Christ j but the sun holds a very different relation to the signs now 
to what he did five thousand year:; ago. This change, together 'with 
corresponding variations in the order of the seasons, is occasioned 
by .an apparent slow fonvard 111oLion of all the stars round the 
poles of the ecliptic, called the precession of the eq llinoxes. And 
this actual position of the sun in the seasons, affords us the best 
evidence that astrononlY was understood and identified v,ith the 
worship ,of the ancients five tbollsand years ago. Now, 
in connection with this advanCe of the stars, about the poles of 
the ecliptic, the sun appears to fall back or retrograde, a change 
not appreCiable from day to day, or year to year, until we come 
t- ... ... ",f"'1?,-,.,..... .... h.r..nf. ...... ; ... "'o.1 .. ""£>..." .,c..",,,,,,, ,Hl,,..,,n ~t- He;'l he>. eCtAl"" t-l"l'::d- thp 1:.:111"'1 
l.V J.I... ..... n.U1J. auvut. Ll.lIJ.\...l. ........ Li , ..... 0..1. .. ), "U\,..l.l .lL "~'.L ..... '-' d .......... ~~ " ... -,~~ ... ~iL'- • • -''-'' .... 

has retrograded, or the stars advanccd, a well-defined section of 
a degree." 

Dupuis, following up the same subjtct, says ;-

"The sun formerly crossed the equator near Alelebaran, in the 
Bull's eye, at spring. It obtained its greatest elevation, there
fore. ncar Regulus, in the heart of the Lion, at mid· summer, and 
its greatest so~theri1 declination at mid-winter in Aquarius, or the 
Water-bearer. " 

Owing to the forward movement of tbe stars, above referred 

to as the precession of the equinuxes, the sun no,,, crosses the 

vernal equinox in Aries, instead of, as former:y, in Taurus, in 
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spnng, and fa1ls back to the sign of the Lion In Inid-summcr, 
instead of its f orn-ler place in ·Virgo. 

To effect the exchange of even a single sIgn, the ancients 

allowed a period varying, in different methods of calculation, 

from 2,000 to 2, I60 years, It is evident, then, that their astr6· 

nomica! observations must have been handed down through 

many generations, and have ex:ended over vast periods of time. 
T'hn;;;:t:> H''hr. rnrY'P('t/n nnrl.cq".;;-tCHlrl !-hp lWP.!'''~;:;:;n.l'l nf' thA Prllli,.., ..... v,.:..C' 
~.~~~~ ...... ~~...., ~'-'~~~~ .. ~J ...... ~A ......... L' .... ~LV~~ ....... .......... Y·_"''-''''''-'.J~V ..... .....,L "J .... v .... \_lU.' .. UJ .. ~'-v 

can find the exact position of the stars at any remote period of 

past time, and it is by comparing the uncient zodiacs with our 

rnodern systems of ca1cnbtion, and determining ,vhat must have 

been the posicion or the SLln in relatIon to the constellations when 

those zodiacs were fashioned, that we are enabled to understand 

how very far the ancients must have advanced in astronomical 

knowledge at the time when we stigmatize them as barbarians 

and heathens. 

To celebrate t;1e precession of the equinoxes, and erect an 

endlll'ing witness of its having been observed, the ancients 

invented the singular mOilliment called the Sphinx, in which will 

be found gmphically depicted a componncl of the tw·;) mid· 

namely, the Lion and the Woman, To fix the idea still more 

clearly in the order of solar worship, its priests inst;tl1tecl a grand 

iestival at mid·summ~r, or, rather, changed the original character 

ur the harvest festlvjties of lnid-sun1n1er into \",hat they caned 

the marriage feast of the year. Innumerable are the legends 
\vhlc:h O'ro~rV out of t~li" ct"'lphr:ltinn. Thp Grpp.k- f("'~liv;ll nf (\'''rp-.: _." :l - - --. ~-------------. ----- '--~--'- ~ --_ ..... - _. ~...,~.."y, 

the patroness of the harvest season; tbe Bacchana~i~l in honour 

of Bacchm, the god of the vintage; but, above all, a mythical 

marriage of the seasons, typified by the union of the masculine 

and feminine forn-13 cOlubincd in the Sphinx, ""efe sorGe out of 
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many other appmpriate ceremonial rites by which the ancients 

solemnized the beneficent influence of the Slln in the Sllmmer 

solstice, and recorded the important changes which his position 

in the heavens occasioned. 

Dupuis, Volney, and other learned authors of the rationalistic 

school, point with deep significance to the story of the 

"Marriage supper at Cana in Galilee," when the Jewish Messiah, 
by turning 1lJater into ·zoinf1 proves the identity of "the rnirac1e" 

with tb,e celebrated 11larriage festival of the ancients, at 

which the same feat was supposed to occur-symbolical of the 

beneficent change which the miracle-working sun effected in 

llshering in the !Srape harvest. 
Both DlljelllS and Godfrey Higgins aJIude to the symbolical 

rites of the ancient mysteries practised at the mid-summer season, 

and claim that from thence arose the idea of feeding ~'ast multi

tudes with five loaves and two small fishes-the loaves, as in the 

festivities of the Grecian goddess Ceres, celebrating the growth 

and expansion of five ears of corn into an abundant han'est, and 

the fishes representing the watery signs of the Pisces of February, 

changed into the grape harvest of summer. Both these learned 

allthors trace the origin of the modern society of Freemasons to 

the ancient rnystcrics, and clairn that their St. John's Day besides 

the entire formul<e of their rites and ceremonials, are vestiges of 

the ancient astronomical legend, in which the adventures, death, 

resurrection, and annual birth of the sun during the solar year 

form the basis alike of the ancient mysteries and the modern 

order. The discovery of the precession of the equinoxes mllst 

have been made in the remotest periods of antiquity, both in 

India and Egypt, as is proved by the existence of long rows of 

colossal sphinxes, leading to temples of llnknown date, whose 

origm is lost in the night of pre-historic ages. 
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1Vc can but conjecture the processes by 'which the ancient 

priests arrived at this discovery; but Dupuis assumes that it arose 

from the fact, that the feasts which had been originally estab

lished to celebrate the sun's entrance into some particular part of 

the heavens, in course of time began to fail in their application. 

The solar hero of the astronomical legend was found to have 
receded in his annual march, or the constellations through which 

he passed had, changed their anc'ient relations to hirl1. rro correct 

these perplexing aberrations, the persevering researches of many 

generations must have been brought into operation; the result 

was, tile discovery of the equinoctJaI precession, a motion of the 

heavenly bodies novv recognized by n10dern astron0111erS, and one 

which stili engages tbe attention of the most philosophic observers. 

In connection witb this complicated astronomical phenomenon, 

tbe following extract from the great work of Dllpllis--" L'Origin 

de tous les Cultes "-may be read with interest :-

"T'be anciencs fou.nd thal the sun, starting frotl1 the equator 
at spring at: an angle of twenty-three and a half degrees to the 
north and east, after tra versi n g all the signs, at the next year 
crosses the eq uator fift:V-two secouds of a degree short of a COlll

plete circle; and this phenomenon lS of constant recurrence, the 
sun re-crossing the vernal equinox every year fifty-two seconds of 
a degree less of the circle than the year before. ·The 
stars, too, are found to advance---not on the Ene of the equator, 
and about the north and south poles, but on the line of the 
ecliptic, and about the ecliptic poles; so that the stars sbift their 
places in regard to the equator, both in advance to the east, 
called eighth ascension, and also to the north an1. south of the 
equator, called declination, so that, hy this motion, stars once 
SOlltb of the equator, are now north, and those formerly a little 
north are no,\v more north. Even the north star IS 

making a circle round the pole of the ecliptic." 

That the ancients knew and accurately ca1culated these compli

cated movements we may be assured by a careful study of their 
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zodiacs, planispheres, statuary, and the legends by which they 

so sedulously strove to celehmte these motions. Another strik· 

ing evidence of the 111astery of the most difficult astronolYlical 

problems is proved in the accuracy by which the ancients calcu

lated and predicted the periods of ecli pses, a condition of the 

heavenly bodies, which, as we shall hereafter see, gave rise to 

the extraordinary legend of Divine Incarnations, or the births of 

God-men. Dupuis says;-

"We have no proof that the ancients knew the minute motions 
of the moon, for she is subject to certain changes only to be 
understood by later discoverlcs; but they had m~rived at correct 
methods of calculating eclipses, and discovered, with astonishing 
precision, the periods when certain astronomical phenomena 
would recur. These recurrences they called cycles, N eros, or 
Neroses. They are generally given in round numbers as to 
years, days, homs, and minutes, but there still remain fractions 
by way of correction. The Egyptians, and their most apt scholar, 
Pythagoras, evidently understood these fractional variations, and 
knew well how to correct them." 

The simplest and most easily ascertained of the cycles were, of 

course, the seasons, the changes of the moon, and the place of 
the sun in reference to the constellations of the zodiac through

out the solar year. As soon as the precession of the equinoxes 
was definitely ascf;rtaiocd, and the priests of one generation 

began to consult tbe observations recorded in earlier ages, a fresh 

set of phenomena dawned upon the student, and ultimately 

became resolved into an elaborate and complex scheme of vastly 

extended cycles or ~r erases. 

The first of these occurred every nineteen years, when it was 

found that the Slln had fallen back to a certain section of a 

degree on the plane of the ecliptic. 

Passing over nlany less lnlportant epochs recorded In the 
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EiCheiUe, we next notice the completed cycle of six hundred years, 

\vhen it was found that the sun and 11loon appeared in the 

heavens in that remarkable conjunction which, to the fertile 

imaginations of the ancients, signified far more than the inevit

able eclipse which such a position would occasion. It must be 

remembered that the sun was esteemed in the astronomical 

scheme as a masculine symbol of Deity, the visible representative 

of the Lord of life, the Creator of forms, and the Father of men. 

The moon, 011 the contrary, \vas, by most of the ancients (though 

not by aU), regarded as the emblem of the feminine or receptive 

principle, and, as approximating next in size and importance to 

representative of the earth and nature, and thus designated 

Astarte, Queen of Heaven, Isis, Diana, &c., eYc. 

The apparitIon of these two celestial luminaries in periodical 

conjunction gave riSe to that nlost extraordinary and irnportant 

of all the astronomical myths-namely, the belief that at this 

epoch a divine man, or "Son of God," would be born, whose 

cele,tial history was to correspond literally with that of the parent 

sun in his travels through the zodiacal signs of the solar year, 

whilst his incarnation on earth lVas to give him a history more or 

1es;;; in accoroance with the solar legend; cause the fouf,dation of 

a new sect, restore a sinful race to divine fal'our in his character 

oC mediator, reform the corruptions of the age, and especially of 

an effete and arrogant priesthood, cmd generally enact the role of 

history. 

To appreciate the acceptance of this stupendous myth by any 

sane mind, whether in ancient or modern times, as an actuality 

it HH1St be ren-lerrdJered that the ancients were accustorned to 

impersonate the powers of nature, and regard Slln, moon, stars, 
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earth, elements, and all the other potencies of the umverse as 
visihlf' f'xnrf'ssions of invisible sDiritoal intelligences . • -~-- - ---.1..- ----- ..I. u-

The belief that the external universe was but the symbol, and 
not the actuality of the Deific or Angelic existence, constituted 

the heart of the ancient mysteries, formed the esoteric doctrine 

of a learned and philosophic order of priests, and still enabled 
them to govern the ignorant multitude by attributing mysterious 

sanctity to the visible signs. It was unquestionably in this spirit, 
that so many of them permitted a system of adoration to be 

offered to idols, and ceremonials to be practised, against the gross 

superstitions of which their more highly-informed reason and 

judgn1ent revolted. 
The calculation of eclipses, and the accuracy with which these 

wily astronomers predicted the changes that would ensue in the 

heavenly bodies, and their correspondential results on earth, in

spired the people with full confidence in their teachers; induced 
the belief that they were in direct cOlJilltullicatiOlz with the gods, 

onrl rOllld nronitiote their favour. or aDneasc their wralh. bv the ----- -------),- -.1 - J J J. , J 

favourite and time-honoured custom of vicarious sacrifices for sin. 

\Ve need not pause upon thl3 details of th15 well-known system 

of priestcraft, nor enlarge upon the wide distinctions of belief 

exoteric superstitions impressed upon the people. It is enough to 

remember, that the true meaning of antique worship was carefully 
veiled from the vulgar mind in solemn mysteries, hence it is fair 

to infer that the philosophers of Greece and Rome were right 
when- they alleged "that beliej i12 the go,is W,IS a 1zecessary item 

in tlu g07}emmcrz! of tIle people, but was only a subject oj ridicule 

and contempt amongst tlu mliglztened." 

How far the celebrants of the ancient mysteries believed in the 

actual birth of a God-man from the conjunction of heavenly 
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bodies, whose periodic recurrences of position had been defined 

for thousands of years, we need not now enquire; enough, that 

such a doctrine was universally taught by the priests of antiquity, 

hence the grand Neros of the six-hundredth year was regarded as 

one of the most stupendous in the whole astronomical scheme, 

and the legend founded on it has become the central figure of all 

the theological systems that have succeeded each other, from the 

first institution of the Brahnl.inical order to the last installment of 

the Archbishop of Canterbury, or the Pope oC :Rolne. 

\V e shall presently show, by numerous extracts, that the 

ancients placed the birth periods of all their Avatars, or incarnate 

gods, at the c103e of the six-hundredth cycle, or about the tinle 

when the periodical conjunction of the heavenly bodies above 

alluded to favomed the idea of some great correspondential 

changes being acted out upon earth. It is not surprising, there

fore, that, at or about the time when these solar conjunctions 

were predicted, the people [IS invariably expected a new Messiah, 

or God-man, to descend frOll1 heaven, and be born ~ul1ongst then1, 
according to the traditions of past ages, a3 they deemed that the 

Dei6c principles of creation were symbolized, if not actually 

impersonated, in the mysterious Iilmimri2s of the skies. 

The spiriL of anticipaLiuil thu~ fOiLerecl Ly the priests" and 

sanctioned by the most sacred traditional beiJefs, tended to invest 

anv excentionallv PTP:lt rpfnrmPf or insr.irprl nrnnhpt \vhn miO"ht of - -'l." -----,; ,~----- ---------- -- -----.1------ 1---1.----- --- ----D---

chance to be born about the close of the six·hundredth K eros

with all the .I\fessianic attributes. Such individuals were generally 

adopted by a sect of enthnsiasts, and though they were just as 

frequently pcr3ecutcd by one party as adored by another, the 

deeply rooted faith of the multitude sufficed to convert every 

incident of the new Avatar's life into additional proof of his 

divine origin, 
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Even the m:utyr's death, which so often closed the career of 

such individuals, was bllt a fresh point of similitude with the 

legend ot tne Sun-GoG. Thus it was, after the cllrtain had fallen 

on the earthly portion of the drama, its sceneoi action was 

exalted to the skies; the fervid zeal of partiS:lDShip COfi1posed 

sLlch a biography of the :lew Avatar as would "fulfil the scrip

tures" of .older incamations, always taking care to make it 

conforrn in every particular to the falTlou.S solar n1yth, ~nd thu'S 
"vas halldtd down to posterity the paradox of a possible existence, 

with an impossible history; records of a being, like the woman of 

the Apocalypse, clothed with sun, moon, and stars; a man meta

morphosed into an astral monster, ar:d a God degraded into an 

ideal 111an. 

Reserving for future sections a more direct application of this 

fanl0US luyth to the different rcli~ious systerns of history, and 

again passing over a record of many other subordinate epochs of 

the Neroses, we come to tbe three final configurations of the 

heavenly bodies, l,vhich cornpleted the calculations of the ancient 

astronomers, and closed up the marvelJoLls scheme which their 

untiring observations had discovered. 

The first of these, after the establishment of the six-hundredth 

cycle above referred to, was the precession of the equinoxes, or 

the complete transition of the sun from one sign to another, a 

1110Vernent \vhich has been before referred to; and which different 

nations recorded as occlming between the periods of 2,000 and 

2,160 years. The. next most import8nt Neros of the astronomical 

scheme occurred at the clo.se of every six thousand years, when 

the precession of the equinoxes \yould occas1on a conlplete change 

in the earth's polar axis, when the planes of the ecliptic and the 

equator would almost coincide; and, as the result of the tremen

dous and revulsive physical changes which mllst necessarily ensue 
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upon any given spot of earth, the popular helief obtained that the 

world would be destroyed again, as it had been before, by the 
alternate action of flood and fire, 

To account for the llniversali ty of man's faith in this terrible 

legend, it is necessary to recall the conditions of ignorance which 

pre'!ailed in ancient days, concerning the extent of the earth's 

smface, and the variety of its peoples, The population of 

Orient:ll natio:1s were aCcDstoll1ed to calcu.late the effects of any 

great physical changes only on that portion of the globe known 

to themselves, 

l;nderstanding therefore, that the change of the polar axis 
~~,t..:~1~ .~~ .• ~., .~~_.,."'- .~~....:!,~~ I-'\....,.... .............. h. ....... ~""nl-; ............ ....... .j.. +-1-. ...... t-. ..... n~·= ..... l,T h.r..rl~=,.., 
nll!~ll JJ1U;,)L Cll~UC Ul.iUC.l lUC: LUlll16U.LU.uUlj,\.Jl. UH .. U .... ""Vl.-llly uv\J.1 .... :::. 

above allllded to, wOllld bring their own favoured land either into 

the d2solation of the Arctic north, or sink it to the" nethermost 
regions J. of the south, which their untaught fancy depicted as the 

reahns of insufferable fire~ they naturally tnoug:h conceived the 

idea of the earth beinQ' destroyed lw the dreadful alternations of 
~ ~ ~ 

fire and flood, It was on this basis that the Hindoos constructed 

their celebrated doctrine of the four a?es, " Yugs," or cycles of 

tialt, in each of which they taught that the human race would 

beCOl1le 1110rc and n10re degenerate, and the earth hasten on, 

present state of being. 

This theory re-affirmed the scheme of the N eroses, and the 

belief in the 21termte destmctions and renovations of the earth 

bv fire and flood at the close of every SIX thousand Veal'S, , ., 
The philosophers of all ancient nations taught tbat these 

stuDenc\oils chan[es in the Dolar axis would break up the icy 
~ ...... ~ ~ 

regions of the north, submerging the e:nth beneath a universal 

flood, or precipitating what was t.hen the hnd of the easi into the 

unknowa regions of the south-the land of fire and desolation, 
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also the scene of the fabled Gehenna of lost souls. The four 

great cyclic changes thus described, culminated in tbe last and 

nomical system, and this was defined as occurring at the end of 

every twenty-four thousand years, when the precession of the 

eq uinoxes would have carried the solar hero throllgh the whole 

of the zodiacal constellations. This fonneu the great astronollljcaJ 

year of the ancients, about the close of which clustered every 

idea which the wildest f1iilhts of the metaohvsician could conceive 
~ . " 

of, .or the heated dreams of fervid enthusiasm image forth. 

'The final judgment-day would then arri ve.; the elements" melt 

with fervent heat, the heavens shrivel together like a scroll," and 

all the gorgeous pageantry of an apocalyptic rnillennium set in. 

The visions of an Ezekiel, Dania, and John, would find their 

realization in the awful wrecks of time and space; but" the new 
heaven and the new earth" would, l~hCBnix-like, spring up from 

the ashes of a destroyed world, and the reign of a triuillphant 

Messiah would inaugurate the long-promised kingdom of heaven 

upon earth, sending creation forward 0n its path of inconceivable 

glory, through the illimitable cycles of eternity. 

S.t.CTION V. 
RE\TIE\V OF SADEAX l''tND HELl OCENTRI C 

SYSTElIfS . 

.. A ... LTHOUCH the subjects treated of in the preceding pages n1ay 

be familiar enough to those who have carefully studied the 

literature and religious systems of the ancients, they are too 

strange to the general mass of readers to be apprehended readily, 

without concise l1iethods of narration, and ~on1e reiteration. 
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It is for these reasons that we have substituted condensed 

statements, for the elaborate writings of Dupuis,Volney, Taylor, 

Higgins, :VIassey, &c., and, with a similar end in view, shall now 

surrnnarize the scher-ae \vhich has already been detailed. 

If OLlr readers have fully mastered the ideas we have aimed to 

present, they way content themselves by passing over the next 

few pages; but, if, on the contrary, they have yet to combine in 

one ideal grasp the full proportions of the astonishing and 

elaborate system touched upon, it may assist the mind to rehearse 

its principal features in the followmg hrief compendium :-

The ancients evidently believed that "the skies" formed the 

plane upon which the whole order of creation, providential 

government, law and being, both here and hereafter, were mapped 

out; and re11gion; to their apprehension, consisted in the study 
of this grand chart, and its application to human life and actions, 

In this belief, the sun, as the largest and most powerful of the 

hea venly bodies, was the central figure, and constituted the mascu-

line representative of the creative energy, and the source and 
giver, as well as the ruler and stlstainer, of life. 

The moon, as the next in size and importance of the" celestial 

host," was the symbol of the feminine principle, and was invested 

with the attributes of maternity. 

The stars which clustered round the sun's path, called the 

Ecliptic, ,vere grouped into constellations, nan1ed after the 
activities seasonable to the several months of the year, invested 

with an imaginary correspondence between moral and physical 

attriblltes, and their whole groupings arranged into a consectltive 

legend, which formed the solar drama enacted hy the sun's 

passage through theul during the t,velve subdivisions, or 1110nths 
of the year. Perhaps the ancients would never have carried their 

ideas beyond the fanciful symbolism growing out of the sun's 
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annual passage through the tvvcl"'-Y'e zodiacal signs, and the 1110pal 

correspondence in which they seemed to read the destiny of man, 

here and hereafter, had they not made the discovery that the sun 

every year crossed the vernal equinox 5 z seconds of a degree 

later than on the preceding year, thus proving beyond all doubt, 

or peradventure, eithE'r that the sun was falling back on the plane 

of the ecliptic, or that the stars, through which his pathway lay, 

were advancing. 

This discovery, since caBed "the precession of the eqninoxes," 

compelled them to alter the many feasts and ceremonials which 

they had established in reference to the seasons, and other points 

of the sun's annual journey. In process of ages, however, the 

records of past generations compelled the belief that the whole 

of the astral and solar orbs were in motion, and that various 

C0111plicatcd movements, differing 1 n speed and direction, \vere 
constantly transpiring between the sun, moon, ahd stars, as well 

as in their relation to the earth, and the physical changes which 

they produced upon its surface. The sum of all these stupendous 

discoveries ultimated in establishing, in unknown ages of the 

remotest antiquity, the heliocentric system, sometimes called the 

Neroses. or cvclic ''''rinds. , ~ 1. - -- These N erases were divisions of 
time into periods marked by some great change or notable con· 

junction in the heavenly bodies, at each of which it was assumed 

corresponding changes must ensue upon earth, also in the attitude 

As the ancient mode of dividing up the year into months was 

regulated by the moon, the cycles were formed of "luni-solar" 

periods, and the first marked change, or K eros, occurred at or 

about the end of nineteen years, when the sun had receded a 

speciai section of a degree on the plane of the ecliptic. The next 

Neros of great importance was fixed at the close of 
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hundred years, when the snn and moon appeared in the heavens 
in that particular conjunction or direct line, which, to the figura

tive imaginatio:1 of the ancients, sngt(e,ted the idea of a new 
di-vine birth-the advent or renewed incarnation o[ the U Son of 

God," from \lihence, by correspondence between the earth and 
the skies, it was inferred that the newly horn Avatar was to 

descend to earth, be born of a woman, and thus become both 
God and man; that his misslOn in this mystenous incarnation 

was to reform the world, establish a new sect, set a fresh example 

of righteousness to mortals; and by his bJfth, life, sufferings, and 

death in human form, become a propitiatory sacrifice to an 

offended Dei:v for the sins of a degraded and degenerate race. 
Al! the "incarnate gods" of ant;.CjLlity were claimed to be born 

only after the mascclline symbol of Deity, the sun, and bis 
feminine counterpart, the moon, had thus appeared in heavenly 

(:onjunctlon. This \vas only (as before noted) at the Neros of 

the six hundredth year; and if the earth did not at that period 
furnish any individual, pure and powerful enoClgh to become the 

hero of the great solar legend. a fictitious history was invented, 

and. this, in after ages, forrlled just as good a sl1bstratuill of 

ecclesiastical history as a genuine earth-born mortal could have 

afforded. 
After a sufficient time had elapsed to revi,-e the cyclic 

legend, give birth to a new sect, permit the hero of the skies to 
return to his blest abode in heaven, and sit at the right hand 

of God as judge of the dead, his history was pLlblished ahroad, and 

the old reJigion revived to fit the new incarnation, but always in 
such a form as would exactly accord with the famous solar 

legend, and prove the late Avatar to have been an actual imper
sonation of the sun in his annual journey through the twe!\'(; 

zodiacal signs. 
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The next important N eros was celebrated at the end of every 
z, r60 years, when the sun had passed completely through one 

sign, and retrograded to another, c0111pel1ing his ancient w()r~-

shippers to alter the date of their feasts, and change the symbols 
by which they signified the seasons. 

The next Neros occurred at the end of every six thousand 

Years, \vhen the sun by passing through three entire signs, had, 

together with the change of the constellations, so altefed the 

earth's polar axis as to bring the east and west to the place 

formerly occupied by the north and south. 

In this tremendous physical change, the inevitable breaking up 

of what must have once been the Arctic and Antarctic regions, 

and the consequent melting of the ice-fields, would necessarily 

submerge large portions of the earth benealh those immense 

floods, which were analogous, in the imagination of the ancients, 
to its complete destruction by water. As the N eros of six 

thousand years lTIUst occur four tilnes for the sun to complete 

his long solar journey through the whole of the twelve constella

tions, so the ancients divided up a grand astronomical year of 

twenty-four thousand solar years, into four cycles of six thousand 

and fractional parts in each. l'hese "Vere their four grand ages 

of the earth's present life, at the close of which the last and 

most stupendous of all the N erases set in-namely, the comple

tbn of the astronomical year of twenty-four) or with the fractions 

alia wed for, twenty-five thousand soiar years, when the sun would 

return to the sign from whence he set out; when the end of all 

created things \vould ensue; follov{ed by a general judgluent, a 

millennial reign, and all the Apocryphal paraphernalia of "the 

new heaven and the new earth" before alluded to. 
In the brief summary herewith presented of the heliocentric 

systeln, \l;e must not be understood to give either a detailed 
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account of the ancient or a scientific representation 'of the schelne 

as now understood by moderns, We only point to its existence, 

and the relations it bore to those theological principles, which 
have since been claimed to proceed from the direct revelation of 
God and "His only-begotten Son," Whilst all ancient nations 
entertained the idea of dividing time by solar and astral phenomena, 
their nleans of making correct calcu1ations were far more limited 

than they are in the present age of scientific attainment. The 
system of N eroses, taught by the Chaldeans, Hindoos, Egyptians, 
Siamese, Chinese, Greeks, Romans, &c" although approximating 
within a few years of e.lch other in results, and dividing up the 
recurrence of eclipses and other celestial phenomena upon 
generally correct modes of observation, were stiU variable in the 
calculation of long periods, and depended for data mainly on the 
records that were transmitted from generation to generation. 
Fortunately, the ancients were lavish and indefatigable in their 

efforts to transmit the results of their observations to posterity 
by means of splendid monuments, engraved zodiacs, planispheres, 
and colossal imagery, temples, and inscriptions-the records of 
which, as before remarked, transcend in value and authenticity 
any, or all, of the more perishable records of later times. To 
one fact, ho,vcvcr, all researches into the 

antiquity bear indisputable record-that is, that every form of 
\!,eologica! helief has he en derived from the imuersonation of 

~ . 
astronomical signs and the motions of the heavenly bodies, 

The more diligently we search into the source of theological 

affirmations, the more inevitably we are driven to the conclusion 
"k " ~ ,"'1~"'~? .-1 '!-.. ....:I • ....:I • 1 tuat r6:iglou3 rhC~" an ....... personages are emu0uleu astronomIcal 

ideas only, Thus, the ancients taught that day al1d night, as the 
svmhols of good and evil. must be ruled over bv good and evil 

" - '-' .. U -

angels, All the divisions of time, like the hours and seasons, 

D 
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though founded upon astral order, were assumed to have a moral 

correspondence in human action, and be influenced by tutelary 

angels from the realms of light or darkness. The days of th~ 

week were dedicated to planets, which subsequently became 

identified with the gods supposed to rule them. IVIc"ltjl~ were 

but the records of lunar journeys j seasons, the milestones which 

marked the solar highway; N erases of years, centuries, and ages, 

were regarded as incidents in the life and labours of a sun deity; 

and the whole order of the heavens constituted the scenes, acts, 
and personages of a grand drama, in which the earth was the 

stage, the constellations the dramatis persofla:, infinity the scene, 

and eternity the period of action. In a word, theology, with all 

its rites and nlysteries, is astronomy in action, and ecclesiasticism 

is the play, composed of its legends and myths impersonated. 

Gen. Hitchcock, in his fine work on Biblical Astronomy, 
called" Christ the Spirit," says :-

"The Chinese, Siamese, Syrians, Assyrians, Tyrians, Phoeni
cians, Babylonians, and Chaldeans, understood and recorded 
their knowledge of the heliocentric system of cycles as accurately 
as did the Hindoos, Egyptians, or the more modern Greeks and 
Romans. Indeed, Baillie, Higgins, Faber, and Cassini the astro
nomer, consider that the Siamese possessed a more accurate 
knowledge of the N erases, and calculated them with greater 
exactitude than even the Egyptians." 

Be this as it may, the parity of the scheme In all lands, and 

its result in a legendary system of universal belief, can nf} longer 

be doubted. Even if the astronomical basis of the myth could 

be proved inCOirect, the universality of its acceptance, and its 
correspondence with the apparelll motions of the heavenly 

bodies, remain untouched, and afford a clue to the source of all 

religious beliefs, from the authority of which, in point of unity 

and design there can be Ito dissent. Modern science may invali-
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date the worth of antique deductions, but it cannot affect the 

source of the faith, nor the universality of its acceptance as the 

corner-stone upon which every religious system has been upreared. 
Vale, the American astronomer, says :-

"The celebrated walls of Babylon were, as Jierosus, the 
Assyrian historian, intimates, constructed to meet the awful 
emergencies of that universal flood which had occurred before, 
and, according to the system of the Neroses, must recur every other 
six thousand years. Thus, the mysterious towers on its walls 
were evidently designed as places of refuge, when the plains at 
Shinar should be overwhelmed wi th the expected deluge, and 
their distracted inhabitants flee to the great city for safety." 

This explains the remarkable significance of the famous Tower, 

of Belus (Babel), wherein the builders, by its concentric circles, 
designed to symbolize the great serpent of the skies, or the sun 

in Scorpio, when, after descending through its seven concentric 
rings or cycles of ages, it must arrive at the Antarctic circle, at 
the last point of which was to ensue the final destruction of the 
earth by fire or water. One thing is certain-the ancient ehal

deans, five thousand years ago, anticipated our discoveries in the 
remains of tropical plants and fossils at the Arctic regions, and 

myths, that they realized the changes that the N eroses would bring 
in the direction of the polar axis, and that they knew, to a posi
tive certainty, that the lands of the Orient they then inhabited 

had once been submerged by Arctic floods, and would yet 
become th<!'!clJolar reglOns. when, as Berosus declared, "the land 

'<-1 --

would be shriluded by the awful gloom of a long, unlighted, and 
tempestuous winter, whilst the benignant rays of the sun-god 
would only illuminate the earth feebly, during the reign of what 
had once been the joyful season of almost forgotten summers." 

In these words the old Assyrian historian predicted that. the 
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changes of the polar axis would carry the land of the East into 
. .. " . -- r .... 1- 1 rl I-h. j. f.h· th" t tne aeSOlate reg10ns 01 lUe POleS, anu "uat. I.ue SIX mon .. us '\Vln .. er 

and siv months of feebly-illuminated summer would prove" the 
awful judgment" under which the earth would groan during the 
anticipated season of the much-dreaded six thousandth N eros. 
The Chaldean luni-solar, or heliocentric system, represented that 

the first period of the earth, when their own land was ac~Iy on 
the tenlperate line, above the equator1 was the golden age of 

humanity, during which aU was bloom and beauty, fertibty and 

plenty, and man, in correspondence with his earth, was gentle, 
good, and happy. The earth was then" a garden of Eden." 
The first change produced by the N eroses of 6,000 years, resulted 
in a flood, foiiowed by a gradual restitution of things; a second 

ag'O, less fortunate and happy than the first, was succeeded by a 
second cataclysm at the next Neroses through the action of fire; a 
third period of alternate rehabilitation and destruction of man 
and his planet ensued, followed by a fourth epoch (styled by the 
ancient Hindoos "Yugs," by the Egyptians Neroses, or Cycles), 
and man enters the present existing order of things, denominated 

by all antique philosophers "the iron age," or the culmi nating 
period of the earth's present existence, and the close of the great 
astronomical year of 24,000 solar years. 

Interpreters of the Bible who realize that it is, in a great 

mea.'mre, an astronomical and mythical work, will understand 
that the visions of Daniel, Ezekiel, and the author of the 
Apocalypse, receiYe from these premises a totally different mode 
of expianation to that which lhe letter of their mystical delinea

tions would convey. 
They write in the true Chaldean spirit of the Neroses, and aim 

at depicting in allegorical language celestial conflicts between 
antagonistic constellations with the hero of the skies, the mighty 
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sun. They calculate the approaching changes In the celestial 

and physical universe upon the basis of the N erases, and whilst 
the personages of their grand dramas are seasons, suns, stars, 

planets, and satellites, the destinies of men are so intermixed with 
the hierarchies of natural and spiritual forcE's, that nothing but 

an understanding of the cyclic system, with all its complicated 
machinery of correspondence, couid throw any light on its 

mystic utterances. 

Beginning '\vith the order and motions of the stars, represent-
ing the sun, as the deific hero of the skies, contending with the 

antagonistic principles of good and evil, impersonating every 
star and every element in nature, and combining the whole into 
one grand schelne of correspondence will! the life: and de:)tiny of 

man; dividing the celestial motions into periods which also found 
an exact correspondence in the physical changes of the globe, 

and elaborating this wonderful and complicated scheme through 
the successive generations of thousands of years of time, the 

whole, coloured and shaped by the fervid mentality of Oriental 
fancy, is it any ,vender that the Sabean systen1 grew into a world-

wide faith, or that the facts of astronomy deepened into a religion 
so stupendous and wrought into the nature of succeeding genera

tions, that not all the promptings of common sense, reason, 

evidence, and scientific demonstration have proved sumClent tu 
dethrone its empire over the human mind? 

We sh,ll conclude this necessarily very brief and much ahridged 
accounliof the stupendous system under consideration by a few 

extracts from certain authoritative writers, whose views on the 
Neroses are worth recording. Godfrey Higgins, on page 245 of 

the" Anacalypsis," says:-

'~From th::: epochs and cycles explained by ~.lons. Cassiui (a 
cdebrated astronomer of the last century), we may readily infer 
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the mode in which Eusebius and the Christian Fathers settled the 
times of the festivals. the birth of Tohn. Tesus. &c. All this 
dovetails perfectlY with the astronomical th;ories of Dupuis. and 
into what' the learned Spaniard, Alphonso the Great, said-'That 
the ad7lentures of fesus are all depicted in the, l1Zstellations ;' mto 
what J acoh is r-eported to have said-' That tIle fortunes of his 
family were read ilZ tIle stars;' also into what Isaiah said
, That tIle heaz'etls were a book '-a statement believed by the 
Cabalists, who divided the stars into letters." 

In a very elaborate review of biblical astronomy, and the 

only half-perfect way in which Josephus and other Jewish writers 

understood the cyclic system, Godfrey .Higgins shows hOtY 

thoroughly the biblical writers meant to design,-~e cycles when 

they wrote of persons. The Jews computed the first great N eros 

at 608 instead of 600 years. As this gave many incorrect 

renderings, Higgins deems that the myth of- Joshua stopping the 

course of the sun and moon was a correction of the cycle of 608 

years, and he concludes his arguments in these words ;-

" The Bihle says, about a day. At that time each de!lree. or 
7 z years, represented a cycular day, the solar year bei~g then 
calculated at 360 days only. Every festival then would fall back 
or stop a day in about 72 vears. 

"'the ci;cumstaonce 'of 'the moon being stopped, as well as the 
sun, is allusive to the double cycle of sun and moon. It was a 
threwin,g back of the luni-solar period. If this were not so, why 
should Joshua stop the moon? -Surely the sun gave light enough 
without the mo::>n ! But why argue at all? I suppose nobody is 
so weak in these days as to take -the letter of the -text literally." 

In a long dissertation on the allegorical sense implied jp the 

name, character, and writings of Isaiah, the learned author of 

the" Anacalypsis" shows that a similar correction of an erroneous' 

calculation of the Neroses is implied in the cabala of Isaiah 

pretending to make the shadow on tIle sun-dial go back ten degrees. 

He says ;--
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"The cycles would require correcting after several revolutions, 
and we find Isaiah making the shadows go hack ten degrees on 
the sun-dial of AhilZ. This is nothing hut a similar correction of 
the N eroses, occurring at the era attributed to the reign of 
Hezekiah, when the correction of the cycle retarded the coming 
period of evil; which would ensue in Hezekiilh's reign; tcn 
r1P(1rpp,_ P 
--0- --_. 

After very elaborately showing that the Hebrew compilers of 

the Old Testament had endeavoured to define the cycles as the 
Hindoos did, and represent the different Neroses as the advent 
of greatly~inspired god~nlen or incarnations of deity, l-liggins 

adds:-

" I before stated that the first cycle was placed at the birth 
of Enoch. This cycle only fulfilled half the period-for God 
took him at 365 years-making the other half-cycle a lapse, for 
the corrections lfJecessary. The cycle heing incomplete, and 
dying out, in ord~r to make corrections, Enoch did not dii!, but 
God took him.' The second cycle ended with the birth 
of Noah j the third with Noah's leaving the ark, he being then 
600 years old. The fourth ended about the time of Abraham, 
who was aI,,, Isaac, which name signifies joy, gladness, laughter, 
so-called becansp. he was the new incarnation or saviour, not 
because his mother laughed at God. The fifth Jewish 
cycle ends when the Samaritans say Joshua or Jesus (the names 
are one) brought the ark to Shiloh. The Jews, like the 
Hindoos, had many saviours, or incarnations, or persons in whom 
a portion of divine wisdom was thought to be incarnate." . . _ 

" The next cycle must be that of Ehas, or Elijah-' The Lord 
God,' according to Calmet and Cmden-that is, it means to say, 
an incarnation of the Zens of the Greeks, or 'the solar power.' 
He left his prophetic power to Elisha, which Calmet and Cruden 
say means, 'the Lamb of God,' or Aries, the next sign to 
Taurus, which means t~' sun." . . . 

" It seems that the BillIe was a collection of secret writings, 
known only to the chief priests, probably first exposed to the 
public eye by Ptolemy Philadelphus, 246 years before Christ, when 
he caused the Pentateuch to be translated." 
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" I feel little doubt that the publication of the Jewish writings 
was forced, as the fews claim, by PtolemY." "After 
they were once translated and' pu'blished abroad, there would be no 
longer any use in keeping them secret, and copies of the original 
would be multiplied. At the Babylonian captiyity they 
were not destroyed, because the desolation of Palestine happened 
at two different periods, so that one part of th people preserved 
the sacred books in their temple when all was l:urnt in the temple 
of the other." 

"Of the hero of the eighth age it is said in our version, Tlms 
saitlz the Lord to his a1tointed Cyrus, whose right Izand I IWlie 
holden, CJ->c., CJ->c. The eighth period began about 600 

Yf'ars, then, before Christ. The ninth began, as the Siamese say, 
with Christ.;' 

In the ClassicalIournal, vol. xix., p. 72, the Rev. Mr. Faher, 

a strong partisan for all the affirmations and claims of the 

Christian religion, makes the statement that ,l\1elchizedec was 

thought to be an incarnation of the Son of God. He ,dds :-

"It was contended that every extraordinary personage whose 
ffi . I .. k' ". , A • o . ce It ,vas to ree aun or 111struct lnan __ Ind~as an __ vatar, or 

descent from the Godhead." 

Again, he says :-

"Adam, Enoch, and Noah, might in appearance be different 
persons, but they were really the self-same divine man, animating 
different human hodies," 

Now, unless the Rev. Mr. Faber be a re-incarnationist, and a 

disciple of Allen Kardec, the French spiritist and teacher of re

incarnation, he comes to precisely the same conclusion reached 

by the profoundest students who have studied the Oriental 

Enoch, &c., &c., were imaginary beings, representative of the 

different ages, or cycles, knolVn to have existed in the early history 
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of mankind. Again, Mr. Higgins writes on page 283 of 
" Anacalypsis " ;-

" There are few readers who wii! be surprised that I should 
look back to an existent state of the globe at a very remote 
period. I allude to a time when the angle of the plane of the 
ecliptic with that of the equator was much larger than it is now, 
the effect of which would be to increase the heat in the polar 
regions, and make it a comfortable place of residence. This 
easily accounts for the remains of tropical plants found in those 
regions." 

" Every appearance of this kind is easily accounted for as the 
effect of that periodical motion of the earth, which, if continued, 
will bring the plane of the ecliptic and equator to coincide, and 
in process of time to become at~ght angles to one another." 

"The circumstance of the annnals of the torrid zone being 
found in the high latitudes near the poles, is itself a proof to an 
unprejudiced mind that the time must have been when, by the 
passage of the sun on the plane of the ecliptic, his line of move
ment must r .ve been much nearer the poles than now j hence, 
those which are now the northern regions must have had a tem
perate climate." 

Mr. Higgins has furnished a large amount of valuable matter 
on the heliocentric system and biblical astronomy. Bryant, 

Baillie, Basnage, the authors of " Asiatic Researches," "Universal 

History," "L'Origin de to us les Cultes," "La Cite Antique," 

&c., &c., have all contributed valuable information on the same 
subject; but though we must now bring our review of this subject 

to a close, and only renew it incidentally in connexion with other 
matter, we have givet 'Jur readers a fair and authoritative com

pendium of the whole subject, and for the more elaborate details 

of a system to which the history of all ancient nations has contri

buted, we refer the scholar to the numerous authentic writers 
above mentioned, or the many others quoted in these pages. 
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SECTION VI. 

WHOLE libraries have been written on the subject of the ancient 

man's religious opinions. Unfortunately for the cause of truth, 

tbese important topics have either been treated of in books too 

voluminous to be placed within the reach of the ordinary reader, 

or they have been distorted by the bigotry a.nd arrogant assun1p· 
tions of those Vd10 wIite only in the interest of a sect, or for the 
honour and glory of some form of creedal faith. Thus the only 

class of men whose educational advantages qualify them to 

become authorities on these all-important subjects-namely, 

coilege-bred ministers of the Christian religion-are generally the 

most unscrupulous libellers of all systems but their own, and the 

chief promoters of those un-Christian teachings which denounce, 

with all the bitterness of sectarian bigotry, the antiqu~ faiths, on 

which their own is upreared. 

The aim of this treatise being to avoid the Scylla and 

Charybdis presented by both these barriers"n:t1"'the diffusion of 

knowledge on religious subjects, we shall offer that which we have 

to say in the most compendious possible form, and prove our 
freedom from egotistical bias, by grounding our assertions, for 

the most part, on the statements of authentic writers, rather than 

by presenting views of our own. In this spirit we approach that 

most ancient form of faith, cherished by one of the earliest of 

nations, Hindostan. 
Without entering in this place upon the question of India's 

claims to priority, we take ground with most of the learned 
Orientalists in the belief that the civilization of Hindostan 

ascends into higher periods of antiquity than that of any other 
historic nation, and that it was from the metaphysical specula-
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tions of her early sages that the first elements of the celebrated 
astronomical religion were derived. 

Taking up her religious history at that point when her temples, 

monuments, and scriptures alford us abundant data for our 
TP,parrhp,_ WP find that ancient Hindostan tau!!ht. if she did not ._-- ------} - ...... ; 

originate, the belief in one Supreme Being, called Brahm, a word 
which signifies the void, or space; also the doctrine of the 

Trinity, or three subordinate emanations from the First Great 

Creator; Vishnu, the Preserver; and Siva, the Destroyer and 
Re-produc~r. The Hindoos also taught of a paradisaical garden; 

the disobedience and fall of man; the alternate destruction and 
, '" _. _ .~,.,,. ~""."" ,... ,1 ,. renovatlon 01 tne".G-ann oy nre ana nooa; me Deller m me SOUlS 

immortality; the doctrines of good and evil j rewards and punish
ments hereafter, and; what is more pertinent to our present 

researches, the r1 ivision of time into" ¥ugs" or "Cycles," defined 
by astronomical observations, and the incarnation of Deity in the 

person of earth-born God-men, at different periods of time, 
according \vith the movcnlents of the heavenly bodies. 

be unnecessary to discuss the question whether the Hindoos were 

the first allthors of this system; it is enough that no other nation 
can point to existing evidences in the form of wonderful 

sculptures, monuments, and scriptures of high antiquity, and that 
all these refer to stLl earlier ages, in which the specialties of the 

astronomical religion are constantly found. The" Mahabharata," 
an ancient poem, which the Brahmins assert to have been in exis

tence at least 6,000 years ago (a claim which Wilkins, the learned 
Sanscrit scholar, considers to be not altogether unfounded) 

descants upon an the special f eat1.1TeS of theology abOve enume· 

rated, It also refers to the heliocentric system, makes mention of 

past incarnations of the solar power, or gods born into mortal 
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forms, and assigns dates for these incarnations in connexion with 
the cyclic system of N eroses. 

The most important feature in Hindea theology is this doctrine 

of divine incarnation, not only on account of its frequent recur-

rence in accordance with the ancient solar legend, but because 

the Christians founded their stupendous system of ecclesiasticism 

on the assumption that the incarnation of tr,~:r "Lord and 

Sa viour, Jesus Christ," was a part of an original scheme, acted 
out within the last nineteen centuries of time, for the especial 

behoof of those who could helieve that he was the only-begotten 

80n of God; that he descended to earth to be born, through the 

maternity of a pure virgin, for tlze first time ziz liuman history, at 

Palestine, some r 889 years ago; furthermore, that belief in these 

whether these claims are true or false, they 8.re certainly of a 

very important character, and their authenticity is calculated to 
produce immeasurably important consequences upon the race. 

The Rev. Robert Taylor has very significantly put the case in 

these words ;-

" The time assigned for the mstoricai origin of Christianity is, 
the three first centuries from the reign of the Roman Emperor 
Augustus. Any continuance of the history after that time would 
be unnecessary to prove the origin of the system, as any proof 
of its existence before tlzat time would be fatal to the origil1ality 

7.11. 1 r ',11 /TJr"' T"L" ., otattengea for U.· -( nae .uzegeszs.) 

As the Hindoo systems of incarnation exactly meet this case, 
and actually publish abroad to the whole earth all the essential 

features of the scheme claimed by Christianity to be original, 
and follow it up with successive proofs recorded during thousands 
of vears nrior to th" ~dvpnt of r'hristionitv it is m~_nifest that th" • L --- -~ ---~ --,-- ---- -- --------------.;] -- -- _.- -

best interests of the Chrislians themselves-in fact, we might say, 
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of the whole human race-demand a thorough investigation of 

the enormous claims put forth on the one side, and sa deter-
minatc1y denied on the other. 

Without entering into the complicated systems of Hindoo 
theology, we must notice those features deemed, for the above
named reasons, so highly important--namely, the several claims 
of its incarnate gods. I-lindoo ~criptures, supported by the abun~ 

dant sculptures and temples of Hindostan, teach that Vishnu, the 
second person of the Hindoo Trinity, has been incarnated in an 
earthly form some nine times. The first of these incarnations 
was called Boudha, the last but one, or eighth, Chrishna; and as 
the legends clustering around these sacred personages are the 
most striking and best authenticated of the whole schen1e, it is to 

their histories that we shall chiefly confine our attention. The 
first Boudha of the Hindoos must not be confollnded with a per

sonage of the same\~me, Galltama Bllddha, who appeared, as 
some historians allege, about T,200 years before the Christian 

era; others deem at a st1" later period. * 
"Bolldha Sakia Mouni," or Gautama, alleged to be the ninth 

incarnation of Vishnu, was supposed to be b0rn at N epaul, of 

royal parentage, and was of course named Roudha, rather in 
accordance with his prophetic pretensions and reformatory 
mission, than as receiving that name from his parents. Roudha, 

signifying a saint, or the enlightened one, was a name published 
abroad and honoured as the first incarnation of Vishnu, for 
probably more than five thousand years before the Christian era, 
As the BOlldha Sakia r' more recent date leaves a history behind 

hirn, which in no way connects .itself (except by a confusion of 

names and persons) with the original of that sobriquet, or bears 
any affinity with the earlier incarnations of Vishnll, we shall pass 

* Boudha signifies a saint, or sainted personage, and is not a name. 
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over his record as not essential to the purposes of this treatise, 

and call the reader's attention to the most ancient founder of the 
'wide-spread Boudhist faith. 

Forbes, in his" Oriental Memoirs," vol. iiL, says: 

"The oldest mythology of which we have auj record is that of 
the Boudha of the Eastern nations, amongst whom are to be 
found all the doctrines above described--i.e., the doctrines of 
the later Christian faith." 

.4. r r-..~,.. TT''''".. ~ ••• ".. • ... 
.tit page 101 01 \Jourrey I1lggmss .. ll.nacalypsls," It IS sala, III 

relation to blood offerings as sacrifices :-

"Tradition states that in the earliest times no bloody sacrifices 
took place there; and amongst the Buddhists, who are tIle oldest 
_/)'"· .... ;A~.~·r/''' El.f',..~.h/>"""" ur£lo h ...... ~ ..... .......................... _ ..... ....1 0-_,....1:j.:~_~ ",_:I 4-~ _ •• 1..~~ j.1..~ 
, (,t,.1-5 I-VIU'.H.:J VJ Lu'I<VIUr n ..... Jla. t L a.U] "a.\..LCU LJ a,U1LJVU:::', a.uu lU W HULl! !.llt; 

first book of Genesis probably belongs. no bloody sacrifices ever 
...... r.:::...na;1 a...-::I Tf- ...... o::>.ua ........ ,. ... .,. r, .... "'",. .. ;,,=rl hn"" .("'11 ......... ,-.,_ .... ~.( u ..... u...:n .... a }J"",.l'J:; ",-u.. LI,. U'-l' ...... no;.\,;::' F.La. .... 1.1iJ ..... U uy 1.1.'. lVllVWC;t<:l Vl ..LJUUUJ.1} 

and they have constituted a majority of ~he inhabitants of the 
world." 

In his fifth book (" Anacalypsis ") Mr. Higgins writes :-

~, The tiiTle is now arrived to enter upon an examination of the 
doctrines of the celebrated Boudha of India, the foundation of all 
the myths of the Western nations, as well as those of Chrishna, and 
from these two were supplied iTIOSt of the superstit-ions which 
became engrafted into the religion 0f Jesus Christ. I shall show 
that Boudha and Chrishna were only renewed incarnations of 
t-hA C"]TY'lA "R,p,;nrY 'lnrl t-h,,,.,.- n""; ........... ,.l-. .......... ""1 .... _ ...... ~H."'_ ~ .. - ---:'--·:-1-
... J..I. ........... u .... ~ .... u.6' " .. "' ....... 1..1 ................ 1·1.1.5 I.u ..... <lV.HA.l IJV\I\'C::.1, Ul a pIJUL.l!J t;; 

symbolized by the sun, Boudha being the name of the sun in 
1"~~I'rT1O:: f-hP "R1111· ~nr1 rhrlchn'l h""'; .... rr i-J...a ........ " ........ ,....-.1 ..... _ ...... ,... ... ~~ ... 1- __ 

..... ;;.. ................ , .......... .L...I .... , .. J H"- ....... ......... .l.L • .., ..... .1o;..\, U .... .lLlS ".1..1 ..... i)a.llH ... ~Ula.l lJUn'c::J. W 11-\;11 

(by the precession of the equinoxes) the sun receded into the 
sign of Aries, the Ram, or as it was termed by later writers, the 
Lamb." 

Mons. Creuzer, in his celebrated work "Religions de L'Anti-

quite," vo1. i. J says :-

"The name and character of Boudha are purely astronomical. 
His birth, through the Virgin Maia, has direct reference to the 
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~11n'C' ~nnll'll "h.i ... t-'h ; ..... t-ho r'" ..... "'t-o.ll"'I-~,.., ..... ...... { 1-h,,1- ................ ,..,. nl- ...... ~...:J •• ~:_4.~_. 
'buu ~ ....... u ........... £ IJU."L~ .l.ll \,U .......... V.U.:> ....... .u""\,JVU VI.. 1.l.lQ.1. LlLl.lJH,,.. a.\,. .LllJU-WJllI,.C:l ; 

his royal descent, life, sufferings, miracles, death, and resurrection 
are all derived from the solar journey through the constellations 
r.f thA "}'Arli., .... .......... ...u ...... 1..<"" ....... '"'- ..... 

" The earliest Buddhists were evidently worshippers of the sun 
in 1"'aurus. They were the builders of the temple of Juggernaut, 
in front of which the Bull projects, and were expelled from lower 
Tnr11<:t ~"hDon hn t'h"" r''h~nrrA At tl,.::>. c;" .... c- .r .... .-.. ........ rr .... n ........ ;..,-,. A_:~~ 
.......... , .. u .... , ' L~""L.L, ..... J .... L ..... .... u ........ o .... VI.. ... u ..... "'L5LJ.~ LLVILl .L a.Ul.U';::' l.V ~ll!;;::~, 

thA l"o.l;".j,..,n rlf rh,..ic:h,,~ A .... Jin.:<""'ri th'lf- At' "Rr.nrlh .... " .. ~ ...... ........ "0 ............. V'L -....;U.L.L> .............................. 1;'''' ............ u ........ Vi. J..JVr...LUl.I.«,. 

could not have taken place in less than 2, r60 years, and the 

religion of Chrishna, the Sun in Aries, has been in vogue for at 

least 3,000 years, we may form some idea of the extreme antiquity 
of the ancient Buddhist systt:m. Again, on page 20 I of the 

" Anacalypsis," we find these words :-

"The Rev. Mr. . Maurice has given a long and particular 
account of the ten tand Avatars or incarnations of the god of 
the Hindoos. "Boudha was universally alJowed to be the 
first of these incarnations; that of Chrishna was the eighth. * At 
the era of the bin.~, of Christ, nine of these incarnations had 
.appeared on earth, and another was expected to follow before 
the end of the Cali Yug, or, the then present cycle. 

"All the Hindoo incarnations were born-or, rather, their 
appearances noted to occur-at the close of the six·hundredth 
Neros; hence, from Boudha (the sun in Taurus) to the eighth 
incarnation, Chrishna (or the sun in Aries) was a period of over 
2,160 years. Between the Brahmins and Buddhists 
there exists the greatest conceivable enmity. Yet 
Boudha is aiiowed by his enemies the Brahmins to have been a 
divine Avatar, and the Bull of the Zodiac was his emblem. He 
is described as ~'ivine Wisdom-the Sun in Taurus. This is the 
FIRST Boudha, o. incarnation of Divine Wisdom, by many Brah· 
-mins opposed, because they confound him with a later personage, 
to whom the same name was given. In fact, Boudha, or the wise, 
seems to have been the appellation of a doctrine assumed by 
many persons at different periods of time. Rev. Mr. Faber 

" Gautama Buddha is by some writers called the ninth incarnation. 
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thinks that this one person is supposed to have been incarnated 
many times, and from this circurTIstance much confusion has 
'l~-iC'''''n " ........ '-' ..... ~ ... 

1'he mother of 'Boudha ,,,as 1\1AIA, a nan1e also assigned to the 

mother of tbe Greek ~rercury, in which Maia son'etimes typifies 

the Sea, the Mother of Forms, and sometimes the lVlonth of May. 

The followers of Boudha claim for him no earthly father, but 
l' ' an immaculate conceptlon, through a royal n1other, and a ray if 

Izeavtn/y ftg/zt. After a long dissertation on the character, 
history, and attributes of the original B()udha, Higgins makes use 

of these remarkable words :-

" Boudha passed his inf:1ncy In innocent sports, and yet he is 
often described as an artificer. In his manhood, he had severe 
contests with wickei spirits, ani finally he ,vas put to death, \ve 
shall fin::!, by crucifixion, descended into hell, .nd re-ascended 
into heaven." 

In treating of the various Avatars who have so unmistakably 

formed the ground~plan upon which Christians have upreared 

their peculiar doctrines, it may not be entirely unimportant to 

know that their original model was neither more nor less than a 

negro; in short, the Christ who, eigbteen hundred and eighty-nine 

years ago, was assumed to have been born of the Supreme Being 

and the Blessed Virgin Mary, has derived the principal item of 
his history from the flu 7IIoo1£v-haired, thick-li,bf,ed black Boudha, 

who at a period of not less them five thousand years before the 

advent of his renowned Jewish imitator, was born of a ray of 

ligltt, through the materni ly of the" blessed virgin" Maia, other

wise the Sea, Marie, Mare, or Mary. 
In confirmation of these statements, we shaH now cite SOlne 

fragments of an immense mass of testimony, combining to show 

that the first of the Hindoo Avatars--the most ancient Roudha 
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inimical to the claims of a divine revelation and special originality 

for the similar story of Christ. Despite the attempts of meek 

Christians, and gentle followers of the loving Nazarene, to crush, 

hide, or brow-beat the legend of Chrishna out of popular circula
tion, it has still gained ground, and a continued succession of 

Eastern discoveries, published iar and wide through the pages of 
our cheap popular literature) have at lengLh hartovvc:d c1o\vn the 

formidable ranks of partisanship to the plain common sense 
oll"stion. which is thE' orir-inal al1f1 which is thE' <com;' Thot the 
-~----------J - - -- -- LJ - - - -1-".1 

claims of Christianity should be reduced to the forlorn hope of 

maintaining all its high and time-honoured pretensions only, on 
the condition of proving the history of Chrishna to be an imp0s-

• • .{ . .. 1 'h ture, or at best a spunou: copy o~ Its o'Yvn onginal.. SCHeme, n1ay 

seem a more astounding revelation in our generation than its 
plan of redemption would appear to any shrew-d, intelligent 

savage who listened to its recital for the first time; but if our 
readers will be pleased to recaii the earlier pages of this little 

work, especially where they are illuminated by the rays of glory 
which stream up from the antique heads of a I3oudha, Vl'ittoba, 

&c., &c., they will find that Chrishna only sets the seal upon a 
history already too thoroughly known and apprehended to be 

much longer mistaken, 

Chrishna is not the only Gorgon's head which Christianity 

cannot look upon and live; nevertheless, this Avatar forms such 

a remarkable link in the chain of proof as to where our religious 
sYSten1S corne fronl, that \'Ve rDay \vell ponder over the principal 

features of his myth, and reiterate the question, which is the 

oriQ"inal and which the CODV? 
'".J ... " 

Following out the plan pursued in former sections, we shall 
draw the materials of our pre5ent memoir from such authoritative 

sources, as will commend themsel y'es to the reader's acceptance 

\vith far n10re force than our o,yn unsustained statements. 
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We have frequently referred to a \york entitled "Asiatic 

F ... esearches," a VolUlUinoL1s Inass of writing, issued about 1784, in 
sixteen volun1es. Since its first publication, it has been revised, 

and added to by several authoritatiye writers, especially by Sir 

\Villiam Jones, one of the most learned Oriental scholars of the 

age, and President of the Asiatic Society. Fine editions of this 

great work are now to be found in most of the public libraries. 

It is from a copy, in the magnificent Asiatic collection in 

Boston, "LT.S .... <\,' th~t the ~'-uthor fP-ves the followjng extract 

written by Sir William Jones;-

"That the name of Chrishna, and the general outline of his 
story were long anterior to the birth of our Saz}ZOU1', and probably 
to the tirne of HOlner, \ve kno\v very certainly. 

"In the Sanscrit dictionary, compiled more t/za1l two tliOUS!l1ld 

YiurS ago, we have the whole story of the incarnate deity, born 
of a virgin, and miraculously escaping in his infancy from the 
reigning tyrant of bis country. 

" The celebrated pOen1 Bhaga vat contains :l r,rolix account of 
tbe life of Chrishna. Chrishna, the incarnate deity of the Sanscrit 
rOll1anCC, continues to this hour the Ldrling god of tbe Indian 
women. Tbe "ect wbo adore bim with enthusiastic and almost 
exclusive devotion have broached a doctrine which they maintain 
".vlth eagcrness--that he ,vas disbnct from all the . ..A. ... vatars \vhe 
had only a portion of his divinity, whereas Chrishna was the 
person of Vishnu (God) himself, in a human form. 

H Chrishna "tas believed to have been born frOlll the left 
intercostal rib of a yirgi n, of the royal 1ll1e of Devaci. He passed 
a bfe of a lTIOst incon1prehensjble nature. 

" His birth was concealed through fear of the tyrant Cansa, as 
it bad been predicted that one born at that time, in such a family, 
would destroy bin1. He \v.::tS fostel'ed J therefore; in ]'vfathura;; by 
an honest herdsman surnamed Ananda. 

"Chrishna, when a boy, slew the terrible serpent Caliyaga, 
with a numher of otber serpents and monsters. He saved multi· 
tudes partly by his arms and partly by his miraculous powers. 

" He raised the dead. descendinll' for tbat DUrDOSe to the lowest 
reglOns. H~ washed the feet 0·[ the Bramins and 
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preached very nobly indeed and sllblimely, but always in melr 
favour."-(" Asiatic Researches on the Gods of Greece, Italy, 
and India.") 

Mrs. Lydia ::VIaria Child, in her admirable and most rever

ential work, entitled, "Progress of Religious Ideas," gives an 

extended account of the life, character, and attributes of the 

celebrated Hindoo Avatar, Chrishna. This excellent writer 

quotes Sir William Jones in the" Asiatic Researches," at great 

length, but the following fragments of history, the learned 

authoress derives from other sources:-

"N ext to the Vedas and the code of Menu, the most ancient 
and venerated of the sacred books of the Hindoos are the 
F ... an1ayana, and the 1-Iahabharata. 

"The rvIahabharata comn1emorates a later incarnation of 
Vishnu in the form of Chrishna. Bramins attribute it to Vyasa, 
and say it was written before the commencement of the Cali 
y"ug, consequently more than five thousand years ago. \Vilkins 
thinks there is satisf _~ory evidence of its being at least four 
thousand years old. Scriptures on the old rock temples prove 
that the Bramins have not assigned too great antiquity to either 
of these poen1S~ 

"The -j\,hh<lbharata contains a celebrated eDisode called the 
Bhagavat Geeta, containing the life of Chri;hna. It relates 
the history and conversat1ons of \TishnU j while on earth, in the 
form of Chrishna." 

In 1'01. i., page 60, ::VIrs. Child comments on the history of 

Chnshn<l in these words :-

" The Vishnuites split into two sects. One is more devoted 
to Vishnu III the form of Rama; the other he[leves that his 
eighth incarnation, in the form of Chrishna, is the most poetic 
and remarkable. The Bramins date it before the Cali Yug
that is, more than five thousand years ago. Sir Wiiii<lm Jones 
supposes it to have been written one thousand four hundred a!ld 
fifty-one years before Christ." 
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Then follows an abridged account taken from the poem in 

question, but as it abounds with Hi ndoo metaphor and romantic 

:1ccounts of various miracles evidently in accordance with the 

history of the sun-god, our readers will be just as well informed 

upon the subject by the extracts given from Sir William Jones 

and thooe that follow, as if we rendered the entire of the famous 

Hindoo romance. 

:'IIrs. Child notes that representations of lae !/iotaer and child, 

the /ligM of the lzoly fal'u'~v try nigat, and tile slal/gater of tae 

inllocents, by order of the tyrant Cansa, are sculptured on the 

wans of 1110St of the ternples dedIcated to this Avatar. She 

describes the famous legend of the slaughter of the innocents 

thus ;-

"~.Iean\~7hile, a prophetic voice had told Cansa; 'The hoy who 
is destined to destroy thee is born, and now liv;:;.' As soon as 
he heard that, he gave orders that all the Dl;lle chlldren throop-h-

'J 0 

out his kingdoD1 should be put to death, Among the sculptures 
in the cave-temple at Elcphanta is a conspicuous figure with a 
drawn sword, surrounded by slaughtered infants, in aHusion to 
this part of Chrishna's history." 

Later on, this authoress says :-

" One of the titles of Chrishna is, . Pardoner of Sins '; , another 
'Liberator from the Serpent, Death.' In allusion to this, the 
image of Chrishna is sometimes seen sculptured in the folds of a 
seq-;ent that is biting his foot, sometimes treading victoriously on 
its head." 

From the Bhagavat Geeta, the following sentences are gIven 

as examples of the conversations between Chrishna and his 

disciple, Arjun :-

" .. il..Jthough I am the Lord of all. created hpinQ'~_ I am made 
evident by my own power, and as often as t-l~e;·~'is a decline of 
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virtue and an insurrection of vice and iniustice in the world. I 
make myself evident. Thus [ appear fro~ age to age, for the 
preservation of the just, the destruction of the wicked, and the 
establishment of virtue. 

"I am animated with equal benevolence towards all beings. 
I know neither hatred nor predilection ,: but those who adore me 

"devoutly, are in me, and I in them. EZlen he 7vho has sinned, 
if he adore me only, is reputed 7Jirtuous. He will immediately 
have a iust soul. and obtain eternal peace. Have faith in me. 
Noone" who wo'rships me can perish." Forgetting all else, address 
thyself to me. I will deliver thee from all sin." 

Allowing for some difference in the modes of express lOn, the 

parity of ideas betv."een the great teacher of India ji-ve thousand 

years ago, and what the Christians claim for their great teacher 

of Jerusalem eighteen hundred years ago, cannot fail to strike the 
reader with astonish meld-astonishment, not at the fact itself, 

hut at th~ unmistakable fraud which the modern plagiarists 

display. 
In considering and cOl11paring the several histories under 

review, it must be borne in mind that the ancient record looms 
up from the mists of antiquity, unlighted by the methods of 
modern civilization. Ii, therefore, the' ancients may present ideas 

in nl0fe unadulterated shapes, they still Jack the precision, excision, 

interl'olation, &c., to which all Christian Scriptures have been 

subject, both in their production and modes of subsequent publi

cation. It is to these different ways of treating: the same subjects 
that we owe the preservation ot" the gospel of Chrishna's infancy, 

and the careful suppression of the same document in relation to 

Jesus. The" gospel of the infancy of Jesns," although in the 

earliest ages of Christianity accepted as a genuine record of facts, 

has since been consigned to Apocryphal obscurity; while that of 

Chrishna has been preserved, and is often ostentatiously paraded 
before the world in comparison with "that pure and divine 
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record contained in the evangelical writl .. ,!s," as a witness of 

"the preposterous absurdities of the heathen scheme, and the 

exquisite simplicity of the Christian."-( Vide Rez'. ~J£r. Maurice.) 

Had the gospel of the infancy of JeSUS been presented to the 

world as candidly as that of the Hindoo Chrisi1na, ll1stead of 
lwinp" cnnsirmed tn a Drudent state of AnocrvDhal seclusion. the 
- -----0 - - .::> - -... '- ., J. ' 

comparison of the two would again have afforded us food for the 

perplexing speculation as to which was the copy and which the 

original. But of this, the reader shall be the JLIdge. 

On page 160 of the q Anacalypsis," 11r. Higgins writes :-

" In the first ~Jace, the Chrishna of India is always repre
sented as "Ehe SavIOur and Preserver of ll1ankinu j he js also repre~ 
sented as the Supreme Being, taking upon himself the state of 
man; that is, he became incarnate in the flesh, to save the human 
race.-(Para!!e! iVicellc and Atlzallasta1Z creeds.) 

" As soon as Chrishna was born he was saluted with a chorus 
of Devatas (Angels) with divine hyml15.-f Parallel Luke, cimp. 
ii., z·'erses 13-14.) 

"He was cradled amongst shepherds, to whom was first 
made known his divinity. 

As shepherds watched tbeIr flocks by night. 
-Dr. Watts', Christian Hym" Book. 

"Soon after Chrishna's birth he was carried away by night, 
and concealed in a region remote from his natal place, for fear 
of a tyrant, whose destroyer it was foretold he would become, 
and \vho had for that reason ordered all the ITlale children born. 
at that period to be slain. 

H This story is the subJecL of an illlIllen~e scuJpture in the ca\:e 
of Elephanta, the date of which is lost in antiquity.--( Parallel 
"1£attlzew, chap. ii.) 

" Chrishna 'vas by the Inale line of royal descent, though he 
was actually born in a dungeon. Jesus' descent is traced to 
King David, though he was born in a stable. 

"The moment Chrishna was born, the whole place was 
illuminated, and the countenances of bis father and mother 
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emitted rays of giory.-( Injancy oj Chrishna. Parade! Gospe! 
oj tlze II/jancy if Jesus, clzap. ii.) 

"Chri,hna could speak as soon as he was born, and com
forted his mother.-( Parallel Gospel of tlze Infancy oj Jesus.) 

"Chrishna was heralded in, and assisted by his elder brother 
Ram j Jesus, by his kinsman John. 

" Chrishna descended into Hades to restore the lost dead, and 
returned to Vaicontha-Paradise.-( Parallel Four Gospels of 
Jesus.) Chrishna was called the Good Shepherd. 

"After the birth of Chrishna, the Indian prophet Nared 
visited his father and mother at Gokui, examined the stars, and 
deciared him to be of celestial descenr.-( Virzi of tlie wise 11Ietl oj 
tlie East to Mlry.) 

"Chrishna was carried to Mathura (Mattea) on the ri,;er 
J umna, where many of his miracles were performed, and at 
which to this day, he is held in higher veneration than in any 
other place. The Rev. Mr. Maurice says :-' The Arabic 
edition of the Gospel oj tlie Infancy oj Jesus records, Mathura 
(Mattea) to have been the place where the infanr Saviour resided 
during his absence from Judea, and until Herod died. At this 
place Jesus is reported to have wrougbt many miracies, and among 
others, to have produced in that arid region a fountain of fresh 
water, the only one in Egypt.' " 

IV e feel it due to our readers to pause here lest they should 

fail to remark upon the wonderful coincidences of history. Some 
four thousand years ago the infant Chrishna was conveyed to 

lvlathura by his father and mother, to avoid the \vrath of a cruel 

tyrant king, and there, even in his tender infancy, he wrought 
many miracles, amongst others, caused a pure spring of water to 

flow forth from the arid desert. To this day his name is remem
bered and honoured in that place, and many spots in the vicinity 

are pointed out as the sc"nes of his miracles. Two thousand 
years later] the infant Jesus is brought to this very ~pot by his 
father and mother, fleeing there for the very same reason
namely, to avoid the wrath of a tyrant king, who acts in the very 
same murderoLls way in slaughtering all the male children of his 
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district; whilst the infant Jesus emulates his celebrated prototype, 

by performing just the very same class of miracles at the river 

J urona, and the only difference in the legends which still attach 
to that sacred spot is, that the Eastern nations generally attribute 

the miraculous '1-vorks done, to an ancient saviour named Chrishna, 

and the Christians-such as Eusebius, l __ hanasim, and, on the 

strength of their assertions, the. Rev. Mr. Maurice-attribute the 
performance of the said miracles to a modern saviour named 

Lhnst. Again the pertment question obtrudes itself, which is 

the original, which the copy? Let the stony forms of the ancient 
Chrishna sculptured in temples antedating historic record; the 

famous sculpture at Elephanta of the slaughtered infants; the 
Bhagavat Geeta, with its undoubted antiquity of over fifteen 

centuries before Christ, as vouched for by the pious Sir \Villiam 

Jones; let the worship of the ancient Avatar, with its records of 
faith, traditions, statues, and temples j all grey with age, or ever 

the Jewish Avatar was heard of-answer the question, and the 
reader may decide which system has the facts, and \vhich the 
frauds of religious hIstory. 

Our spice will only permit us to make a few more extracts, 

from Mr. Higgins's" Amlcalypsis," er~ we close. Page r62 ;-

" After Chrishna came to man's estate, one of his first miracles 
was the cure of a leper. Upon another occasion, a woman 
poured on the head of Chrishna a box of ointment, for which he 
cured her of an ailment, and to show his humility and meekness, 
he washed the feet of the Bramins. In the gospel of the infancy 
of Jesus, he is represented as turning his young companions into 
sheep, und at the solicitation of their parents, restoring them to 
their proper form j a similar history is attributed to Chrishna in 
his youthful days. In the gospel of Jesus' infancy, he has a 
remarkable adventure with a serpent, which had poisoned one of 
his companions, matched by the young Chrishna's combat with 
the serpent Caliyaga, which had poisoned the cow-herds." 
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HI Lue gospel or Jesus Jm ancy, ne JS representea as nemg sent 
to Zaccheus for instruction, and astonishing his master with the 
extent of his learning. The same tale exactly is related of 
Chrishna. Many other points of exact similarity exist. To all 
these proofs of fact on the one side, and fraud on the other, only 
two theories have ever been hazarded by way of explanation. 
The one is a vague suggestion on the part of Sir '\Villiam Jones, 
that the Bramins, having charge of the sacred books of the 

Hindoos, migllt have tampered with the copies, and interpolated 
them after the Christian religion was published abroad. 

The eminent character of Sir William Jones has rendered a 
suggestion, at once absurd and impossible, so mortifying to his 
numerous admirers, that it is very seldom referred to, and then 
only in terms of astonishment and regret. Were it possible

which it never could have been, to have tampered with Scriptures 
jealously guarded and preserved for thousands of years in their 
orie'inal condition as divine law-even then it WOlllrl not hov,. '-' - - ------- ---- ---.. -

explained away Sir William Jones's own assertbns concerning 
the immense antiquity of the Sanscrit Dictionary and Bhagavat 
Geeta, in which the learned Orientalist himself confesses to have 
found the entire history of Chrishna, together with all the legends 

above alluded to. But, worse and worse for the scholar who 
has been compelled to advance such a desperate effort at defence! 
Ev,en his great ally and ~:mtemporary, the equally learned and 
equally pious Maurice, deserts him, and comments upon the 
petty idea in such arguments as the following, extracted from 
Maurice's" Indian Antiquities" :-

"In reference to the opinion of Sir W. Jones, happy and 
ingenious as it may be, it would still afford but a partial explana
tionof the difficulty, manyof the mythological sculptures of Hindo
stan that relate to the events in the history of this Avatar more 
immediately interesting to the Christian world, being of an age un-
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(loubtedlv anterior to the Christian era : while these sculptures 
remain ~unanswerable testimonies of the fact recorded, the 
assertion. unaided by the collateral proofs. rather strengthens than 
obviates 'the objection of the sceptic. Thus the sculptured figures 
copied by Son~erat from one o{ the oldest pagodas; representing 
Chrishna dancing on the crushed head of the serpent, while the 
enraged reptile is seen biting his foot, together WIth the history 
of the fact annexed, could never derive their origin from any 
information contained in the spurious Gospels." 

Rev. Mr. Maurice might have cited, with still more pertinence, 

the celebrated sculpture of the slaughL, of the innocents, in the 

oldest temple in the world, the Elephanta cave. The sculptures 

scattered all over India of the various incidents above referred to, 

including the figures of the flight into Egypt and multitudes of 

other stony scriptures-scriptures which no interested priests 

could interpolate, and no interested apologist can deny the vast 

antiquity of-all these, together with the legends of lVIathura, 

and the fact that the worship of Chrishna was a stereotyped form of 

antique faith centuries before the Christian's" Lord and Saviour" 

was born, combine to throw a discreet mantle cf silence over the 

learned Orientalist's "happy and ingenious idea," and create a 

sincere wish on the part of his many admirers that he had never 

descended to the in1becility of its expression. 

The second attempt to remove the fatal Hindoo witness, 

Chrishna, from the realm of fact into that of fraud, was under

taken by a certain Dr. Bentley, who, in his zeal for Christianity, 
through a series of H the most laborjous researches," announced 

to the world about the end of the last century that he had 

succeeded in obtaining an astrological calculation, which placed 

the birth of Chrishna at or about 600 years later than that of 

Christ; and he also alleges that the Brahmins-by a system of 

"back reckonings," &c., the mode of which, even according to 

Mr. Bentley, was so abstruse, that no one of sane mind could 
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follow out their demonstrations-had succeeded III imposing 
upon the world rl~ims for an antiquity to which they could lay 

no foundation. Against the maintenance of this remarkable 

theory there was one very fallible point, namely, that Bentley's 
astrological scheme as a demonstration of the period of 

Noah as to 600 years after Christ, the position of the planets 
recurring periodically in many given epochs of time. But, even 

if Dr. Bentley could have succeeded in entangling the reason and 

common sense of his sympathizers so deeply amongst astrological 
calculations, that they could neither prove nor refute what they 

could not understand: even then there '''ere other learned 
a, ronomers cotemporary with Dr. Bentley-such as Baillie, 
Higgins, Playfair, &c.-who, with a set of calculations, just as 

laboriously pursued, and still more exact, were enabled to demolish 
Dr. TIentley's theory, and reduce it to ashes. But, beyond all 

this, the monuments, sculptures, temples, and ancient poems still 
remained! Still the memory of Chrishna and his sects come 

looming up from the remotest ages. The wars undertaken 

between rivai sects, the worship authenticated all over India, and 
the entire history ,,,,graved in characters of enduring witness 

which no flimsy attempts at astrological wrangling could oblite
rate, still remain unaccounted for. Why do we pursue the petty 

theme farther? v"\Thy waste time upon recitals so humiliating to 
their chief actors, and so desperately injurious to the system of 

modern faith, which bases its last chance of defence upon a 

foundation of mere quicksand? Why! Because some ten years 
ago, during the author's residence in Anstralia, she was called 
upon to read aloud to a large gathering of intelligent listeners 

these very self-same groundless and utterly false deductions of 

Dr. Bentley, reiterated in a work written and published for the 
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• ... • ,. • .,. - •• .., ,. ., - < 

beneht ot tne, tl.ustrallan COlOnIeS Dy one OI [nelr own most 

learned bishops-a gentleman who, with the spiritual welfare of 

a large colony of persons entrusted to his pa-storship, deliberately 

disinters the exploded theory of Bentley's absurd" back reckon

ings," and informs his uninformed readers that the history of 

Chrishna, that terrible bugbear of Christianity, was not published 

abroad to the world until some centuries after the Christian era ! 
Let us dose up this ungrateful and humiiiating theme, by 

pointing to the fact of Dr. Bentley's final recantation, and, in the 

words of Godfrey Higgins, show that even this frail reed was 
.' • ~ ~. • • 1 .1 1 1 l' t /"'. • 1 f ., " ummateJy snappea m rwam oy me nana wmcn nrs, WlelGeU!L. 

On page 344 of the" Anacalypsis," Godfrey Hig~,ns writes :-

"Long after I had written the above respecting Dr. Bentley, 
I found what at once settled the question; but as I think it 
extremely desirable, in a case of such importance, that my readers 
should see the steps by which I have gradually arrived at my 
conclusions, I shall not expunge what I had previously written. 

"If any dependence can be placed on Dr. Bentley's own 
words, he was at last satisfied that the story of Chrishna having 
been copied from Jesus Christ WAS NOT TO BE SUPPORTED. In 
a letter from him, puhlished by the Rev. J. Marsham, D.n., in 
his 'Elements of the Chinese Grammar,' is the following 
passage :-' July 4th, 1813. Krislzna 71:JaS contemporary "llll 
Yoodlzist'hira (see the Geeta), and tite epoch I:!( "Yoodllist'hira's 

birth was theyear 2,526 0/ flze Cali Yug of tlie present astrolZO
men, or about 575 years bifore flze Clzristian era.'" 

The italics are Mr. Higgins's, and are doubtless intended to 
give point to the last admission the words contain. Mr. Higgins 

adds :--

"Even if Dr. Bentley were the only final authority on this 
subject, his admission that Chrishna lived more than 500 years 
BEFORE Christ, at once disposes of all the nonsense, both oral and 
written, about the history of Chrishna being copied from that of 
Christ. After this, in another letter, Dr. Bentley goes 
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'On to show by astronomical calculations and proofs, that he is 
-correct, and that Chrishna \vas certainly, as he had before said, 
more than 500 years before Christ." 

As the author of a very learned treatise on "Ancient and 

Modern Astronomy," Dr. Bentley was at first hailed by all true 

Christians as one of the most "able, as wel! as authoritative" 

clefenders of their faith. Why his recantation has not been as 

'\videly circulated as his grave error, it renlains for the defenders 

of the faith to prove, yet we should scarcely have expected to 

find a learned bishop re-affirming the well-exploded error in the 

nineteenth century, and that without the slightest allusion to the 

stupendoLis evidences which the entire land of India, with an its 
price ss wealth of antique lore, scriptures, temples and monu

ments presents. Weighed agail'..st the testimony which the history, 
traditions, and monumental vestiges of Hindostan afford, Dr. 

Bentley's theories for or against the date of Chrishna's advent 

amongst men, are no more than so many straws, set up to show 

which way the winds of sectarian bigotry blow. 

Christian authorities have been very busy during the last 

eighteen centuries in the attempt to settle the creeds and doctrinal 

points which tl ,ir Incarnate God never preached. Why have 

they no.' been more particular in placing the period of his advent 
upon earth some twenty centuries or so earlier? According to 

Dr. Rentley, if they had only removed their first Christmas day 

five hundred years back in time, they might have stood on safer 
ground; but if they had been still '.viser, and, like the great ,~ Sun 
of Righteousness" they worship, fallen back in time a whole sign, 

and set the date of their Incarnate God's birth 2,160 years before 

their present era, moving the Hindoo Avatar on to its commence

ment, what a different answer they might have rendered to the 

intrusive question-Which is the original and which the copy? 
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~ ... s it is, the J-lindoo's favourite A~vatar V?3S born 2,000 years 

too soon, or the Christian's, 2,000 years too late. If one is the 

FACT, how can we fail to come to the conclusion that the other 
is the FRAUD of religious history? 

SECTION VIII. 

THE SUCCESSION OF INCARNATE GODS DERIVED 
FROM INDIA. 

RECUR1{ll\G to the logical definitions of the Rev. KODen 1 aylor 

on the claim of the Christians to an original divine t .:ve1ation, we 

ITlight ahn.ost close onf revjew at this point; the obvious priority 

of the legend attributed to Christ, in the histories of the first 

Boudha, and Chrishna, of the Hindoos, sufficiently demonstra· 

ting the fact tbat, as far as any original revelation is concerne(l, 

there is not one iota of proof to justify such a claim ifl ~cnalf of 

Christi ani ty. 
In the best interest of true religiol'~ lacts, however, and con

sequent abhorrence of audacivus religious frauds, we shall pursue 
the analysis commenced in the last section, into still wider fields 

of observation. 

Besides the two great Avatars of India above referred to, we 
have records in the scriptures and monumental remains of India 

of several more incarnations, amongst whom we may name lndra, 

the god of the Firmament; Salivahana, a later incarnation than 

Chrishna; Jao, of Nepaul, whose crltc~iiedfigure is to be seen on 
many ancient sculptures throughout that province; Rama, the 

fourth incarnation of Vishnu, and the subject of the celebrated 

poem called the Rama.yana; Bali, of Afghanistan,Wittoba, and 

Boudha Sakia, said to be the ninth incarnation of Vishnu. 
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We have already alluded to the various notices w hieh ancient 

history furnishes concerning these Hindoo Avatars; we must 

therefore proceed to consider how universally the specialties of 

their leg~nd permeate the religious faiths of other nations. 

OF RELIGIOUS FAITH IN CHINA. 

THE Chinese claim for themselves an antiquity little short of the 

Hindoas, although the latter affirm that the land of the JyIongols 

was originally settled by colonies from India. Be this as it may, 

history prov'es that the Chinese calculated eclipses correctly i and 

possessed a remarkably accurate knowledge of astronomy, besides 

other arts and sciences, upwards of two thousand years before 

the Christian era. 

The doclrines taught by the celebrated sage, Confucius, \vhose 
period is not much more than about 500 years before Christ, 

must not be taken as examples of Mongolian theology. Con

fucius gave to his country a pure and heautiful code of morality, 

but he originaced 'lothing in connexion with theological belief. 

In the compilation, attributed to him, of the Five Volumes, or 

the Chinese sacred books, he sinlply re-arranged, or, to use a 

modern phrase; edited, that which was in existence thousands of 

years before. In these sacred books we find all the traditiollS 

concerning paradise, the fall, the doctrine of divine incarnations, 

the story of God~JVren being born through the ntalernity of a 

pure virgin, and the vicarious atonement for sin. 

The Five 'Vo]umes state that-" The source and root of all is 
One. This self-existent unity necessarily produced a second; the 

first and second produced a third; these three produced aIL" 

The ancient emperors solemnly s~crificed every three years to 

n Him who is One in 1'hree. T"len is the IIoly One 

without a voice. The Holy One is Tien, speaking with a 
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v-Oic2-(tlu: zt/ord). By consulting the 
tions, we know that though the Holy One will 

earth, yet He existed hefore anything was made." 

Five Volumes, "Yu King," says ;-

- -- -"- " -,' anClenr rraUl-

be born on 

One of the 

"The Holy One will unitc in himself all the virtues of heaven 
and earth. By his justice, the world will be re·established in 
righteousness. He \\TiJl suffer lTIuc:h. I-Ie must pass the great 
torrent, whose waves shall enter his soul, but he alone can offer 
liD to the Lord a worthy s;(rrifirp" 

J. - - -,; -- -------. 

L. M. Child says in "The Progress of Religious Ideas" ;-

"These prophecies of an incarnate God were SUI losed to be 
fulfilled in the person of Roudha Sakia il'founi, whose doctrines 
were introduced into China by his disciples, taking: such deep 
root amongst the people that Buddhism h'ls completely divided 
its empire over the Chinese mind with the, ,'ctrines of Confucius. 
The ,,;orship of Boudha is celebrated under thf. name of Fo, and 
though during the many centuries that have succeeded its intro· 
duction it has shared the fate of all legendary systems, become 
corrupt, degenerate, and full of mystical interpohitions,the main 
features of the scheme are preserved, and may be summed up in 
the following extract: -' But though details vary much in different 
countries, the prominent features of Buddhism are everywhere 
the same. They all teach of one invisible Source of Being, 
sometimes called the supreme intelligence, sometimes by the name 
of his attributes. . . . Boudha is said to have appeared four 
times in worlds (or ages) preceding this, and always with the 
benevolent purpose of withdrawing men from the vortex of 
illusions in which matter has plunged them. Into this present 
age he (Boudha) descended, in the form of Boudba Sakia Monni. 
His mother was a holy virgin (Maia), and his birth was foretold 
in a miraculous dream. The object of his mission was to instruct 
those who were straying from the right path; expiate tbe sins of 
mortals by his own sufferings, and procure for them a happy 
entrance into another life by obedience to his precepts and 
prayers in his name. He is always spoken of as one with God 
through all eternity, and his most common title is the Saviour of 
the world. As he has repeatedly assumed the human form, so 
will there be repeated incarnations of his spirit.'" 
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" Lamaism," and many ether corrupt forms of Buddhism, are 
repeatedly cited by Christian writers in evidence of the degrada

tion into which the heathen world is sunk, and as a proof how 

HIuch said heathenisIll needs the salvatory religion of Jesus 

Christ. 
Such e[!otists forllet that the dungeons of th" I nnllisition. the U oJ - 0 ----- -- ---- -----~---- - J -

massacres of St. Bartholomew, the horrors of the English Star 

Chamber, the Puritanism of New England and Scotland, &c., 
would form about as poor a representation of the religion 

presented as an illustration of the sweet and gracious teachings 

of Boudha Sakia. G nfortunately too, for the success of Christian 
missions amongst the Chinese, the learned men of the land

and there are many such-retort, as a certain Mandarin did to 

M. Le Hue, the eminent French missionary-" You are a man 

of prayer. 'Vhy do you steal our Boudha, and offer him back to 

us as your Christ? Go to school, and learn that Boudha was old 
enough to be grandfather to an age of Christs before yours was 

born." William Von Humboldt publishes the famous ten pre
cepts, copied from '.i ~e sacred books of the Chinese, as an evidence 

that those who seek to convert them might gain something by 
hecoming themselves the converts. They are these ;-

1. Thou shalt not kill even the smallest creature. 

z. Thou shalt not appropriate to thyself what belongs to 
another. 

3. Thou shalt not infringe the laws of chastity. 
4. Thou shalt not' ·e. 

5. Thm: shalt not calumniate. 

6. Thou shalt not speak oi injuries. 

7. Thou shalt not excite quarrels by repeating the words of 
others. 
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8. Thou shalt not hate. 

9. Preserve faith in the holy writings. 
lO. Believe in imI.uortality. 

There is much in the teachings of BuddhlSll1 \Vh1Chj so far 

from deserying the contemptuous epithets bestowed upon it, and 

stimulating the egotism of Christians to change it into their own 

system, might do honour to Christianity by being engrafted upon 
, h • 1 • ...1 ;J h r 1 r,' .' 1 It-t.L.lat lS, a.l.ways prOVlueu tl ere ,vert louna """,I.lnstlans nonest 

enough to render honour wherE' honour was due, and allow that 
they deriyed it from the Chinese, rathp· than originated it after the 

Chinese had possessed it for ages. 

THE EGYPTIAN TRINITY. 

FEW religious legends are better knovm and marc widely CIrcu

lated than that of the Egyptian Trinity-namely, Osins the Sun-
(--'..:1 T' 1-.. • r 1 1.' '. 
'-..tOu; . .LS1S tue representatIve 01 nature! tne spouse ana nVln SISter 

of Osiris; and Horus, the Child, the representative of the world 

of created forms. 

The worship of Osiris, although extremely ancient, antedating 

by many centuries the Mosaic age, is still claimed by the Egyp

tians to be of a comparatively modern period, that is, in com

parison to the irl1lnense antiquity claimed for the preceding 

theocracy by which the land was said to have been governed. 

Herodotus, who visited Egypt about four centuries and a half 

before Christ, says in his history of Egypt, that the priests told 

thirty-six gods, the last of whom were Osiris and his son Horus, 

and tbat all these preceded the rule of mortal men, or the priests 

who bore the names of the special temples in which they served. 

Froln the rule of Osiris to the period recorded by Herodotus, 
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they reckoned nearly fifteen thousand years, and, in testimony of 

these immense periods, they showed the great historian three 

hundred and f arty-one colossal images of the priests, everyone of 

whom, in the order in which they lived, was obliged to deposit in 

the great temple at Thebes a statue of himself. 

Herodotus, on this basis, allowing an average of three genera-

tions for every century, gives an antiquity for the period of 

Osiris of not less than eleven thousand years. Contemporary 

monuments, the known period of the great pyramid, at least a 

thousand years hef ore the date of Moses' period, together with 

tOlubs, sculptures, and ruins which daze the mind and captivate 

the senses by their stupendous grandeur, colossal proportions, and 

incalculable antiquity, carry us back into those realms of physical 

power and spiritual perception, which present us as pigmies com

pared to the Titans of ancient Egypt. 

And in the midst of these luxuriant unfoldments of mental 

po,ver and intellectual attainment; arises the momentous question 

-What was the religious status of these antique giants? 

From all the reI', ble sources open to liS we have the best 

reason to believe that the faith of the ancient Egyptian was 

derived, like his national eXlstence, from India. The ;vise and 

world-renowned priesthood of Egypt taught of paradise, the 

temptation and fall: of original sin, of a triune god, divine incar

nation, and vicarious atonement; in a word, of all the main 

points of veiled allegor- r common to Oriental nations, and suD

sequently impersonated as realities by the Christians. 
As the central fif!ure of all Ef!vDtian theo~mnv is Osiris. the 

......, V-' \. '-' J ..-

representative and embodiment of the famous astronomical legend 

of the Sun-God, we select from a vast mass of authentic history 

on the same subject, some extracts concerning this celebrated 

personage, from the excel1ent treatise on Egyptian theogony in 

Child's " Progress of Religious Ideas." 
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Our author says:-

" Of all Egyptian deities, Osiris is the name most familiar to 
modern ears. He appears to have been like Siva of the 
Hindoos, in his general capacity-the fructifying or generating 
power of the universe-' THK SUN.' All the emblems of the sun 
wer" s""reo to him. and astronomical ceremonies celebratin" the 
s!Jn'~ a-nnu~l DaSSa!!~ throu!!h the zodiacal-siems constituted 1~1Uch 
of his worship. v Reverence fc" th~ production of life 
introduced into his worship the sexual emblems so common in 
Hindostan. A serpent-the emblem of immortality-always 
accompanies the image of Osiris. The hawk-c.onsidered as a 
bird of the snn-was sacred to him, and his emhlem was a winged 
globe, representative alike of the sun and the bird, the wings 
being signiAcant of tl111e and space. 

H Osiris, called the eldest son of t .Ie, being a general represen
tative of life and the generating principle, c"used a commixture 
of ceremonies and emhlems in his worshi;, which bas greatly 
complicated the mythology of Egypt. He is represented as the 
inr"rnotion of rlpitv. at whose hirth an!!elic voices nroclaimed 
=--th~ I~~a:-of th~ '~-~rld is b~rn! u • 

"Having gone forth to carry the arts and sciences to other 
n~tions_ his hrother Tvnho (the winter). bv a successful strata[!em. ----------, ---- -- -- - --- - .1.1.- - - \ I' .I U J 

shut him up in a chest and threw him into the sea. Isis (nature 
or the earth)--his spOllse and sister-wandered about in mourn
ing garments, seeking for the body, which at last was found; but 
Typho discovered it and tore it up into fourteen pieces,"-(The 
fourteen lunar subdivisions of the ancient year.) 

"Isis gathered up the fragments and gave them burial at 
Philop" wh'"'' th" famons statnes of the holv familv Osiris. Isis. 
a~d-Horu~ th~ Child, have been found, and p!agi~rized ds th~ 
holy family Qf Judea. " After his death, Osiris, resurrected, is 
TPnTf',pntf'ri ,,-s descenrlin[! into Amenti. Hades. or Hell to rescue --l----------- ---- ---- - - u " 

lost souls, and re-ascending into Hea ven, where he remains to 
dispense blessings to those who address prayers in his name; to 
judge the dead, and finally overcome the power of evil which 
destroyed him." 

The second person of the Egyptian Trinity was Isis, the 

:Nlother of Forms, the representative of nature, the inseparable 
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companion of Osiris, and the embodied idea of the feminine or 

receptive principle of life. Her emblems were nu~erous, and 

are oiten greatly misunderstood. The egg, the hawk's head, as 
twin with Osiris; the sistrum, a musical instrument which, in sex 
wnr.::'hin l"pnrpc:pnh::.n thp. p\."pr-renewen vin!lnitv of Snrin2': the 
"~~~AA~t" A ..... rA~~ ...... A~. __ ---- -. -- - - - - -- - - OJ -" - ~ u" 

human form with horns, significant of the crescent moon; or the 

head of the cow, symbol of maternity, these and many other 

similar illustrations imply the astronomical and mythical character 

The lTIOst universal modes of repre-
senting the image of Isis are either as nursing her infant Horus, 

or bearing him in her arms. Horus, the third person of the 

Trinity, is universally acknowledged to be the symhol of created 

forms-the product or result of the divine principle of genera

tion, and, as such, an indispensable figure in the symbolism of 

the Egyptian trinity. Egyptian theogony is (next to India) the 
most abundant in symbolical forms of any of the antique faiths. 

Rich in ideality, Titanic in the breadth and sublimity of executive 

power, the remains of Eg~,)tian civilization point back to a true 
Thpnl'roI'V-" nMinn m1erl. formed. and fashioned bv Q'ods' a ---------.1 .- --------- ------, - -, - - - "u "; 

people whose idealil; scaled the heavens, and brought up the 

fundamental bases of things from the profoundest depths of the 

uni verse. All the nations of anriquity sat with child-like reve

rence at the feet of the Egyptian priesthood, and it is from the 

inevitable succession of ideas transmitted through an ages, that 
we know that Egypt upreared her cyclopean superstructure of 

civilization upon the foundation-stone of Indian metaphysics, 

and bequeathed it to all posterity through the inherited lore of 

younger nations. 

The fruitage of her stupendous wisdom has not been lost-as 

some ,vriters affirm--in the luists of antiquity. Orpheus, Solon, 
Thales, Pythagoras, and Plato Wf;re auditors of her priests, and 
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interpreters of her noblest philosophy. It is now unquestionOlbly 

believed that the Greeks paraphrased the famous Osiric and Isic 

mysteries, in those of Bacchus, Ceres, Eleusis, &c. 
'I'he Grecian gods are but poetical and flower-cro\vned en1bodi-

ments of Egyptian ideas, and it is doubtful if a single form in the 

elaborate Pantheon of Greece ever existed which did not owe its 

birth to the fertile imagination of the Egyptians. Abraham and 

his successors, up to Moses, and on forward to the Evangelists 

of the Christian history, all derived their elements of theology 

from Egypt. ivIany authoritative writers ackno~vledge that the 

Jewish Jehovah was but one of the Egyptian tutelary spirits, or 
the Aleim, wbo ruled over days, weeks, months, seasons, and 

elements. Bellamy, Parkhurst, Dr. Shuckford, and many other 

accomplished scholars, have proved conclnively that in multi

tudes of instances where the words God, Lord. and the Lord God 

are rendered, in the COl1'HnOn version of the Hebrew' Scriptures, 

the original was a plural word for Deity, derived from the 

Egyptian Elohim, or AJeim. It is only in such sentences as "Let 

us make man" (Gen., chap. i.), and" The Lord God said, Behold 

the man bas become QS one of us" (Gen., chap. iii.); also, in 

Gen., chap., iii., " \Vhen your eyes shall be opened, and ye shall 

be as Gods "-that the translators have been faithful in rendering 

the plural, instead of the singular number, for the Deific pOlver 
spoken of. Parkhurst, in his Greek and Hebrew Lexicon, shows 

that the Hebrews were forbidden to pronounce the name of their 

God-a superstition clearly derived from India. The name of 

J ebovQh, ] ah, or J ao, was that applied with modifications to a 

tutelary Deity of the Egyptians, one of the Elohim; a Spirit of 

the MOClntoins; not the God of Fire, the Adonai, Adonis, or 

Lord God, whom Moses believed in and taught of, as appearing 

to hiln in the burning bush-an allegory, by the '.vay, sjgnincant 
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of the solar fire, ever burning, but never consuming the object it 
illuminates. 

'Many eminent Egyptologists-amongst them, Higgins, Bunsen, 

Wilkinson, writers of undoubted authority-show that the modes 

of Egyptian ,vorship v,rere aln10st synonymous vlith those instituted 

by ::\Ioses. The Oracle ship of Ammun, one of the names of the 

Sun-God, was the original of the. Ark of the Hebrews, and was 

carried about in a similar wayan poles. Abraham unquestionably 

derived the rite of circuruClslon frOTI1 the RgYIJtians, as also the 

methods of sacrifice. The institution of the Levites' order, 

their dress and the ornarl1ents of the nripsh;;:. \vere exact trans-r--- - --I 

cripts of Egyptian models. 

The fasts, feasts, and celebrations, the very instruments of 
music, and the sacred (.ances practised by the Hebrews, were 

. " .c '[;' . pure ImItatIons I 01 L:.gyptlun Cllst01TIS. The veneration once 
bestowed upon t,;" famous Apisi ,)r Bull of Egypt, has already 

been shown to have originated with the worship of the sun in the 

sign of Taurus, the zodiacal bulL \Vhen Egyptian astronomers 
discovered that the precession of the equinoxes had carried the 
sun into the sign of Aries, and a consequent change was instituted 

in the celebration peculiar to that season, many severe sacerdotal 

conflicts arose. The celebra Is of the old worship resisted inno

vation with the utmost rancour, and in that strife, the famous 
schools of Heliopolis and .Ammun \Vere arrayed for many 

centuries against each other. It was from the above-named' 
change in the zodiacal signs that the celebration of the Paschal 

Lamb was instituted. During this solemnity, the votaries of the 

ue .. V faith, z:c., tfic \yorship of the L:unb, in order to distinguish 

themselves from the Tauric worshippers of the Bull, were 
accustomed to mark their dwellings with a certain red powder. 

By this token they announced that they had duly observed the 
c 
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sacrifice of the Paschal Lamb. \Vhen the Hebrews became 

residents in Egypt, and insensibly fell into the theological forrm 

of belief prevailing around them, ther adopted the new worship, 

and in sign of conformity with its customs, marked the door

posts of thejr ~1onses ,vith blood, a prece of syn1bolis111 '\vhich the 

Jewish bi::;[urians have rnixed up ~\yith the an;:jent Hindoo legend 

of the slaughter of the innocents. Finally, they paraphrased this, 

as well as nlJ.ny other Egyptian CUSt0111S, ir:to a piece of Je\vish 

history, "nd enlarged upon it until they had resolved it into the 

institution of an original Jewish Passo\'er. 

In chapter ii. of H ~A~naca1yp.sist ,ve find these ,.,~ords :-

"The religion of Moses and the Hin::loos was the same, and 
\ve find th:: celebrated EQ'VDtian festival of th('~ ·Pi1.s'~(rv(':r In both 
cOlmtries. We bave in th~ rnost solemn re]igiouS-l:jt';;~f th~ 
Bramins, the sacrifice of the Yajna Lamb, whic!l, with the 
Hphrf':w ... S;11r:r:ee'c1er1 tn t'hP: l\{itlir:llHr c;;~('rif.('p. nf thp. Hllll ~rlrl ._-_ .. _- -) -------------- -- .----- ---.----._-_.- _._-------_ .. ~ •. -_.- ---.-~, ~-.~~ 

both rites celebrated the Passover of the equinoxial sun in spring. 
" The history of the passage of the sun and of the Isr::telites 

from Egypt affords a remarka!:' . exam))le of the double meaninS?: 
I c. 

of the Hebrew books. 
" The story of the ten plagues of EgL L Inight be very su~tJ.ble 

for the rabble of Jerusalem and London, but the higher classes 
in rhP ]c(I-r'f"Yll"'" Tlint <:'InH T ;::1,(\111r1 1,"1"0,-:> 11-"1 -the> 1,..,-1-/-,;.::. .............. ," /'/'1"'" ->-c"' "k..L ..... . '--'-'-i ... ~'-'-'- ,,_e-v,,') v.J~'---"} --'-- .... ~ .. '-''-''.L'---C L.lVl_"_', '.Ll. "~J.'-' ._u .. ~v~ .L.lVH fIU"("~ 

too much sense to believe slJch degrading accounts of Deity, as 
the LITERAL meaning of this history exhibits." 
(!vlaimonides, the TI10S(- learned of the l{.abbins~ clearly avo',vs 
that the Paschal Lamb was but a type of the astronomical Lamb.) 

"Before the time of Moses, the Egyptians fixed the 
COITliYlenc:enlent of the year at t.he vernal equinox. 

"In the Orimtrll CItro/tide it is said the dav when the sun 
entered the sign of Aries \yas held as a great ~ft'stival, 'Vvhereat 
the Hebrews marked their door-posts with blood, the Egyptians 
with red. The Hebrew l12,me for the celebration was pedadl, 
which l11eans inl1lsit, and the Lalllb ilself is often c3Jleu reseeo, 
or the Pass oyer. 'In India, the devotees throw red powdEr on 
one another at the Huli, or yemal equinox.' 'This powder is in 
imitation of the pollen or fructifying powder of plants.' 
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" A p18nt which does not prndllce this powder, or flour of 
flowers, is useless, and not typical of the rays of the regenerator 
of the earth-the sun in spring. This Huli festival is the origin 
of Yuie, and our word lzoiy." 

The erudite author of the "AnaralvDsis" descants at I2'reat " ~ 

length on the many forms by which the opening of the Egyptian 
year through the Paschal Lamb was celebrated; also upon the 

many derivatio!:.' which the name of the Lamb has given birth 

(" Lamb of God .,) of the r Jdern Catholic Mass. Amidst a 

mass of highly recondite literature, drawn from Scriptural, 

traditional, and monumental vestiges-as interesting to the candid 

seeker for truth as they would be startling to modern " defenders 
of the faith "-are two pieces of bio!!raphy concerning the Jewish 
l'_l;x'_n'iul"-1" lVf".;,:pc: whirh \,VP no nnt finrl in '~::mv of thp. Srrinj-!1rp.~ 
"''"~'T b~ ......... , ... , .......... "" ........ , , •• ~~~~~ "- -~ -.-~ --~-- --- -~-.1 -- --.- ----.l-----~ 

so vaguely attributed to. his authorship. 
The first of these is found in the celebrated Orphic: verses, 

attributed to a Grecian sage named Orpheus, a great traveller, 
and one who wrote about tWelve hundred years before the 
Christian era. This compiler of the traditions of many nations 

alleges that Moses was one and the same with jJ1ises, signifying 

a law-giver, and Bacchus, the sun, who, like Osiris, was repre
sented as being picked up out of the water, in which he had been 

exposed for fear of a tyrant king who had caused all the male 

children of the kingdom to be slaughtered_ The Orphic legends 

also name this half-mortal, half-mythical being Bimater, from his 

having had two mothers, the one who bore him, and another who 
adopted him. He (Orpheus) says, I\1ises had a magical rod by 
which he wrought great miracles, and which he could change into 

a serpent at pleasure. He passed the Red Sea dry-shod at the 

head of an army; divided the rivers Orontes and Hydaspes by 



the touch. of his rod, and passed through th(~tn dry shod. Toole 

drew water from tbe rock, and wherever he marched the Jand 

flowed with milk and honey. 

If it be asked how it was that the cbaracteristics of the Sun-

God, celebrated throughout India as JJyonisius; in Egypt, 

Phcenici:1, Syria, Asia ::YEnor, Greece, 3.nd Ita\y, under different 

nan1es, caIne to be confounded with ~foses~ the f~Hnous lcnv-giver 

of tb(; Hebrews; and especially how the slaughter of the ilmo

cents--sculptured in th~ most antique temple in the world, the 

Cave of EJephant<1-could~ thuusands of years later tban its first 

inSCYlt')tion. be re11)eated in the historv. fL:st of tbe -r e,\Y1.sh =\loses, 
" "," 

and still later in that of the Jewish Christ-we answer th~,t many 

of the best and most profound scholars, pronounce the J elyish 

Scriptures to be for the most p~rt cabo.listic writings, full of 

allegory, and \yriUen jn t11(: '\/eiled lnysl]C],srn corarnOlJ to the 

sacerdotal methojs of the ancien'; priesthood, Some origbal 

per=-:;on8gps~ of course, fornied the l~:nof arlc1 \veb of the 111storY3 

but the 1118jn pattern and colouriGg of the fabric were dravirn 

from Oricnt31 sources and traditloDs gathc~re f up froni the ll1any 

no.tions amongst whom the Jews were wa.nderers. Their Noah 

was but tbc transcrirt of fllany silllilar legendary chJ-t'actefS. 'I'heir 

Genesis contajned only the fr::tgmcflts of lTIOst :Jncien: Eastern 

legends, Their J cphtbah \vas the Greek ,:\gaIrlc:n:non, ,vith 

precisely the same history. Their Samsol] was the Hercdies of the 

Egyptians and G-reeks j paraphrased, l:..lJ]at1, r~llsba, Joshua, and 

numbers of other personages, believed ~o be men by the literal 

interpreters of these mystic writings, represented the impersonated 

myths of the astronomical religion, and all their prophets \yrote 

cyclic legends) the trne ll1eaning of which can neVCl" be explained , 
unti) the falYtOUS cycljc theories of 'Persian, Syr1'an, Phcenician, 

Assyrian, and Egyptian astronomy are fully apprehended. 
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To return to the reputed law-giver of the Jews. 

The mere supposition that the history attributed to him in the 

literal phraseology of the Jewish Scriptures could be true, implies 
a subversion of hllman reason and lack of reverence for the awiu] 

character of a Supreme Being, which amounts to the insanity of 

the paralysis which priestcraft has so long impressed upon it, the 
testimony afforded by the Orphic verses that the chief features 
of the history had been appljed to Osiris at least a thousand 

years before the .Mosaic era; that it had been interwoven with the 
astronomical myths of Eastern worship, and celebrated in lands 

whose traditions were sinking into the night of decay before the 

Jews had an existence at all; in ~ word, that the story had been , 
said and sung until the Jews, in their communications with the 

Egyptians} must have f c:>come as familiar with it as our hahes 

become with nursery rhymes, may easily answer the questions of 

trembling credulity, and that without drawing at any greater 

length on accepted authorities. 
rul] of ovenvhelrHin6 interest and instruction as the menlcn-

toes of Egyptian civilization must prove to the scholar, we must 

close ollr review by a brief extract from the "Progress of 

Religious Ideas." 
In the article on the Jews, Book I., the author says :-

"Manetho,* as quoted by Josephus, states that the provinces 
of Egypt rose against the shepherd race, and finail y expeJied 
them. They were permitted to depart from Egypt with all their 
families and effects, and make their way towards Syria. But as 
they stood in fear of the AssyriQns, who then had dominion over 
Asia, they fOLmded a city in that country, which is now called 

* "-'lanetho was high priest at Heliopolis, in Egypt, ahout three hundred 
years before the Christian era. He wrote a history of Egypt in the Greek 
language1 fragrnents of which are still preserved. 
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Judea, though others say the narne of their district \vas called~, 
from being inhabited by the P;c]i (shepherds)-Palistan, the land 
of sbepherds~ and subsequently Palestine, t) 

Manetho narrates how King Amenophis--being desirous of 
beholding the gods and attaining to the Divine pOWe-S of 

prophecy and seership, enjoyed by one of his predecessors, ()ru 

--learned from the priests that, to attain his desire_ he must 

cleanse the land of lepers and other unci ean persons. In per

forming this office, and removing the numerous Jepers who 

abounded in the hnd to tbe deserted district formerly inhabited 

by the shepherds, it \'vas found th:Jt rn;U1Y of the priesthood. 

themselves were aiTIictcd by the fell disease; hence, to make the 

renovation of the land perfect, these sacred personages must also 

share the doom of the others. The sacrilegious act of laying 

and stimulated the exiles to a general revolt, in which, it is said, 

they were led on by a Ylller named Onis"rp11, a priest of 

Heliopoiis, whose remarkable talents well jitted him for the office 

of a .leader. 

Onisarph, in the first place, enacted a law thet his people 

sholl1d neither worship tbe gods of the land nor abstain from 

eating the animals held sacred under the old system of Tallric 

worship. Onisarph, as a priest of Heliopolis, unquestionably 

taught the worship of the sun in Aries, conseqllently ;1;, enact-
1I1Pni-r.,: nlll<:T h:1"'l"p hP-P~1 f1nnnnl1hr pnOllrrh t.o 1-.112 :::Jnv()c:ltf',c.::: of the 
----".~.~,'-"-.~~.~ .. -.- ---~----~'-_L'----' -"---'D" _. ----. -'-- -----.- ---- - -

old system. A long war ensued. Onisarpb invited the expelled 

sbepherds to join his stacca;-d, and after const.itutmg himself tbeir 

leader, and ravaging the country with trernendous power, himself 

and his forces were van,]<Iishd and driven forth from the land 

by An1enophis and his son R,t-1111pses. Slfch is an outline of tIle 
Egyptian history in which the Exodus of the Israelites is recorded 
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--a version quoted by Josephus, and confirmed in some measure 

by oral tradition. 
The Onisarph who figures so prominently in these legends, is 

said to have become the elected leader of the shepherds, and hy 
way of distinguishing him in his new character of law-giver, he 

.r', l'~T' 11 ., ... tr was m nrs, name a lVllses, ann sUDsequenuy lY10ses. 

His traditional history was, according to custom, made up of 
the temple legends which clustered around the god whom he 

served; but of his real origin and character, no genuine details 

may evcr be expected to find their way down the stream of time. 

As we shall have no other opportunity of commenting upon the 

Jewisb Scriptures, and their cabalistic meaning, 'we ,vill close this 

section by a few words of valuable and suggestive philosophy 

from the author of " Anacalypsis." On page ID8, he says :-

" The difference between the religion of Moses and that of the 
surrounding nations consisted in Lhi;-,: the latter had become 
corrupted by the priests, who had set up images in allegorical 
representation of the zodiacal signs, which, in long periods of 
tirnc, the people came to consider as representations of real 
deities. The true and secret meaning of these emblems, the 
"~"'1Q~'+C' 1 .. 1, .... + ~,~ +-1....", ~ ..... ;+~" .. A .... :I\ .......... --..1,. "',..._~ <-~ T~~~~~ •. _ ,-1.. ___ ~_1_._...., 
.v-,--",."~I...J \ I.J..I.L.t.l,. 10, I,Lll...- HllLUlLCUj l.UVI'.. Ldl\,; LV K-C:Cp :'U 1.11C:Ul;:,C:l vc:~, 

their object being to hold the people in a state of debasement, 
that they might be more easily ruled.. The sacrifices 
<::Inrl ritp.c nf R.,<]1 .. nrl ~Tr\lt>""'h ,-, ..... ;1" f.h",,- ;;1,,1<:>1- ... ;.,-,. .... ,,-C '"rn_'-'" .... ~....:1 
........................... '-' ........... "c ............ .L.'-'_ .. ~T.1..V~V ...... 1..l., (".t!!U I.l.l. ...... .lUUlaL.ll ..... ~ Vi .1. J ~c 'l.llU 

Sidon, &e., were of the most horrible kind. The priests in all 
ages have found that the more gloomy and horrible a religion 
1~ thp hpj-h:::.r it h"C r;;:l1if-p ..J th",;r nl1rnAC'::' Tt Hr'lC' t" In:::,or> __ , ____ ~ ____ ~ ~_ ...... ~~, ~""L .. ,-,ll ... .L ...... ' ... 1-''-< ... 1''''-'"..... ~1. ....... ..., 1."-' .1"-........ p 

his people from falling into this degraded state that Moses framed 
many of his lav:,rs. To the original religions of these countries he 
could have had no objection, or else he wOllld never have adopted 
so many of their astronomical emblems, and called his God by 
the same names. 

"The adoption of the names, signs and emblems of the Magi 
and Egyptians may be no proof of the sagacity of Moses, but 
thel' sufficiently Drove the identity of his reii"inn with thM of thi> 

~ ~ ... ,,- - - .=,1- - -- - -. - ----- - - -~~-

Magi before it was corrupted. The brazen serpent set 
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up hy IvIoses in th, wilde,'ness, and 
un the tin1e of I-iczekiah. 

worshipped by the Israelites 
The cbcrl1birn~ under the 

vdngs of \\'h1eh t!~~e Cloa a.l tize j~'1us d1l'cll-the faces of the 
cherubirn, reprcsc:lting the four equinoxial signs of the ox, tb_c 
l]on, tIle eagle (:Cornier}y the scorpion): and the rnan-all these 
things were purely astronomical. 

" Every ancient religion; wittlOL1t except1011, 113.d Cabala~ or 
secret c.ioctnnes, and_ tbe Sdxne f2tte attendt;d then1 all, 

n In order that the)' rniilht not be revealed. thev were not 
'- .- .! 

wril:ten, but only handed down by tradition, 
n In the revolutions of ceDturies 1 and tbe violent convuls' ~,r J 

of empire.s, they wcce iorgo~len, . Scraps of the c'd trwhllan 
\vere then col1ectedJ and rnixed ,Yi~h ne\V inventions of tbe pClests, 
having the dOuble object in view of ruling the people, and con
c.eabng then own 19Lorance. 

"The twelve standilrds of the Israelites were the twelve si!!TIS 

of the zodiac; the Axle was an exact copy of the I~rk. of 081~i3, 
set afloat in the Nile every year, [lnd supposed to sail to Hiblos, 
in Palestine; the festival of the Passover at the vernD.1 equjDox 
was an exact con v of the .E,gVPtian festjva] at the san1C: tin1e; 
these and all the 'ornaments of the temple, altar, and priest, were, 
in each country alike., of purely astrono1l11cal significance\ thougb. 
their secret D.1eaning "vas studiously concealed in 111agical ZLllegory 
and Cabala, 

"The reader win perhaps ask--\Vhat, then, is the truth 
respecting the Old Testament? It:is difficult to anSVi'er this 
cjiJPsti_on in (1 fe\v \'lords. It is probably a collection of 
tracts, rnjxed up yvitb tIadjtjons~ historie~;,. and rU1110urs of events5 

collected together by the priests of an ignorant, uncivilized race 
of sbepherds, :intc-,:rrninr.::led with the ;:dle[{nries and Dc~ions in 
\vhich the ancient phil~;sophel·':; veiled their leanlillg fronl the 
eyes of the vulgar. 

"The Pent3,teuch is ev_ident(y <-:( colJection of difFl:'rpnt rnytho· 
logical histories, and of the trat1,sacrions of l\Ioses, the chid of " 
h·';~,,,,,, ,.--.,r ~U"J"Flp.T;n(l" A~·C)hc: ",t'in \"\"'-li.;' hplip'17'P-ri j-(j lYI,\rr' hrn1lfyht hie.: 
,,.>u ..... v,", " ...... '-''-.' .. c~L~b "'->'-~.~'-'~'\ ,,~.,-, "',", ~-"-'-~ ~~ ,-'-~"-, ----'---0---' - . 

people from the borders of Egypt, and to have conquered 
Palestine, 

d fr1 ... ,.-, '-"-fJnt;r/--'''' ~, .... /-1 ... "" ·Ponj-0r""n.~1-, '_~Y'P '-"'li' tr'1()pthr'1- 11"l r::r. '1\,\'1.::., 
J.. iJ"-.. l.J.'-<.lL;."J'-..."l H_t \.-Ll.'- "- ..... ~c~~~'-'-''---_L'- L<-~'- i-·;-.... "vb ........... ~~ '_. _~ '-, .. --

ward and 11l1skilflll a woy, that the1; would have passed al; the 
1RJork (}/ol2e /Jt'rsoJZ with" ~ol]e but ~uch uncivilized barbaria.ns as 
tho'':' JT ,,,,,",;;(,, ~.'" '-!"'''''-'- 1~",-1 ... ,,,L·, .. ,,,,,:j i-n .-., ... " ,'.( j-h,:, _0nlT1J'y,nn rnnr'p~-ne.: ,,{ 

.... .....,::;,~ lJ. I.J1C,Y _<1(.\1,.1 l.'-h_t~...,\_;_ lLJ ~U.L.:!' U.l .... L ...... '-'u~ .... u, .. ,.c.O-" , __ ,-,~~,-".,-,~~v ..., ... 
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lif e, and 'WIlere the reasoning faculty of tlte lwman mind could be 
brougltt into jair action; but in matters connected with religion 
this never has been done, and never will be. Reason has nothing 
to do with the religion of mankind generally. 

" To this the priests of to-day will reply: The circumstances 
which mark identity in the religion of the Jews and Gentiles we 
do not deny. TIle heatllens t"opied almost all tlleir superstitions 
from jJfoses and the Prophet,. Probably to multitudes of 
believers this will be very satisfactory; a satisfaction that may be 
expected amongst persons with whom reason does not operate. 
To them it is of no consequence that those heathenish super
stitions which are alleged to have been copied from Moses were 
in existence hundreds, and even thousands of years before ;'vloses 
was born or thought of." 

-~-------. --- .. --

SECTION IX. 

THE PANTHEON OF INCARNATE GOD-MEN. 

IN a very indu trious compilation of ancient history, published 

by Mr, K. Graves, an American, under the title of SIXTEEN 

CRUCIFIED SAVIOURS, tbe author gives a list of thirty-four 

Avalal' or God-Men, whom he names in the following order;-

1. CHRISHNA, of 1-lindostan. 
2, BOUDHA SAKIA, of India. 
3. SALIVAHANA, of Bermuda, 
4. ZULlS, also OSIRIS, and HORUS, of Egypt. 
5. ODIN, of the Scandinavians. 
6. CRITA, of Chaldea. 

7. ZOROASTER and MlTHRA, of Persia. 
8, BAAL and TAUT, of Phcenicia. 
9. INDRA, of Thibet_ 

10. BALI, of Afghanistan. 

11. J AO, of N epaul. 
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12. 

I3· 
J 4. 
15· 
_L 
l U. 

20. 
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\VITTOHA, of the Hillingoncsc. 
TRA~L\lUZ, of Syria. 
Ans, of Phrygia. 
XA~J()TlS, of Thrace. 
ZOA~~t of the Do\vzes. 
lin) .. D, of ,L\ssyria. 
DEVA, TAT, and others, of Sirrm. 
ALCIDES, of Thehes. 
:M.IK,ADO, of the Sjntoos. 

22, HJ:~3TJS, or Esck', and HR£\mn.LA, of tbe Druids. 
23. THOR, Son of ()dm, of the Cauls. 

24· 
25· 
26. 

30 . 

3 L 

CAD,'I];S, of Greece. 
HIL and TETA, of the YIanclaites. 

CEl\TIUT and QCCAXALCOTE, of Mexico. 
'rT •.. ~~_~~~~,,~_ ,\,'1 .•. , ••. " .. _.", ."J:'.LL~ C'':l~_ .. l._ 
UJ:>J. Vl;"l."~.'-lJ .... .:.V.lU,l"i.'\KL,I-:l: U1 LJ.l.t ulU}l:S. 

~r.sCHY~ or .FOf.1110Sa, 

THE Locos of lJ lato (The Word). 
l'-r();~Y O~E of XUCCI. 

32. l\D(JKlS~ of Creece. 
33. IXIClN and QUiluCir of Rome. 

Besides these legenrlary ber()e~, there are rnany nJore 'whom it 

v;ould be tedious ~",en to' catalcgllc, :1nd SOlne fey,' inlportant 

TInme,s onlJHed fronl ~~\Ir. Cravcs1s list 1 to t\VO or tbree of \VhOn1 , 
we purpose to can atternJon i!~ tbis sec:tio:n. \Ye rnay ;,:ernark t 

)\111'. Graves gives an exhaus1"ivc cOlllparison of the various iten1S 
"fhtll ")'01',000e'J 111 "1",01'r \'''![''hil.··l'~rs on" ~C'll"'S t) ("Ol'!" he \,.,- _,1.. 1.-' ,,--.),.) ~ _J. ,. 1'- \ 1..." ~ __ ) .II.." " ._~_ '-' \.~ -,",,- ~_ ~.lC<, ~J ~_L 

sanlC COncli.1Sion as the autho:_· of tJ1jS treatis'e-nartlcJy, tbat the 

chief eJerrlcnU; of dIe legend nrc preserved In a r:nore or less 
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marked (tegree in every case, and may be summed up thus :
The first pivotal point of all theological faith is-the worship of 

an incarnate God 'who is born of a virgin mother by a divine 

father. 
This Avatar is prophesied of, and his appearance is always made 

in accordance with prophecy, at some special epoch, which bears 
relation to other epochs defined by cyclic periods. These 
"Saviours of the world" are always born at mid-winter j always 

excite the jealousy of some kingly tyrant, and, tbough themselves 

of royal descent, are born in caves or mangers j they pass their 

infancy in obscurity, and not infrequently cause the" massacre 

of all the innocents" in the district of tbeir birth. They are 

alwavs miracle-workers. and are £Tenerallv connected in some 
-- -" 'u-' 

mysterious way with serpents, who either oppose them in conflict, 

or are made to represent the evil power ad verse to them. They 

generally perform the same class of miracles, preach the highest 

morals of the age and land in which they appear; are lTIOst 

benevolent, and act the part of reformers, and especially that of 

censors of the theological abuses of their time. They feed 

multitudes,. cast out devils, heal the sick j finally they succumb 

to the powers of evil that oppose them j die a violent death-very 

often by crucifixion; descend to the lower regions to rescue iost 

souls; reascend to heaven, and thenceforth become judges of the 

dead, mediators, redeemers of men, who offer dcarious sacrifices 

to God for the sins of the people. 
Without following ]vir. Graves in his own circumstantial 

methods of comparing the myths of many nations upon the 

kind of doctrine which is invariably found pervading the histories 

of all the incarnate gods, commencing with the first Boudha, and 

ending with the Avatar of the Jews. 
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THE 
GKEECE Ar,D ROME 

WE have already reminded Ollr reader'; that the succession of 

ideas ~\Yhich tbe l~jrovidence') of histOlv 11ave transrniLted frorn aile 
~ w 

to age, and Janel to 18nd, bring down the main features of ancient 

theology in direct lines from India, throll~h Er£vnt. China, 
c_ < ' '-' '-'.' -'_ " , 

Assyria, Babylon, Fersia, Arabia, Asia Minor, and Palestme; to 

the Gred,cs~ ROl.ll(1,n,s, Celts, Gauls~ rnodern Europeans, ./\.;uericans, 

and Australasians; from pre-historic to historic ages; lrom the 

lioudha of the Trwric C0nstellations to the Christ of A.ries .. and 

all preserve the types of the SUE-Gad's history; all irllperSOn2.te 

his legend in the national forms of differing lands, and renew the 

antique garb; with the shreds and patches of eve, jncre~slDg 

~nd the edification of those who are contented to accept of priest

craft in lieu of religion, 

Midway between the most al1cient met2physics of India and 

the fDost rHodei'n rnaterialislHs cl Chri:)t.ianity st~lnd the exquj,site 

idc2lity and glowing philosophy of the Grecian sage, and it is to 

some of the most prominent emborliments of the Imivers81 solar 

legend, embellished by the lllxuriant fancy and gracefnlimagcry 

of the c1assical (~reek 111ind, that \ve nO\'i call Ollr readers' atten.~ 

lion. Slight as rrwy be the sketches hert. presented, we have 

fervid orientalis111 of that l11agnjficent land, to find our 

T'rornetheus converted into Bel ,: or~ vvith anoi:11er still slighter 

cbange, to Syria or Persia, where we recog12izc him in the features 

of Adonis or Mitbra, 

Wandering fartber north, and changing the beneficent rays of 

the sun, illuminating the Howery plains of Ilium, to the ice-bound 

regions of Scandinavia, we should recognize the beautiful Balder, 
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or the terrible Thor j and a still less perilous flight across the blue 

waters of the IvIediterrane:m, would convert· the beneficent 

Saviour of mankind, Esculapius, into the same high sounding title 

at Palestine, or the no less revered Boudha of the ancient 

Cingalesc. 

Commencing with a brief notice of the far-famed Samian sage, 

Pythagoras, we shall have no difficulty in recognizing the family 

likeness which the stream of time has washed down from India to 

Greece. l'he general ueLails of this celebrated personage1s life, 

scientific discoveries, and theurgie achievements, are so well known 

that we shall only touch on those particular points which bear 

upon the subject of our inquiry, and we cannot do this more 

concisely or on a more authentic basis than by extracts from the 
,< Anacalypsis." 

"The reader will recollect that in our observations on the 
Chrishna of India, some differcnce between him and Jesus, relat
ing to the immaculate conception, was observed by IvIr. ]\faurice, 
and laid hold of as a point by which he could ridicule the idea 
of the identity between the histories of Chrishna and Christ. 
The life of Pythagoras will at once sho\v where the Christians 
could have found the particulars which differed from the history 
of Chrishna. 

"The first striking circumstances in which the history of 
Pythagoras agrees with that of Jesus are, that the former was 
born at Sidon, the latter at Bethlehem, both in Syria. The 
father of Pythagoras, as well as the father of Jesus, was pro
phetically informed that his wife should bring forth a son, who 
should be a benefactor to mankind. They were both born when 
their mothers were from home on journeys·-Joseph and his wife 
having gone up to BethIrehem to be taxed, and the father of 
Pythagoras having travelled from Samas, his residence, to Sidon, 
on mercantile concerns. Pythais, the mother of Pythagoras, was 
overshadowed by the Spectre or GiLosi of tiLe God Apollo, who 
aftenvards appeared to the husband, and infon11ed hiln of the 
divine origin of the ehild about to be born. From these circum
stances, Pythagoras '~vas kno\vn as lile Son {!/' God

j 
and was 

supposed by the multitude to be under divine inspiration." 
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His youth 'ipcnt in Egypt, diyineiife, noble teacbings, the 

extraordina~·y lnirac1es ascribed to him~ the p::rsecations by \vhicll 

he \YHS Ll.ltilnatcJy (L~sn-cyed, and the fact that he 1iv'ed~ and his 

history was published abroad at least some five centuries before 

I 1 ' ('I . .. '1· 11 I tlC [cavent or ~ 1nsllamty, are al CIrcumstances too we (110Wn 

In tbe celebrated Orphic verses m"e to b-e fOiJn.dJ arnongst 

no°cices of other incarnate gods of Greece! elabor3tc descriptions 

rnonly been identified with the equany rnythical SZ!1l1S0;.1 of the 

Hebrews, thI'.'! portion of Samson's history relating '0 Delilah, 

and his shaking tbe temple from its foundation, S::c, , being a 

direct paraphrase of tile lllythological Hercules history'~ (lS sung 

of in the Orphic verses described io .Bell's "Pnntheon," Park

hurst's '( Greek Lexicon,)J and other c1assical '\vorks. There are, 

however, many other points of resemblance between the history 

of the Greek and J eWlsh God-men which are too striking to be 

omitted, FI:ercules, or AIcides, as he was called in Greece, was 

always claimed to be the Son of Cod (Jupiter), by a human 

mother·-Alcmena, wife of a 1'beban king, li1e elate ot hlS buth 

was fixed about twelve centuries and a half before the Christian 

era ; vi~t his fanlous twdv'e labours. and the relTI8.rkable vlrtue . . ' 

and benevolence attributed to him, procured him the title of 

"Saviour and Benefactor of }\fankind" twelve centuries before it 

was conferred on his Jewi.,h Sllccessor in Palestine, 

The Rev, Mr. Faber, in his" Greek Antiquitie"," commentin,;:; 

on Hercules as the evident impersonation of the solar myth, 

says ;-

"On the sphere, lit is nprescntd in file act (if eo/delliling 'lm'i!z 
tilt.: ser}rJni, lize lzead <?! '1Dlticll is !/Jzder Ius .foot j' and this serpent, 
\ve are told, is that ·which guarded the tree with the golden :fruit 
in the midst of the garden of the Hesperides, 
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"Bllt the garden of the Hesperides, as we have already seen, 
was no other than the garden of Paradise, consequently, the 
serpent of that garden, the head of which is crushed beneath the 
heel of IIercules 111USt necessarily be a transcrjpt of 
that serpent ·whose jorN;' was assu;;zed by the felfliJter 0/ our first 
parents." 

Parkhurst, in his "Greek Lexicon," says ;-

"It is well known that by Hercules was meant the sun, or 
solar light, and his twelve famous labours have been referred to his 
passage through the zodiacal signs. Rut the labours of Hercules 
seenl to have had. a still higher vie'N, and. to have heen onglnally 
designed as trnblernatjc rnell"lOrials of what the rea1 Son of God 
and Saviour of the world was to do, and suffer, for our sakes." 

If the reader cannot recognize into what realms of comparison 
the joint admission of these two reverend scholars are drifting, 
our words of explanation could do no more by way of enlighten

ment. 
In Bell's" Pantheon" we have a full account of another cele

brated God-man, whose worship commenced at a very early date, 
and, after having been established for many centuries in Phcenicia 
and Egypt, subsequently became transferred to Greece. From 

the fact that several splendid temples were erected to him, a 
vulgar opinion prevailed that the worship of ESCl:LAPIUS 
originated in Greece. 

Some centuries after Esculapius had received divine honours 
at Epidaurus, he was founally adopted. as one of the gods of 

Rome, and about 280 years before the Christian era his worship 
was celebrated at Rome with the utmost splendour. This incar

nate God-man was represented as the son of the virgin Coroms, 
by Apollo, the sun-god, whose oracle recognized and proclaimed 
his divine origin. In infancy he was brought up amongst 
s/u'.t.fJherds, ",rho at once perceived his divine nature by ~the rays 

of glory which encircled his head. In manhood he cured the 
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;1 serpent which he had conquered, he performed such extra

orrlinary miracles of healing that he was alwaY' termed" the good 

Saviour," and, after a violent de:ltb, was worshipped as the bene, 

SI!!jmt were his emblems, and tiw miracles related of h'JYl are so 

cnriuusjy'proP/letic of the still letter p~rforn:Lances in Judea, that 

we cite one as an eX8Jl1]}'Je. 

The bjograp}~(:r of Proc: us, [he C~!~':;ek ]Jbilosopher, \vt.ttes :~-

n The daughter of ATci:liades J antI wife of Thcagencs, wben 
sIle \YZlS "\,ict b\.ll- a yOl11'117 rn .. ~jden. and livin:I 'Iyith h.er ;)arents. was 
seized with a grie'vcus ~~nd LDcur~ble distel~:per. !. , 

"AJ] help fr0111 trle pbyskians f8.Jlicg, ;.ler father applied to 
the nhilnsor;her (.Proclus'). entre:lti::1St hin1 to iJraV for his dau.f=~hter. 
lIe \:llcrci'c\'e \\:c~nt to th~ ten:p1e o(Escu}[n~,jus.··intendin£< to/ pray
'fix tbe sick worllan to the 0:08: for the cir\' (/~_th:.-:ns) \V~S at that 
tin1e blessed in the UndelT.l;ljsb~;d. te:lliple o{ 'tbe (;o'od SJ.vionr/ 
but 'while he was praVirH[, accorcilng ~:,o rhe ar~cient forn1\ a sudden 
char'1("fr>. ~l)l":eTr~'d ;~11~be':'-j"-IF1S(-'.1 ;'1"'1 c1:( "iY-1<; inl1Tl,:.djateh, rec;torer1 ( -::. ... '~ '""".L ~~ _c. '- L ~ ~ ...... ~ ~- '-r , •. '. ).,,," ,~ -' ,,_ - '-' -'-J c~ ,_" 

to }]e2,lth, for the S.8..vjour~ as l)eing God, easily bealed heL;( 

Middleton, in his Ci Free Enqt:iry," writes ;--'-

"StrJ.b() inforl11S u.s that the telTlples of Escu_Iapius \vcrE.': con~ 
sra:'l~ly i:1!.ed yvith the sick, ta;-j~,tts \'/ere bl.ln,g 311 OVer 
'hp. 'lr'111~ --J1 ,_c("I']"j"O]"lU c-Ile "'[r('s e{-fr~"t"(-'rj 1JI-7 "J'[31;' C~, "~\'IC)-~~I' ' The--rn 
~l.'"-'H'-\';:'Jl.,-,..;~_ Et,l~ ,_,- __ , '"_,"'-'~"_~ _ Lu\_~ .. \..'" v 

is "bll ,~ f'Jrwlrk,"',b'e fr~0n1nnt elf (i"l!" "r j.1"('c:e ta1)le t·s (:'xt'lnt ,tr'd 
" ,;-': 1 l' ~ 1 j~_ =, c ''''~,;~: _ ~:_" _~ .,,:_-5 L'~ ~ _" __ ; i ~ ~-,_~'~~_U. ,,'~ h ::. ,.~~",' ",'- ;.~,~,: ~ c ,; v: c, ~:, 
exru;)~rt.u Uy \.J~cllt,el 111. .Lll:) LV.:1C::",l.'U~); d,':> '.l n~Vl JIJ~juu Hi 1,,1J .... 

ruins of :Esculal)ius~ teDJ.jJe in the i~:and of the 'rlber~ at Jlonle} 
'1\ bleh gi vc:" an account /U!() 1I1Ch re,;'f(.lr(;'t/ fo s·t~~1d by 
cEscu!a/'lus, in tl1e open vie'i"-, and \vitli. the loud aCclZLll1atjons of 
the people ackno\vledging tbe pc\ver of the god. n 

Wh\lt :l pity it is that InimcJe had not occurred three 

lY~.rndred years later! the Chri:~ti3.ns '\1'ou.Jd bave been at no loss 
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lation of Ovid's Metamorphoses, in which the following prophecy 
relating to the future of the infant Esculapius, \vil1 be familiar to 

every schoolboy, and would be, of course, deeply interesting to 

every Christian, could the time to which it relates have been 

pushed forward, as above suggested, two or three centuries. 

Once, as the sacred infant she surveyed, 
The god was kindled in the raving maid, * 
And thus she uttered her prophetic tale: 
"Hail, great Physician of the world, all hail! 
Hail. mighty infant~ \vho in years to con1e, 
Shall heal the nations and defraud the tomb! 
Swift be thy growth, thy triumphs unconfined, 
Make kingdoms thicker, and increase mankind; 
Thy daring act shall animate the dead, 
And draw the thunder on thy guilty head; 
Then shalt thou die, but from the dark abode, 
Shall rise victorious, and be hvice a god.1J 

In the same smoothly-flowing rhymes, Addison, whose versifi

cation of Ovid has so familiarized the world with some of the 

most curious elements of Grecian mythology, gives us the history 
of still another and yet more celebrated sun-gad-namely, the 

Indian Dyonisius, or the Greek Bacchus. The speciality of this 

famous myth seems to be the representation of the sun in the 
grand festivities of harvest, and the season of vintage. It is for 
this reason that the Greeks, to whom this season was of all others 

the most fe3tive and \velcome, commingled so strangely the rites 

of Ceres, the corn-harvest goddess, and those of Bacchus, the 

patron or representative of the solar energy in the grape harvest. 

In India this god was obviously confounded with, if not the 

actual original of Siva, the principle of generation, as well as 
destruction. His worship was also extensively practised through

out Phcenicia and Syria, where he was known as llEsus. He 

is also considered to be synonymous with Adoneuos, the Giver, 

* Pythoness or Sybil. 
H 
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and S0111e rnythologists have identified hi:r.iJ both jn .history and 

chcnacter \vith tbe Egyptian Osiris:; 3,1:;0 the SYIllbol of tbe Sdl1 in 

Sl1D.lnler. Certain it is that rhe Osiric nlys"~eries \yerc~ tran::;ferred 

front Egvt:,.t into Greece. where 'Chev beetlrne the Bacchic rites. 
,-.,J l' ,-.. , 

jllst as the G1ysteries of Ldc. (\Jat.IJXe) beCaD1'2_ in sllcceeding 

centuries, ~he 111ysteries of Ekus]sJ in \dljcb Ceres, the queen of 

he,-lven, and repr2sentalivt: of the fruitful e~l,rtj-l, was the Centra~ 

hq:ure. ()rpheL"jS distinctly identif~cs Bacchu~ with ()siris, ':yhose 

I-fol<1Ce cle~cribe hjrn, as uSl1al, as the son of a god! by a ll]OTt:Ql 

woman-as concealed frorn the vnatn of a tyrant king in a cl.lest 

which W;:2_3 set aflcat on tl:e \\J;1ters ,; rescued by a ldn,{(s daug/~ltr} 

by \VhCHYl ~he divine infant \,-yas brougbt up. U"1tinlately he beC0111eS 

the great lnirac1e-workcr; is 'ivorshipped as the saviour of 1-:'1 en., 

and tl1eir redeenlcr frorn the storn!s~ telIlpests} and sufferings of 

winter~; alternatc1y adored as a god, and persecuted by adverse 

powers, he is fin:llly torn in pieces, like Osiris; like him, how

ever, aDd in imitation of tbe solar legend, he is annually resur

rected ann annually reascends to his place in the heavens) to be 

re-born and to re-enact the successive events of tbe sun-goer::.: 

yearly mytb, 

Apollo, .Mercury, and Adams, are all incarnations with frag

rnents of the san1e hjstory~ e,~ch of thern being "Sons of God/ j 

1 , 1 , " ,- - • • • ~ 

oy rnorUH 'VOlllall; eaCH nerng ror a tllne 111Carno.te on eartl1 tor 

the benefit of mankind; each destroyed and received up into 

henxen again, as 111cdiators between the 1\Tost I-Tjgh ZJ~US~ tbe great 
UNKNOWN and UJ\KNOWAIlLE, aEd sinfui men. The last, and 

perhaps the IT::Ost poetic:J.l of alj these (~reek .Avat;:us, bas been 

celehr;?::ed by the rcno\vncd tragic poet ./.Eschyh~s~ under the nall1e 

popular dcs(:riptions given of this faDlous Dlyth J that one is at a 

loss to poict to the. best version e/~1:,}nto Pron1eUleus1 U hilTiSelf 
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a god," is represented as descending to earth, and for the sake of 

elevating hurnanity tu a higher standard than nlerc [OIll1S of clay, 

he steals the divine fire of immortality from heaven, and by 

infusiug into men the deific principle, renders them, like himself, 

suns of God. 

For this act of sacrilege, the god-man is doomed to be nailed 

to a em,s nnd exnosed on ::'vIount Caucasus. until death trans-- ~ - - - - - - - - -- -'- , 

lates hini once again to a triull1phant re~aSCent into the heaven, 

the gates of which he thereby for ever unlocks to the human race. 

In writinfl of this flod. My. Graves savs verv conciselv: "In the w ~)., ,J.I" 

acco!lntof Prometheus of Cal1CaSllS, as furnished by Seneca, 

Hesiod, and other writers, it IS stated !'~at he was nailed to an 

upright beam of timber, to which were affixed e:dended arms of 

wood, and this cross was situated near the Caspian Straits." The 

"New Am. Cyclop::edia," vol. i., p. 157, says: "It is doubtful 

whether thtre is to be [olmd in the whole range of Greek letters, 

deeper pathos than that of the divine woe of the demi-god 

Prometheus, crucified on the Scythian crags for his love to 

mortals," Mr. Graves adds :-

" In Lempriere's ' Classical Dictionary,' and the' Anacalypsis,' 
may be found the following particulars :-' At the final exit of 
this god, the whole frame of nature became convulsed; the earth 
shook, the rocks were rent, the graves were opened, and in a 
storm which seemej to threaten the dissolution of the lll1iverse, 
lhe solemn scene for ever closed, and 'tbe Saviour' gave IlP the 
ghost." 

Mr. Taylor makes the statement in his "Syntagma" (p. 95), 

that the whole story of Prometheus's crucifixion, r.urial, and 

resurrection, was acted in pantomime in Athens pte hundred 

)'er:trj" bifore Christ. For further particulars concerning this 

celebrated Avatar, the reader is advised to study iEschylus's 

sublime tragedy of "Prometheus Bound," as acted in Athens 

sortle five centuries before the Christian era. ThOse unversed in 
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classical lore, rnay now obtain fine translations of this noble ,vork 

by Potter and other disti;]gl1ished ,Yriters. 

them consult any of the four bocks of the ]\lew Testament, iE 

\vbich they will fmel the Efe, death, E\1ffermgs, and mamincic1ents 

of the ~ron1etheo.n tragedy, plagiarized under another nalllC. 

True, the Greek version of the story was published abroad at 

least five centuries before the J ~wish; but as the latter bas been 

3111en.drnents, undertaken in different centuries to suit the 'views 

of interested commentators, tbe reader will have all the benefit 

of these" modern improvemel1ts" in tbe gospel version, For 

the ORIGlNAL OF ALL ORIGIKA.LS, consult the sacred books and 

still older monumental scriptures of the .Hindoos, in which the 

entire Jegend n12.y be ~~tudied in its prirnevaJ freshness and antique 

ideality. 

SECTION ·X ". 
THE LAST OF THE AVATARS AND HIS RELATIVE 

POSITION 11\ HISTORY, 

THERE are many students of religious history in the world, and 

come into whose hant. this little volume may fall, who have 

been accustomed to think the al! of religion is comr;rised in their 
~ . 

facts. 
To such persons, the preceding pag;es will not be judged by 

the weight of evidence which accoll;panies the statements they 

contain, but rather by a comparison of those statements with 

their own preconceived prejudices, and the unreasoning belief 

thar \Vh'::ltever is opposed 1'-0 j-hejr faith Jl1115t he f;1lse. '_ReaGen; 

of this temper, if they deig;n to oppose our heretical doctrines 

witb any show of argument at all, would do so in the lJ5118.l 

fasbion, Sllbstituting f3ith tor reason, and asking in fear and 
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treil1bling, le~t the very contact of logical reason should tarnish 

the mystic aura of unreasoning faith. "Where, then, do you 

place our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, and Him crucified? " 

Author.-Amongst all the other Lords and Saviours of 

history, only ranking him as the last of the Avatars, instead of

as YOll would urge-the original of the scheme. 
Christian.-But you seek to destroy the foundation of our 

faith on the testimony of heathen writers, heathen scriptures, 

and heathen vestiges only. We who are the salt of the earth, the 
chosen of the Lord, and the special recipients of His Divine 

revelation, cannot stoop to contend with evidence derived from 

heathen sources, and proved alone 'tJ J beathen records. 
Author.-Who made the heathen? Do they derive their 

ongIn frOID the saIne creative SOurce as yourselves, or do you 

teach of more Gods and more Creators than one? 

Christian.-Oh, there is but one God, of course; that is, 

three Gods in one, and one in three, &c.; and, no doubt, this 
Divine Trinity created all men-the heathens as well as the 

Christians, but --

of one part of God's creatures be as good as that of another? 

and who is to determine that the legend ORIGINATED by the heathm 

is not divine revelation, as well as the copy of that legend 

plagiarized by the Christians ? 

Christian.-Because we have the testimony of God's own word 

in the Bible) 
Author.-How do you know the Bible is God's own word? 

Cltristian.-Do not Jesus and the prophets, the patriarchs, 
and, in short, the Bible itself, say so? 

Aufhor.-Then YOil rl1ake the Bible ·\vitness for itselF. That 

would not make it true. But even then, neither Jesus, nor the 

, rophets, the patriarchs, nor the Bible itself, claim any divine 
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. • • '" . - .r '1' 1 '1' , ' 
;n~;plratl0n lor Its utterances, or any 1111dlJ.I0l11t}' lor lts teachings, 

On the contrary, many parts of the Bibie declare that it can only 

be understood spiritually, and that (( the letter kil1eth,~; Sotne 

of its rnost si1l1p!e Darratives, SL1ch as the story of ,A.brahan1, 

SarJh, and Hagar, are ainnned to be allegories, Dnd throughout 

it.s pages 110 clair' js ever S[,;t up for its di.\~ine :tutb_enticity. In 

the face of those scienlific revea]luents ~\vhich resolve the d.-:def 

portion of its w'ritings in~o cabalistic allegories: it '\"vouJd scarcely 

matter to [he true scientist, what its alleged grounds of autbority 

\Vere. 

N a book can wi mess for itself without ample corroborative Foof, 

and aD schobstic proof is in direct antag()l1ism to yenr ciaim. 

Beyond tbis, the jntern~il evidences of your Scriptures are 

fatal to your as::,GrrlptlOl1S. For exal1.:ple~ an the buoks of the 

Pentateuch, the histories of .:~ oah, Abraharl1, rhe l)atriarcns) and 

Idose" are direct and glaring plagi8x;sms fwm ',he Scriptures and 

tra.dit1ons of far older nations th8_11 

personages you claim to be such, are so confounded with solar 

Elyths, that the rt10st learned cornrnentators arc at a loss ~o 

di:icover where the myth enG-and the history begins. During 

the two gre2~t epochs of tIle .l\ssyriall al~_d Per:",ian captivjti!;~s, also, 

the cities, tl~nlples, records arlcl bJoks cf the I-rebr(~ws v\rere 

destroyed. It was cOI'Jessedly to Ezr:i tbat the Jews owed the 
re-con-.:l'-ljr i-!'011 O!~ '-'lj'): QCj·;ntlp'~ll· l'e'Co['(-i;~ ~1!lC: ';}j'lt- r-l1- r, "iT'''')''' l"te _.~.L~ '-'~ _ '- _ l_~'_ ~_ '1' ~_L~ ___ , •. , ._ l ... ~,~ ~," (L ''-' J ':L 

pcrjod in their natjonal ex.istcnce, (1,nd frorn the oral gossip of the 

ancient 111en of the tribe) frnn1 "whose sayillgs and traditions [done~ 

the sacred word of God contn.ined In your Old, Testan'lent was 

its for your prophetic writings, we ha\'e shown in former 

sections how Llse~css i-~ would be to atter:lpt to unlock their 

and cyclic cdcubtions. Again: Tbe entire of theK ew Testa-
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ment turns upon the existence of an Incarnate God, \Vhose 

hist~ry we have shown you was published abroad in every country 

of the East thousands of years before the Jews were known as a 

nation. You can establish no c1ailll, then, either to originality, 

truth, or special revelation, until you have dealt with and 

accounted for all antecedent records of a similar character. 
r-fhc nlcrc fact that you designate these records "heathenisn1," 

proves nothing, explains nothing, cannot blot them out of exis

tence, or show your Incarnate God is entitled to the character

istics these records assign to othp'" You must produce more 
stringent tokens of original divinity for your Avatar before the 

heathen histories can be sneered or abused out of the world's 

logical acceptance. 

Christian.-You throwaway the Bible, deny the Son of God, 

revile the sacred word, and trample on the cross! How can we 

contend with such blasphemous infidelity? 

Author.-Stereotyped tenYIS of accusation, and old stor,ies 
which prove nothing; abusive epithets which convey no proof 

and offer no rebutting testimony to our stubborn facts! PROVE 

that the Bible is the word of God, Jesus the Son of God; that 

the cross is aught more than the cross of every other Eastern 

nation, and that we are infidel to the truth instead of to your 

theories; then, and not till then, your \vords will have some 

meanmg. 

Christian.--If you will not accept of the sacred record -
Author.-PRovE that it is sacred. 

Christian.-We refer you to the history of Christianity itself, 

ar:'r\ the witness afforded by the faith of the most civilized nations 

of the earth. 

Author.-We accept your new ground, and propose to select 

from several millions of records a few passages illustrative of 

the opinions of the most authoritative writers on Christianity, 
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and that at periods so f'.early 1;1 approxirnatjon 'vi~h the ti11l.t: 

fixed for the scene (jf the Christian dram" that it wOllld have 

been historically irue, i.et our first \yjtrlCSS be frorn the parTes 
~ '" 

of the much-vaunted "word of God" itself. How tmiy ieS 

authors '\vrote. Wf': rq[tv luc1qe fTOll1 th'2 fon(Y'l,v~ng nassages ;----
.. "'. U '-J .L '-' 

,;; But if our unrighteousness COIYllTIe~1d the rlghteousness of 
God, tvhat shall v'e ;ay? ;·J-.(R01l1. iij, 5), '-

l( For if the llL.."h of C~~)(l hath 1110rC cd)Ollnaed illFOUKll 11l:Y li!!, 
unto his glory, \fhy yet arn I also judged as a sinner ?" (ROll'}, iii, 7). 

(( For this cause God shall send then1 strong delusi()7Z.\ tha~ 
they should believe a Zie. that they all might be damned. "-/ _ ..,,1_ ~~_ ;; _____ \ 
\:.t J..1.1C:':-:', 11 • .LJ.-l:':j. 

"Which thinge; are an allegory. "-(Gal. il'. 24). 
"And communicated to them that gospel which I preach 

ZUlleng the G·entiJ.es. but /JriZ){I/e/p to thern that 'wert of re[Jllta-
~ '.' ~ 

4.~~,"," Ir .... ~l~:_\ 
LH.)JJ. -\. '...1""-"1.l. Jl. L, I. 

"God also hath made us able ministers of the New Testament, 
not of the letter, but of the spirit; for the letter killetiz, but the 
.' • 'f.., 1'.{" / r' .. , c' Spirit gIvetH lhe. -\2 \...tor. 111. u). 

'Ve now turn to SQine of the 1110St authentic of the early 

Christian writers, foremost amongc;t whom stands the celebrated 
T"""I. 1'.. " L • 1 .., r. n .,. '-':." • 

1 .... l1s,eOlUS.J a. wnLer UDrn aI or aOOUI Tne year 26(5 ot tne Ln.nscan 

era, and whose works, especially his" Ecclesiastical History," are 
olloted with scarcelv Jess veneration ann 1mnl~("ij' hpl1pf th~n i-he 
-~ ." - - _.-. -. ----r----- ---~-- -~~,~~. -~~ 

"Holy Scriptures." 

In the first book of his great h.istory, this devoted and blindly

bigoted partisan of Christianity, heads his fourth chapter with 

these remarkable words ;-

"That the religion published by Jesus Christ to all nations 
is neither new fto;' straJtcc. 1i c 

" Neither new nor strange" mdeed, for m several succeeding 

chapters he conclusively Droves tbat all the doctrines, words, 

works, epistles, and gospels of Christianity, were synonymous 

with the words, works, and writings of the most ancient Esscnes 
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or Tqerapeuts, a sect -which flourishc::I and was "\-videly knovvn 
both in Judea and Alexandria for over two hundred years before 
the Christian era. 

In the !7th chapter of his second book, Eusebius says dis
tinctly :-" Those ancient Therapeutre were Christians, and their 
ancient writings were our gospels and epistles." That the universal 
resort of the Christians-namely, to pretend that all antique 
truth or philosophy was borrowed from them-may become of no 
effect, we may remind our readers that the most circumstantiai 
and complete history of the Essenes that was ever published was 

written by Philo, a learned Alexandrian Jew, who was himself 
one of their order, and who was born about forty years before 

the period assigned for the birth of Christ. 
The 1tev. Robert Taylor, in commenting on the important 

adrrussion of Eusebius above quoted, says:-

"Lardner, in his 'Credibility of the Christian Evidences,' 
auotes this astonishinsr confession of the "Teat Dillar of the 
pretended evidences o(the Christian religio;, ana" shows how 
aware he was of the fatal inferences with which it teems." 

Faustu~- the learned Manichean bishop of Christianity, 
writing in the fourth century, says ;-

"It is an undoubted fact that the New Testament was not 
vrritten by Christ hiulSelf, nor by his apostles, but a long while 
after their time, by some unknown persons, who, lest they should 
not be credited when they wrote of afFilirs they were little 
acq uainted wi th, affixed to their works th;! names of apostles, or 
of such as ,vere supposed to have been their companions, and 
then said that they were written according to them." 

Mons. Daillee, a learned French writer, in his fine work on 
" The Ceremonies of the Roman Catholic Religion," says :

"The Papists took their idolatrous ceremonies and worship of 
images from the most ancient heathen religions." 

" There is no difference between Pagan and Catholic worship, 
but only this, that names and titles are changed."-Ludoviclts Vivlts. 
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ii.l\ll the heretical i"onns of ChrJstlanity 'were borro\ved fronl 
tbe heClttJen,,;'i-Ej:il·:jiainus, 

nIt rnigbtily z~ffects lYle to see how rnany there i,vere in the 
earliest tjlnes of the church \yho consid~rc6 it a::; a capital exploit 
to lend to he3.venly truth the l1elp of their own inventioliS, 111 
order that the new docttine 111ight be rnore re::1dl1y alloyved ar _ong 
the (;entiles. Frorn \\lhich source; beyond questjon~ sprang 
innumerable books under the name of the Lord and his saints 
and ;~pl;stles~ which 111 no vnse f2~\.:ollrcd even tbe k:ast of their 
doctrines. );- Cas({1'b(JJJ .. 

H Such ,vas the: '~'j ~ence of jnventrnz. so beadloD£ tbe readiness 
~. L 

or belie\'l!1g in tb.e ftrst ages, that t"ile credibility of transactions 
derived frc;m thence remst have been hm;elv doubtful. and tbus 

~ , , 
the Cburch of C;od has reasonably lo c01l1plajn of its lnysticnl 
tilHes. n·_·,E·z;idell(eS o.l C"'/ZUJ"c/z IjiJtOl~V (BlS//(!;1J jieil.) 

H Ecclf'siastlcal history reads not.hing b~lt the rog'Uery and folly 
of bis[10pS and Chufcll1nen. "-22110 i'-t1:;-tie (/ (;~r{)ti!ts. 

ft Y~v()"lild he needless to gjve here :in\, ri2s~rint;rm of thE> 
cJ ,,1.' --- ---

~rherape:'lt-s or ESsents J.Dove alluded to, but if tb8 reJdel" will 

study the works of Philo, or take the second book of Emebius's 

famous" Ecclesiastical History," he will therein find 50 perfect a 

description of the character, doctrines, habits, miracles, and 

teachings of Jesus Chrjst~ tbat it \yHl be necessary to assure hirn

self that it is the great Christl an partisan Euse-bins who is writjng, 

and t'bat he is describing a sect1 zohJ) liz'!{:d /ijl~g all/erior lo Glzrist1 

and not a Chri.s~ian cornrnunity. 

rfhe learned Basnage, in his his j
- y of the J e\vs, says that 

although Philo's testilDony clearly enough vroyes the Essenes 

and Tberapeuta; were neither Catholics nor 1\Ionks: the 

Christi::m.s, Catholics7 and l\{onks conchjsively enough derl1ol1-

strate their origin to b~;"'le been fran} the Essenes, seeing 

that they derlve lTiJ.:nners frOin 

thence-·,hat is, if two distinct sects ShOll ld not present exactly 

the sarnt features \vithout copying froni ODe another. Rev. 

}!.obert Taylor, in a lllost elaborate argurnent, delnonstratJng 

from every possible source tilat the sect of the Essenes was the 
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root and foundation of the later Christians, concludes an array 

of exhaustive and unanswerable proof by showing that in this 

way only is accounted for, the fact, that Jesus and his followers 

constantly alluded to a church and church organizations already 

followers' attempts to inaugurate his religion. Mr. Taylor writes ;-

,,'T''h .... r..'1r,·hrmt '111 thPC0 t=>n;dlp~ UTP finn thp ()"{)I;:npl e.::nnL-pn nf :10;: 
i l..l~v""bl..lVU.'" ..... , ... ~LJ."""'-''-' ..... t-'..l....,~..l ..... '-' " ........ LL_ ....... LL .... i::l~~r~L ~l~~L~ ...... L- ~_ ~~ 

already preaclted to every creature under tlte sun; Scriptures 
continual1y aHudcd tc -~ high antiquity, churches already esta.b-
i;"hc.rl rlTcTlr ... r-t n,.r!p.1"C: flf hic:hnn-= plilprc: nrjpc:t-.;;: i1p;:J(>()nc: R;rr 
..I...I."'.L .... \..-'""", U.'>.J'-.LL'....," 'J ....................... , ..... ..., .............. y", ~L ..... '-,L~' .t' •. --,,~~, ~ __ '_ .... __ , __ ', 

exactly as described by Philo in his account of the Essenes, but 
<"1.1""\ ~rnnr.C'C'.jhil-ih~ "lrn{'\1""Io-c:t- ~ ,,-prt 111c::t c::nrllncr lntn pvl<.<tpnrp ~nd nl1P 
..... u . .IJ.LJpV..,..,.LlJ.LU"'J ..... .Lu'-"" ... ·b .... " ,,~ ·.n." ...... • J ...... " .. ""l~~ ~'~b ~~~~'"' ~ ••• ~~~ •• -.~, ~.-~ "._-

whose scriptures were not in St. Padl's time even in existence." 

From the researches of Prof. Upham, of Bowdoin College, 

U.S.A., whose long residence in the scenes he describes entitles 

him to pronounce with absolute certainty upon their geographical 

positions, we gather the following significant details ;-
U ( TTe __ ._, ___ .,.L_ .•• J.7~~ ~~ .... "./" r,...l ... ·J~" -#l..,_ .... ~,,...h /7,", ,...,,, • ...1"'0/ 1""1+ ..;.7,", 
-.. fl CU1fte upun tile:: ,)c;a· l.:J I..TLlHnC [,lid UHsr& [,1&" NHU·,J(. L'J "';'v 

coasts of Decapoli,.'-(Mark vii. 31). The name of Decapolis 
was not known before the reign of ~; ero, and it had no coasts. (l 1) 

" , He departed from Galilee and came into tlie coasts of Judea 
beyond Jordan. '-(Matt. xix. I). The Jordan itself was the 
eastern boundary of Judea, and there \vere no coasts of Judea 
heyond it." (! 1) 

The writer of the fourth gospel, claimed :Jj Christians to have 

been the beloved disciple, and an eye-witness of Jesus' life and 

acts, writes of Annas, the high priest, al the time when Caiaphas 

is said to be holding that office. Again he says, "Caiapltas 

annual one, but, according to Josephus, was held by Caiaphas 

ten years. The same statement, repeated in Luke, and several 

times in John, thus-" In the high priesthood of Annas and 

Caiaphas," proves the writer to have been ENTIRELY lG;'lORANT 

of Tewish institutions. 
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U Btllutny b<yorul juyd(UI- Jj IS anuther solecisn1 \vhich proves 

the writer to have been ~gllonmt of what he wrote about. There 

did not exist any Bethany bqond Jordan, and though Origen 

subsequently tried to account for this passage by suggesting t1Hlt 

there lIIi8ltt luwe bem two Betizanies, mo>;t reliable authorities 

admit that there miglzt have been-·t)1Jt that there were not. 

O!,.lollJZ I(JaS baj)tiz£ilg lil ..:-luz(IJl, ttea:r I() ,!..)'(diill- ill Jutiea~ 

becaUSe there 7N(S IIIZlch water tiler-e." Such a place as Aenon wa.s 

unknown even in the third century} and Aenon signifies 3. spring. 

The writer did not understand lfis own language, then, in pretend· 

ing that a spring was the name of a place. 

The aCCOU1"lt in the fourth gospel of tIle l-'(jr)/o/ RdJu:sdt[, with 

all its circumstantial description and miracu Iously creative powers, 

is, like the miracle performed there-a fiction. Neither:r oser,llUs 

nor any of 1115 r:ontelnporaries mention such a p1ace; nor has any 

such locality, nor even a tradition of its existence, been found, 

except in the fertile imagination of the .Evangelist. 

"Near a city ,if ,':;jamar-ia, 7CJhIC/z is cailed Syclzar." No such 

place was ever known, and though the most elastic "explanations" 

have been fitted to this difficulty, in the hope of expJaining it 

away, snch great Biblical scholars as Credner, Ewald, Hengsten

berg, &c., only make confusion worse confounded by striving to 

find places to fit. Sychar that will not fit, and meanings for the 

term thai wiI! not apply. 

Taylor, in a still longer and more daIT' ::;mg list of Bible 

impossibiiities than we could find room for m many sections. 

describes their gross inapplicability to Jewish anthorship, thus; 

" , IIt de}arled -into G~a!ilee, and lcarin/!, JVazaretll, C(l1Ne and 
dweit at Capernaum,.' which is much sllch geographicaJ accuracy 

as if one
c 
should relate the adventmts of a hero who departed into 

1fiddlesex, and, leaving London~ came and d,velt in Lonlbard 

Street j" or, to bring the matter near home, who departed illto 
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New Soullt JVaZes, and leaving Sydney, came and dwelt Z1Z 

Christian.-And so you first make our Lord and Saviour's 

divinity a myth-an imitation of scores of other pagan heroes

and then you show, upon the strength of a few indiscreet 

rell1arks of the great and good Eusebius, that the very Christian 
religion itself was but a re-hash of some contemptible sects who 

flourished before Christ, and happened to teach, preach, and 

live out the same doctrines and life that he lived. Worse than 

all, you abllse the Word of God by attempting to prove that 

the very gospels were written by foreigners, ignorant of the 

geography and customs of Palestine 1 I-Iave you never heard, 0 
child of perdition! how the good Justin Martyr, in his famous 

apology for Christianity, and subsequently the divinely-inspired 

Chrysostom, both explained all these little discrepancies and petty 

difficulties by shov:ing "tll-at tlu! d?ZJil-- tllat cunning adz.'crsar)', 
eller seeking 70ho771 he might de7!our-pztt it into the heads oj the 

heatllen to invent these things first, so that 'When the Lord and 

Saviour oj i}fen should really be born He should 1I0t be belic7Jed in." 

Leav1ng, however, the reahl1 of polelnicf',l.nd vain disputations, at 

least you must acknowledge that, in Jesus, the world has the 

highest model of the purest life, and the divinest teaching that 

was ever yet given to humanity. 

Author.-Even there we cannot join issue with the Christians. 

Let the following examples of pagan morality and ethics speak 

f c· the!Il5clves :-

"God, who is perfect wisdom, and perfect happiness, is the final 
refuge of the man who has liberally bestowed his wealth, who has 
been firm in virtue, and who honours and adores the Great One." 

"Preserve thyself from self-sufficiency, and do not covet the 
property of another." 

,. The way to beatitude is only open to him, who, without 
omission, speaketh the truth."-VEDAS, tlte most allcimt oj the 
Hindoo sacred books. 
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"Thou shalt not kill even the smalJest creature," 
"Thou shalt not appropriate to thyself that which belongs to 

another," 
"Thou shalt not infringe the laws of chastity," 
~'Thou shalt not lie." "Thou shalt not calurnniate." r'Thou 

shalt not speak of injuries." "Thou shalt not excite quarrels," 
H'Thou shalt not hate," "Pre;!;eIVC faith in the holy writings.'~ 
":Believe in irnnlortality."-Creed of Boudlza Sakia. 

" Do to another what you would he should do to you, . And 
do not to another -what you would not <should be done to y uu. 

Thr)l1 only needest this law alone. It is the foundatiori of all else 
of good. "-,l'rfaxiilz 24th, Confucius. 

Let not soft slumber close thine eyes 
Before thon recollect est thrice 
Thy train of actions thro' the day
\Vhere have my feet found out their way P 
What have I learned, where have I been? 
From_ ail rYe heard, from ail I've seen, 
\Vhat know I more that's worth the knowing, 
vVhat have I done that's ,vurth the uuing, 
\Vhat hav". I sought that I should shun, 
What dnt" ~have I left undone, 
Or into \vhat ncvv" follies run? 
These self inquiries are the road 
Th3.t lead to virtue and to God.-Golden Ver~es of Pythagoras. 

Volumes could not contain the noble truths and gracious senti

ments to be found in the scriptures of Hindoos, Egyptians, 

Chinese, Persians, Greeks, Romans; and other heathen nations, 
written long ere the day when similar but neither finer nor 

purer teachings were enllnciat~d in the "Sermon on the Mount." 

Confucius, Boudha, Chrishna, Osiris, Zoroaster, Pythagoras, 

Plato, Socrates, the Great Saladin, the English Alfred; many a 

crusading hero, and many a turbaned infidel; Joan of Arc, 
Savonarola, Pastor Oberlin, Theodore Parker, Swedenborg, 
lVlurlin LuLher, Christopher Col urn bus, Jolin n .... -\\vn, and ITlany 

other such stars of goodness, wisdom, and truth, whose multitude 
Olltnllmbers the galaxy, and whose brightness outshines the 

physical sun of earth, have all inscribed names on the shining 
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roll of immortality, not second in excellency, or inferior in worth, 

to that adored as God by Christian worshippers. Narrow

minded and narrow-souled bigots! If Jesus had been God, no 
man couid have imitated him. Being man, how could he be 

better tlldn the good and true and pure of any age or any Jand ? 
... t\nd it is a libel alike on God's ~~vork and Elan's history to 8.ffirn1 

that there are not more truly good in the world than truly bad; 

or that goodness and worth, when it attains its acme, needs the 
idolatry of worshipping crowds to prove that it is a constant 

concornitant of hUi11an history. 

Cltristian.-Still again the question, though I tremble at the 

blasphemy of propounding it. Who, then, would you say was the 

Lord Jesus, and where would you place him? 
Autlwr.--He was either a personal or impersonal represen

tative of the Essenes, appearing in Judea about the time when 
the doctrines of that sect had taken deep root in many other 

places, and eventually came to be preached there also He might 
have been the ideal man of the grand sol, . drama, which the 

Essenes, in COlnmon iVlth other Il1ystics of the East, cherished 

as their esoteric Qocuine, ,vhiJst exotericallYJ they, like· other 
ancient religionists, taught to the people a pure and simple 

system of theology and morals. At the same time it is possible 

that he may have been '\ man, a trnly good and pure man, aronnd 
wh~m his friends subsequently wove the famous wlar myth, 

writing just such a history as " the Scriptures" required, for the 

fulElment of the expected Avatar of that particular cyclic epoch. 

But even if he were a man, there is no evidence of such a 
personality save the four gospels, the authorship of which has 

conclusively been denied by the best authority to have belonged 

to any disciple of Jesus. 

No contemporary historian makes any mention of such a 

personage. The events said to have occurred at his trial and 
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death arc neither found in Roman or Jewish records, neither in 

the ,vri tings of the officials, nor hi storians of the tin1e. Yet 
Philo, the learned historian of the Essenes, wrote of his period 

without ever alluding to him. Josephus, the voluminous historian 

of Herod and his tinles, makes no mention of him. Early in the 

fourth century, indeed, the unscrupulous and devoted partisan, 

Eusebius, claimed to have found a copy of Josephus in which one 

single passage appears descriptive of Christ and sUf(gesti ve of his 

divine life and mission. It is needless to remind the well

informed scholar that even the most zealous of modern historians 

writing in the interests of Christianity, have been compelled to 

give up this one passage in the one copy of Josephus, and acknow

ledge that it was an audacious interpolation. No writer has more 

curtly or deliberately condemned this forgery to the obscurity it 

cannot (unfortunately) find, than Gibbon in his '~Decline and 

Fall," &c" when} If< throws in a note adl110nishing his readers 
"that the passage concerning Jesus Christ was inserted into the 

text of Josephus between the time of Origen and that of Eusebius, 

and may furnish us with an example of no vulgar forgery." 

Philo, writing at the very time when the miracl es of 

Christ, if they ever occurred, must have been known to him, 

makes no mention of any such personage. 

Tacitus, Pliny, Suetonius, Epictetus, and Plutarch (all learned 

writers, born within the very century marked as that of Christ, 

writing of his sec·t and country, and familiar with all the circum

stances of contemporaneous history), make no mention of the 

personage, or only allude to the traditions current about him as 

promulgated by Christians themselves. Where, then, would you 
place your God, 011 Christians, save with the gods of otht:. ... nations, 

and as the last hero of a legend which has been the prophetic 

mantle thrown over the shoulders, now of inspired men, and now 

of impersonal myths, until the stern FACTS of history and corroborac 
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tive testimony alone can decide which are the characters of actual 

fact, which of blind FAITH; and which of deliberate FRAUD? 

Clzristian.-And still I WILL BELIEVE. The Christian religion 

is goo enough for me. The Bible is my rock of ages, Christ my 

salvation. 

CONCLUSION. 
THE RELIGION OF THE PAST, PRESENT, AND 

FUTURE. 
ON reviewing the preceding pages, every truly thoughtful reader 

rnust be prepared to consider the question, as to what conclu

sion he can deliberately arrive at concerning their contents. If 
they are false, the magnitude of the interests they assail, and 

the supernal character of the subjects they deal with, render such 

falsity an unpardonable crime against God and man. But if, on 
the other hand, they are true, and I~! ove their truth by the 

nnass8ila hie rhnrartr" of tlo" ",vin"nr", unon which thev rest. is - - - -- - - - - - - -- - - - -- - - .1 ~ J 

not the conclusion of every candid mind inevitable? and can 

there be any appeal from such a conclusion? True, we have ieft 

much of the story untold. We have not attempted to unmask 
the tren1endous frauds perpetrated during the eighteen centuries of 

Christianity, in reference to the Scriptures, and other forms of 

testimony, imposed by Synods and Councils upon a mystified 

but all too trusting world. We bear no record to the savage wars 

and cruel massacres, by \vhich Christian lands have decimated 

Christian communities, and that on no other pretext, than the 

settlement of impossible points of faith. or incomprehensible 

propositions in metaphysics. We close our ears to the agonizing 

cries, whose echoes still vibrate from torture chambers and 

blazing piles, where Christians are torn in pieces, or roasted alive, 

for the honour and glory of other Christians' opinions. 



.lz6 

\Ve steel 01.1T he~rtr:;, against tbe bitter nl.o;~ns and piteous \\',:1jj:; 

InQuisition, where, L1~my a hapless vic:tir;'} has died a th0usa~1.(1 

\\~e cannel' in rbts piace nnrnheI up the :e';al1Y thousands that 

have beel: haled to sl:arneful Ge:a:hs :Jecause th_ey cOl1:d not 

b ,o.l;p.v'~' 1-1-'f_). b'll"'''r',~, 11re-rl ({ '-, '~lQ" ,)intnD.n~", "';-~l~" Cl':':::l'('D,~p.rll-~~·< I '·l''''c:'·J~, '- "'-, C ... jl,-, <. h..1...- ,) '. "~'--'. ,~~ 'L_ .L",-,1 L' ",J. I.._~ l¥-,-~~ -'_'-, u) .J ... .... ,>l1.! 

hands, could oeconie the flesh and_ bluod of a being whose 
. l ' 1 ," " • '1 eXlSl(;nc:e on cart ~\ \vas GOU otnJL: tnro12gb_ tne 111agiC2-d .locns pOCJS 

of ecclesiastical juggle:;:-y; in. a word-the eighteer'!, cen.turies' 

rec:oTc! of a11 thclt Chr~stian1tv ha:::; donf':. and s:-lkL C;lnn()~ fnnr\ s: - ,/ - -. - - - --, - -- - - - -- ---

IXt.rl of this Eule t(eaLlse. Enough bas b'2en told, hUWeYcr~ :J.ml 

enough \\-ritten, to give ar:.y inlcJ.bge:nt reader an interior -vie,\" of 

and frauds/' have been kept e-:.'!shnned. 

To any candid 111}nd, the su~-:n of a:l thnt reu13jns of that 

foundation upon \vh:.ch proud ccclesl<:tsticisrn has upr(~al'ed its 

stupendous E::lnpire will be a foundered ship, tossing on the \'\-ild. 

and tCfnl:JestUQu.s billl I ~\S of divided OI)lniol1, and ani v wlltlng for , .- '-' 

the next llghtning Hash fro:n the heaven of knovlledge 3.nd 

Plll1(rhr('nrrl.{~nr tn :.;:;n1.:- into thr_ llnri..o._,,11HC'd\1'Fi a,hs"~~ nf nhiiv~()n--- .. ~-<c~~~----------- -_. --------- ------ ----- ----- - --- - ---. C) ---.f -- -- ----.--.-----

a ship \vith sails all rentj rudder gone, C(Jll;pass lost~ fCl::Jts le'i,;e: 

\vitb bel' parting l'::llanks ,: captain~ pil()t J stecrstnan\ and crew an 

allegory l fronl whence th_eir unrc.l.J {oInt;'; were dr~1\vn, The ,varld 

lllay ask--Can such J. wreck, as this ensue fr,)Hl the n"!.Cye wi~h

d:'a\val of the yen of 111ystcry that b2,S so long enshrouded the 

ho11o\\" pretences of eccl,e:::hsticisrn '? 

This is the hre3kjng up of ~;ysterns that hcrre 

stolen tbe ~;acred garb of rdi(!"i(i~1. t,;) alT8.\' tbeir idols in, The:, 
. - ~ ~) ,i 
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with ueific attrihutes. A p~ge~nt meant at first to dramatize the 
solemn march of nature, but ending with the worship of the 

players. A farce constructed on the awful n~me of God; a 
tragedy of darkness, wrought out of cheerful sunbeams; a melo

drama, where men pretend to call each other gods; and mimic in 

their play, the tutelary angels of suns and systems . 
. /\nd yet, in the nlidst of all the Inighty upheavals which 

n10dern science, art, discovery, awl reason are effecting in the 

fanta,ies of theology, and the groundless assumptions of priest

craft, let it never be supposed that either pen or voice can mar 

with irreverenL Louch the sacred elell1ents of true religion. 

God lives and reigns) although the mythical forms of ten 
th()llo"nc1 and-mol ,hol1M vanish into the airv realms of allef!orv ------_._-- ---- -- - ---- -- - ,/ '--' ,/ 

and imagination. The facts of iTIDortality can never be dis

proved, although the Avatars, on Wllom a superstitious faith has 
built up their only proofs) resol vc themselves into solar fire, and 

their histories merge into sun and star bean1~~. Good and evil 

are stubborn facts, and sin is a stain on the soul of man, which 

the conjurers of ecclesiastical "rings" can never convert into 

good by spells and tricks. The tmths of religion were born before 
ecclesiasticism, and will survive its wreck. 1 ne rums 01 lanDS 

men deplore, do not affect the principle of natural, heaven-born 

I-.i.'irnordlal religion; and were every forrrl of faith now prevailing, 
blotted out from the earth one minute, the next would see created 

man wo;shipping his creative Father, God; following the 

beckoning hands of immortal friends, with the confident assure 

ance of their own irnrnortality, and listening. to tbe pleadings of 

the importunate witness for good and evij within, their CON

SCIENCE, with the acknowledgment that they were responsible 
beings, [lnd must create, by their deeds here, their heaven or hell 

hereafter. 
Religion is not shipwrecked in the downfall of ecclesiasticism. 
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On the contrarv. it will rise UD fairer. nurer. more true to God 
~ - - .I .) l..' ..I. " 

and nature, and more in harmony with the demands of life and 

destiny, when the tree of idolatry is cut down, and God's imperish

able Bible in creation is open for the study of his creatures, unre-

stricted by the anathemas of priests, and the mysticisms of lllan-

made scriptures. And all the while, the elements of true 

revelation are QTowinl! bril!hter and bril!hter. and brinl!inlr convic-v '-' ~ '-', v '--' 

tion to the soul of man that there is a veritable science in religion, 

the indestructible foundations of which are laid in physical nature, 

the crowning glory of which will culminate in spirituaLexistence. 

And all the while,. and all down the ages, COll'le bright glimpses of 

higher worlds than earth; interventions of higher existences than 

p~rth'", sniritllal 5i"ht5. sOIlnds. and revelations. which keeo alive --- --- -) - l- - - - - - 0 ~.) , ... 

the glorious assurance that we are not left to our own blind 

vision to discover tY'\th; not compelled to grope our way without 

stronger guidance than our own; in short, that the invisible 
things of the universe are but witnesses of a higher, grander, and 
more permanent universe of invisible flail ties within, and that 

when we are ready for it, and the ground is cleared of the 

superstitious rubbish that now encumbers it, we shall be inspired 

to outwork the FACTS of a spiritual science, in which all motions 

in the universe-past;; present; and to come-shall he found 
acting together in purest harmony; in which the immutable 

principles of Divine science shall not leave us any longer at the 

mercy of every new form of faith or fraud that man can devise; 

in which God and angels, men and spirits, life here and, here· 

after, eternal progress and supreme good, ever triumphing over 
evil, shall all be unfolded, combined, and linked together in the 

imperishable FAITHS and eternal FACTS of the religion of the 

future. 
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